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Valley Authority's electric rates have in-
creased faster than those of any public or
private utility in the country, Rep. Joe L.
Evins, D-Tenn., has said.
Evins said Wednesday TVA's electric
rates have increased 127.8 per cent since
1967, "the highest percentage increase of
any public or private utility in the nation."
Evins, long a supporter of TVA, made
the comment at hearings on TVA's request
for 17.4 per cent more funds for non-power
projects.
lie is chairman of the public works sub-
committee of the House Appropriations
Conunittee and dean of Tennessee's
He and TVA Chairman Aubrey J.
Wagner clashed- sharply over TVA's
escalating rites
Evins repeatedly asked Wagner and
they had not protested more vigorously the
increase in coal prices.These increases
have been blamed by TVA for its own rate
hikes.
"That's my complaint with TVA," Evins
said. "You talk about it, but you haven't
done anything about it."
Wagner replied that TVA has asked its
attorne}ts to look for the basis of antitrust
suits against oil companies.
"You haven't written a letter, or
telephoned them or called on them, or
made a report," Evins responded. "I don't
think you have ... made a request for an-
titrust action. You just sit down there (in
Keesvine),-"
WagneP-said TVA had no -evidence to
justify a lawsuit.
-Concerning rates, Wagner said TVA's
rates have "remained lower than almost
Finalists For The 1975
'Secretary of the Year' Award
Left to right, seated: Faye Wells, secretary
to M. C. Garrott, Joe Tom Erwin and Gil
Gilbert and Linda Farley, secretary to Billy
Joe Puckett, all at Murray State University.
Standing: Bettye Baker, secretary to Dean
Joe N. Prince, Murray State; Frances Wilson
Shea, legal secretary and court examiner
and Annie Nance, executive secretary to
Chief Executive Officer and Chairman of
the Board, H. Glenn Doran, Peoples Bank.
This special section is devoted to the
secretaries of our community, who per-
form invaluable serves to the businesses
and institutions of Murray.
A thank-you is in order to the advertisers
who supported this section and the
assistance of the Murray Chapter of the
National Secretaries Association for their
contributions toward the content of the 12-
page section.
He presented a chart that he said snovreo
the gap between TVA's residential rates
and the national average continues to
widen.
The 127.8 per cent increase, Wagner
said, was wholesale, while the retail or
residential customers' cost has increased
80 per cent.
Evins insisted, however, that "you've
gone the furthest and the fastest. Your
residential rates have gone up twice as
fast as other utilities'."
Evins also questioned why TVA had paid
as high as $30 a ton for coal last winter
when it already owns 40,230 wreaks Ken-
tucky ancr8,350 In Minois that it has not
mined yet.
"We are tapping them, as rapidly as
possible," Wagner said.
[Murray High
mor Grads
-e Selected
ir honor students for the
School graduating class of
si announced by Assistant
ri Hine. They are Valedic-
McKinney, daughter of Mr.
1 McKinney, 901 Clarkshire
torian Tim Philpot, son of
Lawrence Philpot, 813 Sha-
hird honor student Ginger
titer of Mrs. Willie Waldrop
Magnolia Drive; and fourth
Jean Forsee, daughter of
Earl Forsee, Rt. 1.
Kinney has a scholastic
14. Tim Philpot has achieved
97.53. Ginger Gilliam's four
By L. J. Hortin
ed by Governor Carroll's
of the project to restore and
le old "Normal School
Wrather Hall), Calloway
lty of Murray, and Murray
mity are hoping that this
ling may soon become a
nal" or Museum for the
Stage.
Sala at work on fund raising
petitions that may convey to
(proof) that the community
ti" in preserving Wrather
milt with $130,000 in donations
and Calloway County in 1924,
eminated _to the National
letoric Places, Department of
thIngton CIt has -bile- -
the state -level by the Ken-
age Preservation Review
iination is approved on the
year average is 97.02. Jean Forsee's
average is 96.97.
The four students are active in many
extra-curricula activities. Martha and
Jean are co-editors of The Tiger yearbook.
Martha is also president of Future
Homemakers of America, parliamen-
tarian of Tr -Alpha and winner of the State
DAR Good Citizen award.
Tim is a National Merit Finalist and
very active in both the Band and Stage
Band at Murray High.
Ginger is president of Tri-Alpha and has
been a member of the Band throughout
high school.
Commencement exercises for the class
of 157 will be held on May 29.
national level and is listed on the National
Register, it automatically becomes
eligible for a 50-50 matching grant for
restoration.
Application has been filed with the
Kentucky Heritage Commission for a
matching grant.
Summarizing progress to date on the
Wrather Hall project, committee mem-
bers have listed the following:
1. Corrunwilty interest has developed to
the point where the 51-year-old structure
will not be allowed to deteriorate.
2. James W. Harris, artist of structures
at the University, has prepared an artist's
rendition of the Hall with prints available
to the alumni and general public, through
.the MSU Alumni Association.
• 3. Wrather Hall has been nominated to
Abe-National Register of Historic Places.
4. Petitions and resolutions are being
prepared for presentation to the Governor.
5. Documents and artifacts are being
received for the Museum.
nbers And Advisors
ership Conference
g the chapter in the Annual
ontest. This contest consists of
written summary of all the
,ctivities for the year. Donna
le of preparing this report of
ivities.
t Chapter Exhibit which is
a provide visual evidence of
ivities will be represented by
iughter of Mr. and Mrs W. C.
chapter exhibit represents the
'ocational Center's North
Elementary Project. The
pod set up the new library, and
f81. A members and adnialf atteuding the State
touiswilie today through Saturday are, Wit"
vis4".• Ten'Y Adams, Rita Dawson, Debbie Lee, Sharon
vk kie White and Pam Milk; top - Marketia Orr, Mrs.
unninghirn
teadershje cunfercov_
livirs. Martha trilkdord —
Fandrich, Donna McMullin,
Brenda Nix - advisor, Vickie
the exhibit is a model of the school
depicting chapter members at work in the
library.
Marketia Orr, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Dewey Orr, will be representing the
chapter in the public speaking contest.
Marketia's speech which is entitled
"Encouragement for Community
Leadership" emphasizes the FBLA
purpose to "Encourage young persons to
improve the home and community."
Rita Dawson, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Floyd Dawson, will represent the chapter
in the clerical contest. Rita placed first at
the regional conference. The clerical
contestant is tested on her ability to handle
office tasks likely to be assigned an office
employee.
Sharon Fandrich, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Fandrich, will be representing
the chapter in the bulletin board contest.
The state bulletin board theme is "FBLA
Opens DOOM to Leadership Tomorrow."
The chapter scrapbook which is a record
of club activities arranged creatively will
be entered in state competition by Terry
Adams, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. B. A.
Adams.
Vickie White, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
James White, will be representing the
chapter's State Project at the State
Conference The written report of this
project summarizes chapter activities that
were conducted on behalf of the March of
Dimes.
Contrtants must place first or socOootat\
the reippru!l conference in order to sb\-
16eesnpent
The advfitors, Mrs. Martha Crawford
and ,Mrs. Brenda Nix, accotranied the
group to Louisville.
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Secretary Section
MSU Certified As CPS Examination Center
Murray State University has
been established as a Certified
Professional Secretary
Examination Center
Institute for Certifying
Secretaries, a department of
The National Secretaries
Association ( International ) .
The CPS Examination will be
administered for the first time
at Murray State on Friday and
Saturday, May 2-3, according to
Dr. John W. DeVine, chairman
of the Department of Education
and Administrative
Management and proctor for
the CPS examination at Murray
State.
Approximately 250
examination centers have been
established throughout the
United States, Canada, and
Puerto Rico. Murray State is
one of four in Kentucky.
Examination centers are
apprUved at four-year colleges
and universities that are
recognized by the American
Association of Collegiate
Schools of Business, American
Association of Colleges for
Teacher Education, or by the
appropriate regional ac-
crediting association (New
England, Middle States,
Southern, North Central,
Western, or Northwest
Association of ' Colleges and
Secondary Schools).
Publically supported junior
colleges and community
colleges with accreditation
pending may also be designated
as examination centers,
provided credits from these
schools are transferable to
accredited four-year degree
granting institutions. In all
cases, a recognized program of
secretarial subjects must be
included among the curricula.
The actual use of an approved
center depends upon the
number of secretaries in the
area who qualify to take the
examination. The list of ap-
proved centers is sent to each
applicant who then indicates a
choice of examination-center
locations. If 10 or more qualified
applicants select a center on the
list, the center is then notified
that it will be used as an
examination center that year.
th
annual
secretaries
week
april 20-26
Joann Simmons and Buford Hurt
WOODMEN OF THE WORLD
LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY
Buford Hurt, State Manager
The maximum number of
candidates depends upon the
facilities available at each
center.
The Institute for eertifying
Secretaries allows an applicant
five years to pass all six sec-
Requisites For
CPS Difficult
The Certified Professional
Secretary is that individual who
has successfully completed the
six parts of the twelve-hour,
two-day examination _ad-
ministered by the Institute for
Certifying Secretaries.
The Certified Professional
Secretary Examination has
been administered annually
since 1951, and 13,547 can
didates have sat for the
examination. Including the1971
examinations, 5,659 have been
certified.
The CPS examination, offered
by the Institute for Certifying
Secretaries, is based upon an
analysis of secretarial work.
Emphasis is on judgment,
understanding, and those ad-
ministrative abilities gained
through associated experiences
in human relations and job
knowledge. The examination
includes application of the
skills, techniques and related
secretarial functions in six
areas of secretarial
proficiency; environmental
relationships in business;
business and public policy;
economics of management:
financial analysis and the
mathematics of business;
communications and decision
making; office procedures.
Local Chapter
Formed In 1971
On March 29, 1971, members
of the Paducah-Kentucky Lake
Chapter of NSA met with
secretaries in the community at
the Southside Restaurant to
present the NSA idea and
ascertain if the local secretaries
were interested in forming a
chapter in Murray. Ap-
proximately 40 local secretaries
attended and indicated strong
interest in NSA.
On May 2, 1971, the Paducah-
Kentucky Lake Chapter in-
stalled the Murray Chapter of
NSA in an impressive ceremony
at the Woman's Clubhouse.
Charter members numbered
35—the second largest in-
stallation in Kentucky. Officers
for the new chapter were Patsy
Dyer, President; Anita
Thomas, Vice President; Helen
Spann, Recording Secretary;
Ann Ruth Harris, Correspon-
ding Secretary; and Neva Grey
Allbritten, Treasurer.
Outstanding events of the
year were the chapter's sponsor
of a house-to-house canvass for
the Arthritis Foundation;
varied educational and self-
improvement programs; the
first Executive Night Banquet
with Senator Carroll Hubbard
as speaker; and the selection of
Dr. Ralph H. Woods as "Boss of
the Year" and Mrs. Neva Grey
Allbritten as -Secretary of the
Year."
tions of the two-day
examination, which is given one
time each year. After suc-
cessful completion of one or
more sections of the
examination, an applicant may
take one or more sections,
thereafter, until successful
completion of all six parts, or
the expiration of the five years.
From the Institute's begin-
ning 24 years ago, 74 secretaries
have been certified in Ken-
tucky.
Five members of the Murray
Chapter of The National
Secretaries Association, (In-
ternational) will be sitting for
the CPS examination at Murray
State in May. They are:
Holmes Ellis would like to give
I special recognition to his secretaries
E.---., Mrs. Mary Allbritten ...=
and. .=
I i
1 Mrs. Minnie Craig .. ..--_ _=
during Notional Secretaries Week
==
. Keep Up The Good Work!! 
i--
:
.1 
I
_
; Western Dark Fired 1
i. Tobacco Growers= 2...!. Association
=
• 206 Maple Phone 753-3341
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Patsy Dyer, Secretary to Dr. Constantine
Curris. is wearing an outfit by Act III
We Salute the Secretaries
Working Gals are our kind of people
See as for Act 111-iontzea-Dissiglas Marc
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National
Secretaries
Week
Valley Authority's eleciric rates have in-
creased faster than those of any public or
private utility in the country, Rep. Joe L.
Evins, D-Tenn., has said.
Evins said Wednesday TVA's electric
rates have increased 177.8 per cent since
1967, "the highest percentage increase of
any public or private utility in the nation."
Evins, long a supporter of TVA, made
the comment at hearings on TVA's request
for 17.4 per cent more funds for non-power
projects.
He is chairman of the public works sub-,
committee of.,the House Appropriations
Committee and dean of Tennessee's
-eengeesifieneAlgiegatisne..
He and Ti*. Mailman Aubrey J.
Wagner clashed 'sharply over TVA's
escalating rates.
Evins repeatedly asked Wagner and
2 Sections — 2 Pages6
Secretary Section
-
NSA members from
throughout Kentucky
gathered in Frankfort earlier •
this month to be present
when Gov. Julian Carroit—
signed the Secretaries Week
proclamation.
There are 11 NSA chapters in
the state and 10 were
represented at the official
signing. Attending and
representing the Murray
chapter were Sara Alexander,
Bettye Baker and Helen
Spann.
Following the signing, Gov.
Carroll expressed his feelings
on the importance of
professional secretaries to
any office, including his own
staff of secretaries.
Those present for the
signing were also taken on a
tour of the governor's offices
and the capitol building.
Doris Rowland, Ola Mae Roberts, Virginia Strohecker
they had not protested more vigorously the
increase in coal prices.These increases
have been blamed by TVA for its own rate
hikes.
"That's my complaint with TVA," Evins
said. "You talk about it, but you haven't
done anything about it."
Wagner replied that TVA has asked its
attorneys to look for the basis of antitrust
suits against oil companies.
You haven't written a letter, or
telephoned them or called on them, or
made a report," Evins responded. ""I don't
think you have. . . made a request for an- "
titrust action. You just sit down there (in
,
.Wagner ,said WA had no evidenee to
justify a lawsuit.
Concerning rates, Wagrier said TVA's
rates have "remained lower than almost
He presented a chart that he said showed
the gap between TVA's residential rates
and the national average continues to
widen.
The 171.8 per cent increase, Wagner
said, was wholesale, while the retail or
residential customers' cost has increased
80 per cent.
Eying insisted, however, that "you've
gone the furthest and the fastest. Your
residential rates have gone up twice as
fast as other utilities'."
Evina also questioned why WA had paid
as high as $30 a ton for coal last winter
when it already °NMI 40,229 al!tek in—Ken-
tucky and 6,350 In Minois that'll has not
mined yet.
"We are tapping them as rapidly as
possible," Wagner said.
[Murray High
) iioll-Grads
re Selected
ur honor students for the
School graduating class of
en announced by Assistant
n Hine_ They are Valedic-
1/4 McKinney, daughter of Mr.
n McKinney, 901 Clarkshire
Aldan Tim Philpot, son of
Lawrence Philpot, 813 Sha-
bird honor student Ginger
;htar of Mrs. Willie Waldrop
Magnolia Drive; and fourth
t Jean Forsee, daughter of
Earl Forsee, Rt. 1.
:Kinney has a scholastic
24. Tim Philpot has achieved
97.53. Ginger Gilllam's four
iRTILA MeKINNEY
Valedkterian
year average is 97.02. Jean Forsee's
average is 96.97.
The four students are active in many
extra-curricula activities. Martha and
—Jean are co-editors of The Tiger yearbook.
Martha is also president of Future
Homemakers of America, parliamen-
tarian of Tr -Alpha and winner of the State
DAR Good Citizen award.
Tim is a National Merit Finalist and
very active in both the Band and Stage
Band at Murray High.
Ginger is president of Tri-Alpha and has
been a member of the Band throughout
high school.
Commencement exercises for the class
of 157 will be held on May 29.
TIM PHILPOT
Salutatorian
ther Hall Fund-Raising
tmittees Hard At Work
By L. J. Rodin
ed by Governor Carroll's
: of the project to restore and
he old "Normal School
Wrather Hall), Calloway
City of Murray, and Murray
rsity are hoping that this
Kling may soon become a
fall" or Museum for the
chase
are at work on fund raising
petitions that may convey to
• (proof) that the community
xl" in preserving Wrather
milt with $130,000 in donations
'and Calloway County in 1924,
laminated to the National
llatoric Places, Department of
shington, has been
the state level by the Ken-
3ric Preservation Review
Unation is approved on the
national level and is listed on the National
Register, it automatically becomes
eligible for a 50-50 matching grant for
restoration.
Application has been filed with the
Kentucky Heritage Commission for a
matching grant.
Summarizing progress to date on the
Wrather Hall project, committee mem-
bers have listed the following:
1. Community interest hardeveloped to
the point where the 51-year-old structure
will not be allowed to deteriorate.
2. James W. Harris, artist of structures
at the University, has prepared an artist's
rendition of the Hall with prints available
to the alumni and general public, through
the MSU Alumni Association.
3. Wrather Hall has been nominated to
the National Register of Historic Places.
4. Petitions and resolutions are being
prepared for presentation to the Governor.
5. Documents and artifacts are being
received for the Museum.
nbers And Advisors
ership Conference
g the chapter in the Annual
ontest. This contest consists of
written summary of all the
ictivities for the year. Donna
-ge of preparing this report of
ivities.
t Chapter Exhibit which is
provide visual evidence of
ivities will be represented by
aughter of Mr. and Mrs W. C.
chapter exhibit represents the
'ocational Center's North
Elementary Project. The
pod set up the new library, and
ISLA member, and advisers attending the State filkk..teadenhip Conferenre -
tain toisvnie today through Saturday are, left to right, Mis; Martha Crew/lord - ad-
visor, Terry Adams, Rita Dawson, Debbie Lee, Sharon Fandrich, Donna McMullin,
R kie White and Pam Mills; top - Pviarketia Orr. Mrs! Brenda Nix - adviser, Vickie
unningharn.
the exhibit is a model of the school
depicting chapter members at work in the
library.
Marketia Orr, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Dewey Orr, will be representing the
chapter in the public speaking contest.
Marketia's speech which is entitled
"Encouragement for Community
Leadership" emphasizes the FBLA
purpose to "Encourage young persons to
improve the home and community."
Rita Dawson, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Floyd Dawson, will represent the chapter
in the clerical contest. Rita placed first at
the regional conference The clerical
contestant is tested on her ability to handle
office tasks likely to be assigned an office
employee.
Sharon Fandrich, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Fandrich, will be representing
the chapter in the bulletin board contest.
The state bulletin board theme is "FBLA
Opens Doors to Leadership Tomorrow "
The chapter scrapbook which is a record
of club activities arranged creatively will
be entered in state competition by Terry
Adams, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. B. A.
Adams.
Vickie White, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
James White, will be representing the
chapter's State Project at the State
Conference. The written report of this
project summarizes chapter activities that
were conducted on behalf of the March of
Dimes.
' Contestants trust place first or second at
- -theregional. conference irr ertte4-441 -enter--
slate competition in Louisville..
The advisors, Mrs. Martha Crawford
and Mrs. Brenda Nix, accompanied the
group to Louisville.
4
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COUPON
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Congratulations
N.S.A.
We Salute Our Secretary Mrs. Marsha Farris
PURDOM
."SedeladCaestwasinAraiDa.
1406 West Mak - 753-5315
Our Secretaries
Behind The Scenes
Seated: Freda Barrow, Hazel Berkley, Stan-
ding: left to right, Wanda Hartsield, Judy
Ingersoll, Linda Waugh. Not pictured, Mary
Steele
Limit 1 Per Family
Pink
Phase III
Bath Sire —'
Expires 4-29-75
Good Only At Storeys
Mr. Muscle
Oven
Cleaner.
99'
Expires 4-29-75
Good I y At Storeys
CASH POT
A Secretary's Credo
I Believe That. .the
philosophy of the secretarial
profession embodies a foun-
dation of logic and learning,
ethics and integrity, courtesy
and understanding, and a desire
to be of benefit to others;
...the principal obligation of a
secretary is to function as a
support to management and to
increase the effectiveness of the
executive;
...a secretary occupies a
position of confidence, trust,
and responsibility and accepts
this position as a privilege to
guard carefully;
...secretarial excellence
requires comprehensive
educational preparation;
...a secretary strives for self-
improvement through a
-prztgrazzL, of continuing
education;
Are executives tally utilizing
the capabilities of a secretary?
Do they demand that the work
be done right the first time?
Does the secretary know the
goals of the executive so they
can work together as a team to
achieve results?
Do executives convey the
reasons behind their thinking so
the secretary is aware of
priorities?
Do executives allow the
secretary to use her initiative in
doing preliminary research or
analyzing of reports?
Do executives ask the
secretary to compose letters or
are they writing one-line letters
out in longhand or dictating
them? It now costs $3.19 for a
business letter.
Do your secretaries annotatE
the volumes of paper wort
crossing the employer's desk?
These are just a few of the
ways a secretary could be of
more help to you.
If you want your secretary to
become a better secretary,
encourage her to join our
Association.
...the maintenance of high
standards is essential to the
continuing advancement of the
secretarial profession;
...the qualifications of
secretary are enhanced by a
businesslike demeanor and by
friendliness, cooperation, good
humor, and enthusiasm;
...a secretary should assume
responsibility for guiding
qualified young people toward
secretarial careers;
...a secretarial career is both
challenging and rewarding;
So Believing...! Therefore
dedicate myself to preserve and
to practice these principles and
to uphold them at all times with
dignity and honor.
Dennison Hunt
Sporting Goods
1203 Chestnut 753-8844
COMPLIMENTS OF
o
4he
shoe
tree
SOUTHSIOE MANOR
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
RHONE 002-7534339 .
Thank You, Secretaries
James L Johnson
Executive Secretary
Chamber of Commerce
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The Local Chapter
NSA MEMBERSHIP
And Employers
sandra Kay Adams—Gary R.
Haverstock Hughes & Gregory
Attorneys at Law.
Sarah Alexander—J. R.
Venza Chm., History Dept.,
MSU.
Neva G. Allbritten—Joe Dick,
president Bank of Murray.
Mary W. Allbritten—Holmes
Ellis, Mgr, Western Dark Fired
Tobacco Growers Assoc.
Becky Armstrong—Dwain
McIntosh Public Information,
MSU.
Essie Bailey—Nat Ryan
Hughes, Hughes & Gregory
Attorneys at Law.
Bettye L. Baker—Dr. Joe
Prince, Dean College of
'Creative Expression, MSU.
Claire Benton—Cal Luther
Athletic Dir., MSU.
Beverly Brittain—Mr. Dan
Hutson, Owner Hutson
Chemical Co.
Linda Chadwick—George E.
Overbey, Sr., Wm. Donald
Overbey, Geo, Edward Over-
bey, Jr., Overbey Law Firm.
La Jeanna Chapman—Dr.
Constantine Curris President,
MSU.
Patsy R. Dyer—Dr. Con-
stantine Curris President, MSU.
Pat Eberhardt—Stuart
Poston Adm., Murray-Calloway
Co. Hospital.
Linda Kay Farley—Billy J.
Pucket, MSU Foundation.
Joyce Haley—Mr. Thomas E.
Shirley, CPA.
Anna Ruth Harris—Owen
Billington Murray Insurance
Agency.
Ann Harris—Dr. John Bar-
tholomy V. P., Univ. Affairs.
Melva Hatcher—Robert
Billington Murray Insurance.
Agency.
Wanda Hendon—A. R. Hat-
cher, V. P. Bank of Murray.
Melva Holt—Dr. Thomas B.
Hogancamp V. P., Adm. &
Finance, MSU.
Joyce Key—Gene D. Smith,
Sr. Office Mgr. Vanderbilt
Chemical Corp.
Carolyn J. Leslie—Harold
Hurt, Hurt, Christopher & Jones
Attorneys at Law.
Betty Meadows—Tommy-
Marshall SuperintendentL_
Murray Natural Gas.
Linda Myhill—George E.
Overbey, Sr., Wm. Donald
Overbey, Geo. Edward Over-
bey, Jr., Overbey Law Firm.
Annie J. Nance—H. Glenn
Doran Chm. of the Board,
—Peoples Bank.
Linda Roach—Mr. James L
Johnson, Executive Secretary,
Chamber of Commerce.
Ola Mae Roberts—Max
Brandon, Cashier Peoples
Bank.
Doris J. Rowland—Bill Boyd,
Pres. Peoples Bank.
Frances W. Shea—( candidate
for public office).
Joann Simmons—Buford
Hurt, state manager, Woodmen
of the World.
Carol J. Sims—A. R. Hatcher,
V. P. Bank of Murray.
Ann Spann—Kenneth Adams,
Chief Accountant Finance &
Planning, MSU. Charles
Outland, Director Finance &
Planning, MSU.
Helen Spann—Hon. Robert 0.
Miller Calloway Co. Judge.
Virginia Strohecker—H.
Glenn Doran Chin. of the Board,
Peoples Bank. Bill Boyd,
President Peoples Bank.
Anita J. Thomas—Dr. Robert
Etherton, professor, Dept. of
Physics, MSU.
Ann Thompson—Guy
Billington, Murray Insurance
Agency.
Delma Trotter—John A.
Gregory, Jr., Hughes &
Gregory, Attorneys at Law.
Faye Wells—M. C. Garrott,
director, Information & Public
Services, MSU.
Beth Wilson—Bethel
Richardson, Joe P. Trevathan,
Accountants.
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Valley Authority's electric rates have in-
creased faster than those of any public or
private utility in the country, Rep. Joe L.
Evins, D-Tenn., has said.
Evins said Wednesday TVA's electric
rates have increased 127.8 per cent since
1967, "the highest percentage increase of
any public or private utility in the nation."
Evins, long a supporter of TVA, made
the comment at hearings on TVA's request
for 17.4 per cent more funds for non-power
projects.
He is chairman of the public works sub-
committee of the ...House Appropriations
Committee and dean of TenDEIDI04'..f1
congressional delegation. ,
He and', TVA Chairrrian Aubrey J.
Wagner clashed sharply over TVA's
escalating rates.
Eying repeatedly asked Wagner and
Murray, Ky., Tiursday Afternoon, Apr l 24 1975 15' Per Copy
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Secretory Section
4
SCHOLARSHIPS PRESENTED — Anna Ruth Harris, chairman Future Secretaries Association
Committee of the Murray chapter, presents scholarship to Che.y1 Burkeen, center, Murray High
Senior and Jean Walker, Calloway County High Senior. The local club annually presents the
Mary Alice Trotter Memorial Scholarship award to a senior at each high SCh001.
Staff Photo by David Ht
Neva Grey Allbritten, 1972 Secretary of the
Year, is wearing a classic look in dresses by
Butte Knit.
The Happy Yellow Store is pleased to salute
the Murray Chapter of the National
Secretaries Club...
Have A Nice Week!
LITT :4 L. N'S
"The Happy Yellow Store"
Downtown Murray
Store Hours 930-5:30 Mon.-Sat.
9:30-600 Friday
they had not protested more vigorously the
increase in coal prices.These increases
have been blamed by TVA for its own rate
hikes.
"That's my complaint with TVA," Evins
said. "You talk about it, but you haven't
done anything about it."
Wagner replied that TVA has asked its
attorneys to look for the basis of antitrust
suits against oil companies.
"You haven't written a letter, or
telephoned them or called on them, or
made a report," Evins responded.
think you have.. . made a request for an-
sat dawn tharctio.
-
' Wagner said TVA had .no evidence to
justify a lawsuit.
Concerning rates, Wagner said TVA's
rates have "remained lower than airman
He presented a chart that he said showed
the gap between TVA's residential rates
and the national average continues to
widen.
The 177.8 per cent increase, Wagner
said, was wholesale, while the retail or
residential customers' cost has increased
80 per cent.
Eying insisted, however, that "you've
gone the furthest and the fastest. Your
residential rates have gone up twice as
fast as other utilities'."
Evins also questioned why TVA had paid
as high as $30-a ton for coal last winter
when It already awn! 40,220 acres In Ken-
tucky and 6.350 in Illinois that it bin not
mined yet.
"We are tapping them as rapidly as
possible," Wagner said.
..1111111111.00.
5,4
[Murray High
anor-Grads
re Selected
our honor students for the
School graduating class of
'en announced by Assistant
tm Hine. They are Valedic-
a McKinney, daughter of Mr.
"in McKinney, 901 Clarkshire
atorian Tim Philpot, son of
Lawrence Philpot, 813 Sha-
third honor student Ginger
ghter of Mrs. Willie Waldrop
Magnolia Drive; and fourth
it Jean Forsee, daughter of
i. Earl Forsee, Rt. 1.
icKinney has a scholastic
.24. 11zn Philpot has achieved
f 97.53. Ginger Gilliam's four
UATINAlleICINNEY
ValeslitterUA
year average is 97.02. Jean Forsee's
average is 96.97.
The four students are active in many
extra-curricula activities. Martha and
Jean are co-editors of The Tiger yearbook.
Martha is also president of Future
Homemakers of America, parliamen-
tarian of Tr -Alpha and winner of the State
DAR Good Citizen award.
Tim is a National Merit Finalist and
very active in both the Band and Stage
Band at Murray High.
Ginger is president of Tr -Alpha and has
been a member of the Band throughout
high school.
Commencement exercises for the class
of 157 will be held on May 29.
TIM PHILPOT
Salutatorian
ther Hall Fund-Raising
Imittees Hord At Work
By L. J. Hortin national level and is listed on the National
fed by Governor Carroll's Register, it automatically becomes
t of the project to restore and eligible for a 50-50 matching grant for
:he old "Normal School restoration.
(Wrather Hail), Calloway Application has been filed with the
City of Murray, and Murray Kentucky Heritage Commission for a
Tidy are hoping that this matching grant.
(ding may soon become a Summarizing progress to date on the
lall" or Museum for the Wrather Hall project, committee mem-
chase. bers have listed the following:
*are at work on fund raising 1. Community interest has developed to
, petitions that may convey to the point where the 51-year-old structure
r (proof ) that the community will not be allowed to deteriorate.
ad" in preserving Wrather 2. James W. Harris, artist of structures
at the University, has prepared an artist's
aunt with 8130,000 in donations rendition of the Hall with prints available
and Calloway County in 1924, to the alumni and general public, through
laminated to the National the MSU Alumni Association.
Batoric Places, Department of 3. Wrather Hall has been nominated to
Abington, D. C. It has been the National Register of Historic Places.
the state level by the Ken- 4. Petitions and resolutions are being
)ric Preservation Review prepared for presentation to the Governor.
5. Documents and artifacts are being
dilation is approved on the received for the Museum.
nbers And Advisors
ership Conference
g the chapter in the Annual
ontest. This contest consists of
written summary of all the
ctivities for the year. Donna
ge of preparing this report of
ivities.
Chapter Exhibit which is
provide visual evidence of
•-ities will be represented by
atughter. of Mr and Mrs W. C.
hapter exhibit represents the
ocational Center's North
Elementary Project. The
ed set up the new library, and
.ritk.roembess aad advisers attending the State FELLA Leadership Conference
inLOUIIS4Ietoday through Saturday are, left to.right, Mrs. Martha Crawford - ad-
vi93r, lerrY Adams, Rita Dawson, Debbie lee, Sharon Fandrich, Donna McMullin,
Vickie White And Pam Mills: top - Marketia Orr, Mrs. Brenda Nix - advisor, Vickie
Cunningham.
the exhibit is a model of the school
depicting chapter members at work m the
Library.
Marketia Orr, daughter of Mr. and Mrs
Dewey Orr, will be representing the
chapter in the public speaking contest
Marketia's speech which is entitled
"Encouragement for Community
Leadership" emphasizes the FBLA
purpose to "Encourage young persons to
Improve the home and community"
Rita Dawson, daughter of Mr. and Mrs
Floyd Dawson, will represent the chapter
in the clerical contest. Rita placed first at
the regional conference. The clerical
contestant is tested on her ability to handle
office tasks likely to be assigned an office
employee.
Sharon Fancirich, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Fandrich, will be representing
the chapter in the bulletin board contest.
The state bulletin board theme is "FBLA
Opens Doors to Leadership Tomorrow."
The chapter scrapbook which is a record
of club activities arranged creatively will
be entered in state competition by Terry
Adams, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. B. A.
Adams.
Vickie White, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
James White, will be representing the
chapter's State Project at the State
Conference. The written report of this
project summarizes chapter activities that
were conducted on behalf of the March of
Dimes. -
Confrosisprs mug place first or second at
the regional conference in order to enter
state competition in Louisville.
The advisors, Mrs Martha Crawford
and Mrs. Brenda Nix, accompanied the
group to Louisville
PartMillrelPE,44 1.02. ;!--.4.44.441/41:4 r-V.
. 4/0
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Storey's
Food Maul;
BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER We Reserve T
To Limit Qua
Emge's
Hyde Park
Grade A large
Eggs
Do z.
Hart's Cream Style
16 oz Cans
$100
Big Ours
Cokes
32 oz.
Bottles
School Days
Peas
BoC
Countr
Po
Riversic
Bo
Boneles
Ho
Eatwell
Tu
Big Chi'
00 Pe
Soft&
Food Giant
Sandwich
Bread
24 oz.
loaves
Stokely
Tol
Van C.011
Ho
Coronet ShOWbe
Towels 2 Roll, 99c Po
COI 'PON
Limit Om, Per fa iii
Robin Hood
Flour
49' .4
- -5 Li bag
With 17.50 Pur• -
Expires 4-29-75 '
Good Onl Al Storeys
rot •Poti
limit One Per Farnik
White
Lifebuoy
3/99c
- Bath
Expires 4-29-75
Good Only At Store c
ro1 PON
I mut I Per E'arnil),
Coral
Lifebuoy
3/99`
—7 Bath sitt
Expires 4-29-75
Good Ord At Storevc
Robin Hood
Flour
This
Week
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CASH PDT
Ind),
JOYCE HALEY is serving as this year's chairman of activities for the local dub's Secretaries
week observance. She is pictured with her employer, Tom Shirley, Certified Public Accountant.
Lady Seiko
has
time
elegance.
Everything's
elegant but
the price.
Lady Seiko
watches don't
look like
they're made
by automation.
  But they work like it—amaz-
ingly accurate. And cost like
„ it—surprisingly modest.
Britliantry textured case with
matching adjustable brace-
let. Fashion glow black dial.
No. ZW647-17J, white top,
stainless steel back.
Lindsey's
Jewelry
Court Square
Murray
Thirteen From Murray
At Dartnell Institute
Thirteen Murray secretaries
attended the Dartnell Institute
of Management, a special one-
day program for secretaries
and other office women entitled
"Personality Plus" and
featuring Ethel Burge, an in-
ternationally popular lecturer
writer and fashion consultant.
Mrs. Burge is the contributing
fashion editor of "From Nine to
Five," author of "This Business
of Dressing," and the producer
of the original Fashion-
Horoscope show. She is listed in
Who's Who in American Women
and London's Dictionary of
International Biography.
Other speakers on the
program were: Mrs. E. Lee
Goodrich, assistant director of
the Metropolitan School of
Business and author of "What is
a Boss?"; and Mrs. Elaine
Styles, one of Chicago's most
sought-after natron models. She
has taught private classes in
good grooming, make-up, visual
poise and fashion coordination.
This one-day program was
sponsored by the Paducah
chapter of the National
Secretaries' Association.
Attending from Murray were:
$4;4 1.4....••;&•••;4;4114,• •  •  • •  I .141.1;611.01C.C.1%, 1 Pca.;110;a.;11c.C.411.4;.•PLCS
Ng, PM. MI MO07. OMIII700% IF•li•e;NOMI P.MINM
OOMII PM. PM.11ir.“..
. .
Northside Shopping Center 7:2A—
.:5Z Murray, Ky. 42071 Ph..753-2571 , •
/1P/St Off /0
Our Local
SECRETARIES
During
National Secretaries Week
Murray
Home & Auto Store
COUPON
Limit One Per Family
Aqua
• Phase III
- 3/$1-°9
•
Expires 4-29-75
Good Only At Storeys
TrOi 'PON
Limit I Per Family
Pink
Phase III
3 1°9_:. - --.--141t1 Size .7
Expires 4-29-75
Good Only At Storeys
Bettye Baker, Patsy Dyer,
Linda Chadwick, Melva Holt,
Pat Eberhardt, Lucy Mc-
Wherter, Linda Myhill, Annie
Nance, Doris Rowland, Jonn
Simmons, Virginia Strohecker,
Bobbie Waters and Faye Wells.
We love
secretanes
at -
Ann
Herbert
See our
New Lines
First -
Qualities
New Low
Prices
"3*.7211MireN.,
We're Very
Proud Of Our
Secretaries
Especially this week,
and all the year round
Murray Datsun
Inc.
So. 12th St. 753-7114
FO.:4CO: *.*::V.:fa:C.037.*:*::03:401101Cg43::#:;rtt
It's Our Pleasure to Honor
All Secretaries during
;
t I
:41F.
2
FLOWERS
705 So. 4th
NUIRRAY. K ENTUCK Y 42071
PHONE 753-4320
National Secretaries Week
bETTER SECRETARiES
MEAN
bETTER busiNESS
Ginny, Helen, Becky, Ruth
Bet • Air Shopping Center:
;$•::
• • • • • " •• " ' •'
• ' •
EmazdE
COUPON
limit 1 Per Family
Mr. Muscle
Oven
Cleaner
4a 99'
Expires 4-29,75
Good Only At Store',
COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family
SCRS-61
Renutit
49c
7 or. Soilds
Expires 4-29-75
Good Only At Storeys
COUPON
Limit I Per Family
Modess
5119
2411
Expires 4-29-75
Good Onl At Store 's
COUPON
limit I per family
Hunt's
Snack
Pack
59'
Expires 4-29-75
Good Only At Storeys
COUPON
Limit 1 per family
Gen. Mills 45259
Breakfast
Squares
12-cit, Box 89ezi-
Expires 4-29-75
Good old% At Storeys
Mb,
VI
Cr
Pr
ra
19
' an
th,
foi
Pr
co
' Cc
mamma
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Local ChapterAtiembers
Participate In Many Activities
Members of the Murray
Chapter of the National
Secretary Association have
been participating in many
activities in observance of
National Secretaries' Week
according to Joyce Haley,
chairman of Secretaries' Week
activities for the Murray
Chapter.
The week began with a "kick-
off breakfast" at Perkins
Pancake House on Monday,
April 21. Coach Fred Overton,
Murray State University
basketball coach was the
featured speaker.
On Tuesday, a panel of the
National Secretaries'
Association members were
NSA Code
Of Ethics
Recognizing the secretary's
position of trust, we resolve in
all of our activities to be guided
by the highest ideals for which
THE NATIONAL
SECRETARIES ASSOCIATION
stands; to establish, practice,
and promote professional
standards; and to be ethical and
understanding in all of our
business associations.
We resolve to promote the
interest of the business in which
we are employed; to exemplify
loyalty and conscientiousness at
all times; and to maintain
dignity and poise under all
circumstances.
We further resolve to share
knowledge; to encourage
ambition and inspire hope; and
to sustain faith, knowing that
the eternal laws of God are the
ultimate laws under which we
may truly succeed.
Proclaimed
.in Canada
-- -Greetings on the occasion of
.the 1975 Secretaries Week.
We are too often inclined to
take for granted the vital ser-
vices which are provided by
secretaries the world over. Yet,
if their essential tasks were not
done, the chaos that would
result is barely imaginable.
I join in an expression of
appreciation and good wishes to
secretaries everywhere. May
your lives be truly fulfilled and
happy.
Pierre Elliott Trudeau
Prime Minister
Of Canada
Ottawa,
1975.
A Salute to
Secretaries
who make
Murray A
Better Place!
MERLE noRmiin
COSMETIC STU DI
107 North 4th
vauey Autnority's electric rates have in-
creased faster than those of any public or
private utility in the country, Rep. Joe I,
EVIIIS, D-Tenn., has said.
Evins said Wednesday TVA's electric
rates have increased 177.8 per cent since
1967, "the highest percentage increase of
any public or private utility in the nation."
Evins, long a supporter of TVA, made
the comment at hearings on TVA's request
for 17.4 per cent more funds for non-power
projects.
He is chairman of the public works sub-
committee of the House Appropriations
Committee and dean of Tennessee's
eengressiensidolegatien,-- —
tie and TVA Chairman Aubrey J.
Wagner clashed sharply over TVA's
escalating rates.
Evins repeatedly asked Wagner and
featured on the "Focus"
program on MSU-TV. Also on
Tuesday, some of the local
officers participated in "a day
in the life of a professional
secretary," a program
suggested in the Secretaries'
Week guide from NSA
headquarters. This program
was in cooperation with the
Murray Vocational Center.
Today ( Wednesday) is
"Secretaries' Day," and will be
observed in many different
ways in different offices.
The Executive Night Banquet
will be held on Thursday, April
24, at the Holiday Inn. It is at
this time that the Secretary of
the Year and the Boss of the
Year selected by the local
association will be named.
On Friday, all Murray
secretaries are invited to a
luncheon at the Holiday Inn. A
style show, sponsored by
Madin-noiselle will be featured
and a $10 gift certificate will be
given away in a drawing.
Serving on the Secretaries'
Week committee along with
Mrs. Haley are: Virginia
Strohecker, SOTY chairman;
Ola Mae Roberts, publicity;
Frances Shea and Linda Myhill,
BOTY co-chairmen; Wanda
Hendon and Carol Sims,
printing and decorations.
Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon, April 24, 1975
Secretaries Week
Proclaimed By
President Ford
15' Per Copy
In the rush of our daily lives, there is much that becomes second
nature, much that we unintentionally take for granted. Nothing is
more second nature to the work of government and industry in
this country than the efficiency of the secretary.
It is most appropriate, therefore, that all across our country in
every area of endeavor we set aside the week of April 20 - 26 to
honor the nation's secretaries.
Countless Americans daily express their understood trust in
their secretaries. We charge them with many vital details, on
which much of our success depends. At this time, we all have a
perfect opportunity to recognize this fact and salute the accuracy,
diligence and — above all — devotion of the American secretary.
Gerald R. Ford
President of the United States
The secretory.. .shit keeps the wheels of the law office
moving. With her efficiency, knowledge and pleasant
outlook, she-11—ther-backup team of the nation's
lawyers. We congratulate these women on jobs well
done and for making the world of law that much more
pleasant
Calloway County Bar Association
Founded 1823
HAROLD T. HURT, President
M. RONALD CHRISTOPHER
--DONALD A. JONES
Secretaries: Debbie Kimbro
Carolyn Leslie
Jan Harrison
SID EASLEY, Treasurer
Secretaries: Elaine Paschall
Cindy Herndon
JUDGE ROBERT 0. MILLER
Secretaries: -2.- Helen Spann
Dottie Hale
Virginia Morgan
Sue Outland
JUDGE STEVE SANDERS
Secretary: Lowanda Harmon
*Member of NSA
GEORGE E. OVERBEY, JR. Vice President
GEORGE L OVERBEY, SR.
WM. DONALD OVERBEY
Secretaries: *Linda Myhill
*Linda Chadwick
GARY HAVERSTOCK Secretary
JOHN A. GREGORY, JR.
NAT RYAN HUGHES
Secretaries: Essie Bailey
Delma Trotter
-' Sandra Adams
WELLS OVERBEY
Secretary. Joyce Overbey
JAMES 0. OVERBEY
Secretary: Dorothy Overbey
JUDGE JAMES M. LASSITER
Secretary: Carolyn Conner
they had not protested more vigorously the
increase in coal prices.These increases
have been blamed by TVA for its own rate
hikes.
"That's my complaint with TVA," Evins
said. "You talk about it, but you haven't
done anything about it."
Wagner replied that TVA has asked its
attorneys to look for the basis of antitrust
suits against oil companies.
"You haven't written a letter, or
telephoned them or called on them, or
made a report," Evins responded. "I don't
think you have ... made a request for an-
titrust action. You just sit down there (in
Wagner. said TVA ha no evidence to
justify a lawsuit.
Concerning rates, Wagner said WA's
rates have "remained lower than almost
He presented a chart that he said showed
the gap between TVA's residential rates
and the national average continues to
widen.
The 127.8 per cent increase, Wagner
said, was wholesale, while the retail or
residential customers' cost has increased
80 per cent.
Evins insisted, however, that "you've
gone the furthest and the fastest. Your
residential rates have gone up twice as
fast as other utilities'."
Evins also questioned why TVA had paid
as high as $30 a ton for coal last winter
when it already owns 40.220 actes in Kew-
tucky and 8,3$0 in Illinois that it has not
mined yet.
."We are tapping than) as rapidly as
possible," Wagner said.
'
members and advisors attending the State FRIA Lecciership Conference
In Louisville todis, through Saturday ate, left to right, Mrs. Martha Craideird - ad-
vssorr Terry Adams, Rita Dawson, Debbie lee, Sharon Fandrich, Donna McMuIrm,
%. 1( kie White and Pam Mills; top - Marketia Orr, Mrs. Brenda Nix - advisor,Zickie
unningharn.
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Murray High
onor Grads
re Selected
four honor students for the
gh School graduating class of
been announced by Assistant
lohn Hina. They are Valedic-
.ha McKinney, daughter of Mr.
ohn McKinney, 901 Clarkshire
atatarian Tim PhilpoLpon of
rs. Lawrence Philpot, 811 Sha-
third honor student Ginger
'tighter of Mrs. Willie Waldrop
12 Magnolia Drive; and fourth
ent Jean Forsee, daughter of
rs. Earl Forsee, Rt. 1
McKinney has a scholastic
4.24. Tim Phllpot has achieved
of 97.53. Ginger Gilliam's four
ARTHA MeRINNICY
Valedictorian
year average is 97 02. Jean Forsee's
average is 96.97.
The four students are active in many
extra-curricula activities. Martha and
Jean are co-editors of The Tiger yearbook.
Martha is also president of Future
Homemakers of America, parliamen-
tarian of Tr -Alpha and winner of the State
DAR Good Citizen award.
Tim is a National Merit Finalist and
very active in both the Band and Stage
Band at Murray High.
Ginger is president of Tri-Alpha and has
been a member of the Band throughout
Commencement exercises for the class
of 157 will be held on May 29.
TIM PHILPO'r
Salutatorian
'tiler Hall Fund-Raising
mmittees Hard At Work
By L. J. Hortin
ged by Governor Carroll's
t of the project to restore and
the old "Normal School
( Wrather Hall), Calloway
City of Murray, and Murray
rsity are hoping hat this
lding may soon become a
'fall" or Museum for the
chase.
is are at work en fund raising
, petitions that may convey to
r (proof) that the community
ad' in preserving Wrather
built with $130,000 in donations
'and Calloway County in 1924, •
laminated to the National
Ustoric Places, Department of
shington, D. C. It has been
the state level by the Ken-
)ric Preservation Review
ilnation is approved on the
national level and is listed on the National
Register, it automatically becomes
eligible for a 50-50 matching grant for
restoration.
Application has been filed with the
Kentucky Heritage Commission for a
matching grant.
Summarizing progress to date on the
Wrather Hall project, committee mem-
bers have listed the following:
1. Community interest has developed to
the point where the 51-year-old structure
will not be allowed to deteriorate.
2. James W. Harris, artist of structures
at the University, has prepared an artist's
rendition of the Hall with prints available
to the alumni and general public, through
the MSLI Alumni Association.
3. Wrather Hall has been nominated to
the National Register of Historic Places.
4. Petitions and resolutions are being
prepared for presentation to the Governor.
5. Documents and artifacts are being
received for the Museum.
-nbers And Advisors
ership Conference
g the chapter in the Annual
ontest. This contest consists of
written summary of all the
ctivities for the year. Donna
ge of preparing this report of
!vides.
Chapter Exhibit which is
provide visual evidence of
•c- ides will be represented by
oughter of Mr. and Mrs W. C.
hapter exhibit represents the
ocational Center's North
Elementary Project. The
ped aet up the new library, and
v
the exhibit is a model of the school
depicting chapter members at work in the
library.
Marimba Orr, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Dewey Orr, will be representing the
chapter in the public speaking contest.
Marketia's speech which is entitled
"Encouragement for Community
Leadership" emphasizes the FBLA
purpose to "Encourage young persons to
Improve the home and community."
Rita Dawson, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Floyd Dawson, will represent the chapter
in the clerical contest. Rita placed first at
the regional conference. The clerical
contestant is tested on her ability to handle
office tasks likely to be assigned an office
employee.
Sharon Fandrich, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. BW Fandrich, will be representing
the chapter in the bulletin board contest.
The state bulletin board theme is "FBLA
Opens Doors to Leadership Tomorrow."
The chapter scrapbook which is a record
of club activities arranged creatively will
be entered in state competition by Terry
Adams, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. B. A.
Adams.
Vickie White, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
James White, will be representing the
chapter's State Project at the State
Conference. The written report of this
project summarizes chapter activities that
were conducted on behalf of the March of
Dimes.
Contestants must place first or second at
the regional conference in order 4* enter
state coinfietItion In Louise1116:'""'''''''''' -
The advisors, Mrs': Martha Crawfort -
and Mr*. Brenda Nix, accompanied the
group to Louisville.
Robin Hood
Flour
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SECR ETARi ES
WEEk
bETTER SECRETARiES
MEAN
bETTER bUSiNESS
Don Faughn Enterprises, Inc.
Distributor
Don Faughn,
President
HAWAIIAN TROPIC
PRODUCTS
Central U.S. Main St.
Murray, Ky.
Murray, Ky.
•
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Storey's
Food Gant
BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER
Doz.
Hyde Park
Grade A Large
Eggs
38
Hart's Cream Style
Corn 3
We
To
16 oz Cans - 
$100
Big Quart
Cokes
3 32 oz. 89
Bottles
School Days
Peas 16 oz Cans $1 00
Food Giant
Sandwich
Bread
24 oz. 
Loaves
89
Coronet
Towels 2
Teri
Towels Hutson
Chemical Co.w.., Railroad Ave. Phone 753-1933
Rolls 
99.
A
Oar secretaries pictured shove: seated Rezelle
Beverly Britian, Steidle,: Debbie Keen.
Congratulations
During National
Secretary Week
COUPON
Limit One Per Family
Robin Hood
Flour
49'
5.1.104.
With $7.50 Fur.
Expires 4-29-75
Good Onl , At Storeys
COUPON
Limit One Per Family
White
lifebuoy
3/99'
Bath Size -
Expires 4-29-75
Good Only At Storeys
COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family
Coral
Lifebuoy
3/99c
• 110 size
• -.Elipire.s 4-29-75
Good Only At Storeys
COUPON
Limit One Per Family
Aqua
Phase III
3/$1"
Bath Sire -
Expires44-29-75
Geed Oilly At Storeys
COUPON
Limit I Per Family
Pink
Phase III
3/S1"  
—lath Size
• Expires 4-29-75
This
Week
Win
Cilute to secretaries"
tti
annual
secretaries
week
april 20-26
cow.. or
1VE NADONAL SECINTARES
ASSOCIATION 011111MAICOW;
WIO C.c., cower .cnva c'er
CASH POT
•
- Secretary Sectioe
We wish all Secretaries
the very best during
this, their week.
* NATIONAL SECRETARIES
WEEK *
Burkingliam
Dixieland Center Murray,Kentucky
qraham & Jackson
FOR THE PARTICULAR MAN
414 Main Street Murray, Kentucky
Phone 753-3234
( left to right ) Mrs. Eva Bogard, Mrs. Jewell Guthrie, Mrs. Jeanie lamb
from
Jim Adams IGA Foodliner
SoWthside NorthsidP
Tappan is pleased to recognize their secretaries. Left to right standing: Faye Billington,
Joan Cooper, Marie Spann, Maudie Kenerly, Sue Pocock, Janella Fox, Ruby Erwin,
Carolyn Manning, Katie Linn, Jo Ann McDougal; Seated, left to right: Phyllis Hobbs,
Louise Cochran, Sherla Underwood, Janice Nesbitt, Sharm Outland.
Tappan Co.
Murray Division
INIM1mIRINENIE1111.11 .1=11.11111.111.11111111111111.1111111.1111
Good Only At Storeys
COUPON
limit 1 Per Family
Mr. Muscle
Oven
Cleaner
Doi 99'
Expires 4-29-75
Good Only At Storeys
COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family
CRS-41
Renuzit
49C-
7 oLSolids
Expires 4-29-75
Good Only At Storeys
COUPON
Inuit 1 Per F3rmh,
Modess
5119
24
Expires 4-29-75
Good Onl At Store s
•
COUPON
limit 1 per family
Hunt's
Snack
Pack
59'
COUPON
limit 1 per family
Gen. Mills A°525"
Breakfast,.
Squares
1.2-oz. Boi 9'
Expires 4-29-75 expires 4-29-75
Good Only At Storeys Good Only At Storeys
ling
and
both
fore
and
and
with
4
.r
1'8
19
an
foi
Pr
co
Ck.7c-agau•nrrIrma.
• ,sie w
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Harris Calk For
Abolition Of CIA
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Programs Throughout The Year
At Chapter Meetings Varied
Programs sponsored by the
Murray Chapter of the National
Secretaries' Association have
been varied throughout the 1974-
75 year. Each program has
followed the theme set by the
committee which is "Ex-
panding the Secretary's
Knowledge About,. ."
Mrs. Sondra Ford, counselor
at Murray State University was
the guest speaker for the June
meeting. Her program,
"Getting to Know Yourself,"
involved group participation as
each member interacted with
other members to become more
aware of what each member
thought of themselves and what
others thought of them.
In August, the program was
entitled "Working As A Team."
The chapter rffembers
assembled to work on the an-
nual civic project, the Arthritis
Fund Drive.
"How To Dress' was the topic
of the meeting in September.
Littleton's of Murray presented
a style show and members of
the local chapter modeling the
fashions furnished by the store.
Mrs. Neva Grey Allbritten also
modeled the "unprofessional
look" that should be avoided.-
Door prizes were given by
Littleton's. A tour of the Roy
Stewart Stadium preceded the
style show with Coach Bill
Furgerson as tour guide.
In October, the Murray
chapter gathered for a potluck
supper at the Woodmen of the
World Building. The Ways &
Means committee conducted a
"Chinese Auction," with each
person bidding on gift wrapped
items, sight unseen. This
program was entitled living and
learning together.
CO-CHAIRMEN Linda Myhill and Frances Shea are ser-
ving as co-chairmen of the Murray chapter's Boss of the Year
Committee. Linda is presently a secretary in the law firm of
Overbey, Overbey and Overbey and Frances is running for
public office in the Democratic primary.
Congratulations
NSA
Dor-Mae
Fashions
Dixieland Shopping Center
753-7441
Featuring.
Paddle /1, Saddle
Sportswear
A New Look For Ibis Fall
New line by
Susan Scott
Evins, D-Tenn., has said.
Eying said Wednesday TVA's electric
rates have increased 127.8 per cent since
1967, "the highest percentage increase of
any public or private utility in the nation."
Evins, long a supporter of TVA, made
the comment at hearings on TVA's request
for 17.4 per cent more funds for non-power
projects.
He is chairman of the public works sub-
committee of the House Ajopropriations
Spin?mittee and dean of Tennessee's
delegation.
HIP and TVA Chairman Aubrey----17
. Wagner clashed sharply over TVA's
escalating rates.
Evins repeatedly asked Wagner and
"Grease and Glamour" was
the topic of the November
meeting as the secretaries met
at the garage of Carroll VW-
Audi. This meeting was a mini-
clinic to learn about the man's
world of automotives. Ed
Carroll, co-owner, welcomed
the group. Bob Baker, service
manager and Harold Ford,
automotive technician, con-
ducted the events of the
evening. Members found
themselves learning tu.change
tires, oil and headlights;
December was spent  in
learning about 'Christmas In
Other Lands." Mrs. Anisha
Mohfoud of Syria and Mrs.
Richard Walker, long-time
resident of Brazil, were guest
speakers. The dinner for
members and their spouses
included a potluck supper with
music provided by Mr.
Lawrence.
Chapter members presented
their husbands with red car-
nations and the evening con-
cluded as all present par-
ticipated in a simulation of how
Christmas is celebrated in
Brazil. Mrs. Annie Nance
provided music after the
program and dinner.
"Secretaries of Tomorrow"
was the topic of the January
meeting. Murray NSA mem-
bers met at the Murray
Vocational Center where the
students presented the
program. Their presentation
included samples of their work
displayed and telling of their
activities.
The students also demon-
strated office equipment used to
prepare them for the business
world. A question-answer
period also was conducted as
the students inquired about the
local secretaries salaries, the
different types of offices and
other specifics about office
15' Per Copy
4
Secretory Section
situations.
Dr. Joe N. Prince was the
guest speaker for the February
program entitled "Political
Science," as designated by NSA
(International). Dr. Prince,
dean of the College of Creative
Expression at MSU, entitled his
speech "The Citizen and the
Politician. The members with
their bosses and wives became
better acquainted with politics.
The program on Executive
Night, April 24, is entitled
"Theatre of Stars." Details
have been secretly carried out
by the program committee
members.
It is anticipated to be the best
program yet in keeping with the
professionalism of NSA (In-
ternational) and the Murray
Chapter.
This year's program comittee
has included Mrs. Ann Harris,
Mrs. Anna Ruth Harris, Mrs.
Melva Hatcher, Mrs. Wanda
Hendon, Miss Melva Holt, Mrs.
Frances Shea and Mrs. Anita
Thomas.
'I L7 L.7
Saluting Our Gals
No Job
Is Too Big
For
Bank of Murray
Secretaries
ziCln Er'.1 tti tr,-; E•j'11[• r•-; -
hikes.
"That's my complaint with TVA," Eying
said. "You talk about it, but you haven't
done anything about it."
Wagner replied that TVA has asked its
attorneys to look for the basis of antitrust
suits against oil companies.
"You haven't written a letter, or
telephoned them or called on them, or
made a report," Evins responded. "I don't
think you have. made a request for an-
titrust action. Yonjust idt down there du
ItifoiEVIITET:- "
Wiener Walla; had no evidence to
justify-a lawsuit.
Concerning rates, Wagner said TVA's
rates have "remained lower than almost
widen.
The 127.8 per cent increase, Wagner
said, was wholesale, while the retail or
residential customers' cost has increased
80 per cent.
Evins insisted, however, that "you've
gone the furthest and the fasted. Your
residential rates have gone up twice as
fast as other utilities'."
Evins also questioned why TVA had paid
'as high as $30 a ton for coal last winter
------sdintk already owns 48,220 serest lit K erP-
-low arid 6,350 hi Mhsois that It has not
mined yet.
"We are tapping them as rapidly
possible," Wagner said,
Murray High
Honor Grads
ire Selected
four honor students for the
Ugh School graduating class of
been announced by Assistant
John Hina. They are Valedic-
.rtha McKinney, daughter of Mr.
John McKinney, 901 Clarkshire
ilutatorian Tim Philpot, son of
Ara. Lawrence Philpot, 813 She-
a; third honor student Ginger
laughter of Mrs. Willie Waldrop
1712 Magnolia Drive; and fourth
dent Jean Forsee, daughter of
Mrs. Earl Forme, Rt. 1
McKinney has a scholastic
f 98.24. Tim Philpot has achieved
(e of 97.53. Ginger Gilliam's four
tuRTHA MciaNNEY
Valedictorian
year average is 97.02. Jean Forsee's
average is 96.97.
The four students are active in many
extra-curricula activities. Martha and
Jean are co-editors of The Tiger yearbook.
Martha is also president of Future
Homemakers of America, parliamen-
tarian of Tri-Alpha and winner of the State
DAR Good Citizen award.
Tim is a National Merit Finalist and
very active in both the Band and Stage
Band at Murray High.
Ginger is president of Tri-Alpha and has
heen a member of the Band throughout
high school.
Commencement exercises for the class
of 157 will be held on May 29.
TIM PHELPOT
Salutatorian
mother Hall Fund-Raising
,mmittees Hard At Work
By L. J. Hortin
waged by Governor Carroll's
!sent of the project to restore and
e the old "Normal School
(Wrather Hall), Calloway
the City of Wray, and Murray
aiversity are hoping that this
building may soon become a
Hall" or Museum for the
Purchase.
Ittees are at work on fund raising
ring petitions that may convey to
!Use (proof) that the community
rested" in preserving Wrather
all, built with $130,000 in donations
rray and Calloway County in 1924,
n nominated to the National
of Historic Places, Department of
Washington, D. C. It has been
on the state level by the Ken-
listoric Preservation Review
nomination is approved on the
national level and is listed on the National
Register, it automatically becomes
eligible for a 50-50 matching grant for
restoration.
Application has been filed with the
Kentucky Heritage Commission for a
matching grant.
Summarizing progress to date on the
Wrather Hall project, committee mem-
bers have listed the following:
1. Community interest has developed to
the point where the 51-year-old structure
will not be allowed to deteriorate.
2. James W HaWaartat of structures
at the University, IL prepared an artist's
rendition of the Hall with prints available
to the alumni and general public, through
the MSU Alumni Association.
3. Wrather Hall has been nominated to
the National Register of Historic Piave.
4. Petitions and resolutions are being
prepared for presentation to the Governor.
5. Documents and artifacts are being
received for the Museum.
?mbers And Advisors
dership Conference
'siting the chapter in the Annual
es Contest. This contest consists of
a written sununary of all the
's activities for the year. Donna
charge of preparing this report of
• activities.
Beat Chapter Exhibit which is
d to provide visual evidence of
• activities will be represented by
Ulm, daughter of Mr. and Mrs W. C.
'he chapter exhibit represents the
r Vocational Center's North
-ay Elementary Project. The
• helped set up the new library, and
; St A. nietnbites. aad advigois, alma*. the State FRU% LeadershiP,Conference
,n Louisville today through Saturday are, left to right Mrs. Martha Crawford - ad-
":""• TerryAdams, Rita Dawson, Debbie Lee, Sharon fandrich, Donna McMullin,
kie White and Pam Mills; top - Marketia On, Mrs. Brenda Nix - advisor, Vickie
,neieghan-,
the exhibit is a model of the school
depicting chapter members at work in the
library.
Markets Orr, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Dewey Orr, will be representing the
chapter in the public speaking contest.
Marketia's speech which is entitled
"Encouragement for Community
Leadership" emphasizes the FBLA
porpoise to "Encourage young persons to
Improve the home and community."
Rita Dawson, daughter of Mr. and Mrs
Floyd Dawson, will represent the chapter
in the clerical contest. Rita placed first at
the regional conference. The clerical
contestant is tested on her ability to handle
office tasks likely to be assigned an office
employee.
Sharon Fandrich, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Fandrich, will be representing
the chapter in the bulletin board contest.
The state bulletin board theme is "FBLA
Opens Doors to Leadership Tomorrow."
The chapter scrapbook which is a record
of club activities arranged creatively will
be entered in state competition by Terry
Adams, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. B. A.
Adams.
Vickie White, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
James White, will be representing the
chapter's State Project at the State
Conference. The written report of this
project summarizes chapter activities that
were conducted on behalf of the March of
Dimes.
Contestants must place first or second at
the regional co.dei eme in order to enter
- eats competition in Louisville.
The advisors, Mrs. Martha Crawford
"and Mr* Brenda Nix, accompanied the
group to Louisville
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Storeys-
Foodaini
BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER
Hyde Park
Grade A large
Eggs
p7111c
Hart's Cream Style
Corn 3 16 oz Cans
Big Quart
Cokes
3 32 oz. ti
Bottles
'School Days
Peas 3 16 oz. Cans
Food Giant
Sandwich
We Reserve
To Limit Qt
E mge
13(
$100
Bread
L204aoe 59c
Coronet
Towels 2
COUPON
Limit One Per Family
Robin Hood
Flour
5 lb. bag •
With $7.50 Pur.
Expires 4-29-75
Good Only At Storeys
Rolls
COUPON
Limit One Per Fanffly
White
lifebuoy
3/99'
bath Size
Ex titres 4-29-75
Good Only At Storeys
Cam
Cour
Pt
Rive
Bon
Eat
Big
Sto
Vat
Sh
;
COUPON
Limit I Per Family
Coral
Lifebuoy
3/99'
Bath size
Expires 4-29-75
Good Onl At Storeys
Robin Hood
Flour
PAN/ IS III MURAL ty., UNE  TUAS,Illeilmsday, April 23, I tit
This
Week
National Organization Was Founded In 1942
Founded in 1942, the National
Secretaries Association ( In-
ternational is a .nonprofit,
nonpartisan and nonsectarian
organization. The Association is
the world's largest Association
of persons engaged in the same
profession. It is an Association
of members dedicated to
establishing and improving
secretarial standards through
pursuing a continuing program
of educational and professional
developments.
Its aims and purposes are:
1. To unify, under the stan-
dard and leadership of this
International organization,
responsible and serious-minded
people belonging to the
profession whose voices as
individuals in world affairs and
whose cooperation within the
organization as members will
We would like
portunity to
to AU the
secretaries.
You Are Appreciated.
James
Division
Cotham
Chestnut
to take
say Congratulations
hard-working
D. Clopton
Freed
Street -
this
Co.
Murray
op-
Mrs John Trotter models on outfit from the mix andmatch group by Dalton
Congratulations
Secretaries
Be the best dressed secretary by
buying clothes from
Mademoiselle
Shop
Court Square, Murray
COUPON
Limit One Per Family
Aqua
Phase III
3/1°
Bath Size
Fxpires 4-25-75
Good Only At Storeys
Limit I Per Family
Pink
Phase III
3/1"
Bath Site
Expires 429-75
fr
Good Only At Storeys
Oven
Cleaner
160z.99C
l.spIreS 4 29 75
promote and strengthen the
general aims and purposes of
NSA.
2. To elevate the standards of
the secretarial profession by
encouraging all secretaries to
continue their educational
endeavors.
3. To advance the interests
and welfare of its members.
4. To establish and maintain a
dignified and harmonious
relationship with management,
intra-office and all business
associates.
5. To enact policies and
principles in keeping with
progress and proficiency, and to
create projects helpful to its
members.
6. To give recognition, by
unbiased and nonpartisan
election or appointment, to such
of its members of proven ability
as would promote or advance
the leadership and potential of
NSA.
7. To create and establish
Chapters wherever and
whenever possible, with the
help and assistance of its
members so as to advance and
strengthen its influence,
prestige, and power as a
professional organization.
8. To encourage ambition for
self-advancement and
aspiration, for selflessness and
service to the community, state
and nation; to rededicate faith
in God, loyalty to NSA, and
mutual friendliness and help-
fulness for one another.
Since 1952, the last full week
in April has been observed as
National Secretaries Week.
Wednesday of this week is
highlighted as Secretaries Day.
CASH
$ I1
Thank you secretaries...
Cindy Mullen
Melva Hatcher
oo
Secretary %dim
Ann Thompson
Anna Ruth Harris
Murray Insurance Agency
Bel-Air Shopping Center
••• ..•••• * ' • ••
:
•••cs;.' • • s: ........
••
....
salute to secretaries
719411" thannual
secretaries
week
We're proud of our secretaries...
Mary Martha Jones - Shirley Martin
Mary Frances McReynolds
Murray Electric
System-5312
COUPON
Limit I Per Family
Renuzit
49'
Expires 4-29-75
Good Only At Storeys
NMI iiydo mar
COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family
Modess
$119
24 CI.
Expires 4-29-75
At Store s
COUPON
Limit 1 per family
Hunt's
Snack
Pack
59'
Expires 4-29-75
Good Only At Storeys
COUPON
Limit 1 per family
Gen. Mills *5259
Breakfast
Squares
li_o? Box 89'
Expires 4-29-75 41
Good Only At Storeys
•
1
S
•
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Harris Calls For
Abolition 'Of CIA
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SECRETARIES WEEK PROCLAIMED — Murray Mayor John E Scott proclaimed the week ofApril 20-26 as Secretaries Week in Murray in ceremonies at his office. Present for theproclamation signing were, left to right, Joyce Haley, Linda Myhill, Virginia Strohecker, WandaHendon, Linda Paley and Frances Shea.
PROCLAMATION
SECRETARIES WEEK
April 21-Z7, 1974
WHEREAS, in recognition of
the secretary, the week of April
20-26 has been designated as
Secretaries Week; and
WHEREAS, in keeping with
the best tradition of their
profession, secretaries are
accepting vital responsibilities
and are performing important
roles in commerce, industry,
and government; and
WHEREAS, the efforts of
these professionals and their
many contributions to the
nation's progress are
significant; and
WHEREAS, to recognize the
secretaries now doing their jobs
diligently and to encourage
others to enter this worthy
career, it is essential that
rightful acknowledgment be
given their talents;
NOW THEREFORE, I John
E. Scott Mayor of the City of
Murray, do hereby proclaim the
week of April 20-26 Secretaries
Week and ask that all business
and industry join in giving due
recognition to this group,
paying special attention to
SECRETARIES DAY on April
23. -
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF,
I have hereunto set my hand
and caused the seal of the City
of Murray to be affixed this 21st
day of April.
John E. Scott
Mayor
Interested?
Interested secretaries are
welcome at Murray Chapter
meetings the third Monday of
each month.
Membership requirements
are unquestionable character
and integrity, who have had
secretarial training and at least
two years of secretaries ex-
perience, and who are actively
engaged as fulltime secretaries,
or part-time secretaries not
engaged in any other gainful
employment.
Provisional membership is
available to secretaries with
less than two years' experience.
Associate membership is of-
fered to teachers with a
minimum of a baccalaureate
degree who are actively
engaged in teaching business
education.
private utility In the country, rim. Joe L
Evins, D-Tenn., has said.
Evins said Wednesday TVA's electric
rates have increased 127.8 per cent since
1967, "the highest percentage increase of
any public or private utility in the nation."
Evins, long a supporter of TVA, made
the comment at hearings on TVA's request
for 17.4 per cent more funds for non-power
projects. 
HeIs chairman of the public works sub-
committee of the House Appropriations
Committee and dean oP Tennessee's
congressional delegation
He and TVA Chatrrhow—Aabray
Wagner clashed sharply over TVA's
escalating rates
Evins repeatedly asked Wagner and
Staff Photo by David HA
The Murray Chapter of the
National Secretaries
Association met at Perkins
Pancake House for a kick-off
breakfast Monday morning to
begin National Secretaries'
Week, April 20-26.
A welcome, given by Linda
Farley, president of the Murray
chapter and secretary to Billy
Puckett at MSU, included a
very meaningful poem entitled
"One Talented."
Annie Nance, secretary to II -
Glenn Doran chairman of the- -
board, Peoples Bank, gave the
Invocation.
Both Miss Farley and Mrs.
Nance are finalists in the
Secretary of the Year contest.
The guest speaker, Fred
Overton, was introduced by
Joyce Haley, secretary to Tom
Shirley, CPA and chairman of
the Secretaries' Week ac-
tivities.
Overton, head basketball
coach at Murray State
Secretary Section
University, made delightful
early morning comments about
motivation and having a good
attitude about everything.
Each Secretary of the Year
finalist was presented an
arrangement of yellow baby
pom-porns, baby's breath and
greenery to enjoy on her desk
during the week as a momento
of her selection by the chapter
as deserving the Secretary of
the Year award.
- Members attending the
breakfast were: Linda Myhill,
Linda Chadwick, Virginia
Strohecker, Becky Armstrong,
Patsy Dyer, Joyce Key, Beth
Wilson, Delma Trotter,
Frances Shea, Carol Sims,
Claire Benton, Ola Mae
Roberts, Annie J. Nance, La
Jeanna Chapman, Faye Wells,
Ann Spann, Melva Hatcher, Ann
Harris, Anita Thomas,
Bettye Baker, Sarah
Alexander, Helen Spann, Doris.
Rowland, Melva Holt, Linda
Farley, Joyce Haley.
OUR TWELVE MEMBERS of The National Secretaries Association International are shown here. Left to right,
seated: Melva Holt, secretary to Vice President Thomas B. Hogancamp; Linda Farley, secretary to Billy Joe
Puckett Becky Armstrong, secretary to Dwain McIntosh and Barry Johnson; and Ann Spann, secretary to Ken-
neth Adams and Charles Outland. Standing ITettye Baker, secretary to Dean Joe N. Prince; Lajeanna Chapman
secretary to President Constantine W. Curris; Claire Benton, secretary to -Cal Luther; Faye Wells, secretary to
M. C Garrott, Joe Tom Erwin, and Gil Gilbert Patsy Dyer, secretary to President Curris and the Board of
Regents; Ann Harris, secretary to Vice President John M. Bartholomy; Anita Thomas, secretary to En-
vironmental Science Search Committee; and Sara Alexander, secretary to J. Riley Venza.
We Are Appreciative of Our
National Secretaries
Week
From the Department of
Information of Public Services
nave uerii uiii.v.ivy • •••
hikes.
"That's my complaint with TVA," Evins
said. "You talk about it, but you haven't
done anything about it."
Wagner replied that TVA has asked its
attorneys to look for the basis of antitrust
suits against oil companies.
"You haven't written a letter, or
telephoned them or called on them, or
made a report," Evins responded. "I don't
think you have . . made a request for an-
titrust action. You just sit down there (in
Krioxville)."
'War mad TVA bad-no evidence to
justify lawsuit.
Concerning rates, Wagner said TVA's
rates have "remained lower than almost
widen.
The 127.8 per cent increase, Wagner
said, was wholesale, while the retail or
residential customers' cost has increased
80 per cent.
Evins insisted, however, that "you've
gone the furthest and the fastest. Your
residential rates have gone up twice as
fast as other utilities'."
Evins also questioned why TVA had paid
as high as $30 a ton for coal last winter
when it already owns 40,220 acres in Ken-
tucky and SA% Sr al±noin that Itlies act
mined yet.
"We are tapping them as rapidly as
possible," Wagner said.
honor students for the
chool graduating class of
announced by Assistant
Hine. They are Valedic-
&Kinney, daughter of Mr.
McKinney, 901 Clark-shire
orlon Tim Philpot, son of
.awrence Philpot, 813 Sha-
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ter of Mrs. Willie Waldrop
4agnolia Drive; and fourth
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Earl Forsee, Rt. 1.
'Gummy has a scholastic
I. Thu Philpot has achieved
1713. Ginger Gilliam's four
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year average is 97.02. Jean Forsee's
average is 96.97.
The four students are active in many
extra-curricula activities. Martha and
Jean are co-editors of The Tiger yearbook.
Martha is also president of Future
Homemakers of America, parliamen-
tarian of Tri-Alpha and winner of the State
DAR Good Citizen award.
Tim is a National Merit Finalist and
very active in both the Band and Stage
Band at Murray High.
Ginger is president of Tr -Alpha and has
been a member of the Rand throughout
high school.
Commencement exercises for the class
of 157 will be held on May 29.
TIM PHILPOT
Salutatorian
ither Hall Fund-Raising
Amittees Hard At Work
By L. J. Horan
'erd by Governor Carroll's
t of the project to restore and
he old "Normal School
( Wrather Hall), Calloway
City of Murray, and Murray
:rsity are hoping that this
lding may soon become a
Hall- or Museum for the
rchase.
es are at work on fund raising
g petitions that may convey to
ir (proof) that the community
ted" in preserving Wrather
built with 8130,000 in donations
,y and Calloway County in 1924,
nominated to the National
historic Places, Department of
uhington, D. C. It has been
n the state level by the Ken-
toric Preservation Review
mination is approved on the
national level and is listed on the National
Register, it automatically becomes
eligible for a 50-50 matching grant for
restoration.
Application has been filed with the
Kentucky Heritage Commission for a
matching grant.
Summarizing progress to date on the
Wrather Hall project, committee mem-
bers have listed the following:
1. Community interest has developed to
the point where the 51-year-old structure
will not be allowed to deteriorate.
2. James W. Harris, artist of structures
at the University, has prepared an artist's
rendition of the Hall with prints available
to the alumni and general public, through
the MSU Alumni Association.
3. Wrather Hall has been nominated to
the National Register of Historic Places.
4. Petitions and resolutions are being
prepared for presentation to the Governor.
5. Documents and artifacts are being
received for the Museum.
mbers And Advisors
lership Conference
big the chapter in the Annual
Contest. This contest consists of
written summary of all the
activities for the year. Donna
arge of preparing this report of
ctivities.
sit Chapter Exhibit which is
to provide visual evidence of
ctivities will be represented by
4, daughter of Mr. and Mrs W. C.
chapter exhibit represents the
Vocational Center's North
• Elementary Project. The
-elped set up the new library, and
FBIA Members and advisors attenchng the State FOLA leadership Conference
in Logisvile today through Saturday are, left to right, Mts. Martha Crawford - ad-
°"'V Adams, Rita Dawson, Debbie Lee, Sharon Fandrich Dtinna McMullin,
vickie White and Pam Milk; top - Marketia Orr, Mrs. Brenda Nix - advisor, Vickie
unningsam
the exhibit is a model of the school
depicting chapter members at work in the
library.
Marketia Corr, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Dewey Orr, will be representing the
chapter in the public speaking contest.
Marketia's speech which is entitled
"Encouragement for Community
Leadership" emphasizes the FBLA
purpose to "Encourage young persons to
Improve the home and community."
Rita Dawson, daughter of Mr. and Mrs
Floyd Dawson, will represent the chapter
in the clerical contest. Rita placed first at
the regional conference. The clerical
contestant is tested on her ability to handle
office tasks likely to be assigned an office
employee.
Sharon Fandrich, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Fandrich, will be representing
the chapter in the bulletin board contest.
The state bulletin board theme is "FBLA
Opens Doors to Leadership Tomorrow."
The chapter scrapbook which is a record
of club activities arranged creatively will
be entered in state competition by Terry
Adams, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. B. A.
Adams.
Vickie White, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
James White, will be representing the
chapter's State Project at the State
Conference. The written report of this
project summarizes chapter activities that
were conducted on behalf of the March of
Dimes.
Contestants must place first or second at
the regional conference in order to enter
state competition in Louisville.
The advisors, Mr's. Martha Crawford
and Mrs. Brenda Nix, accompanied the
group to Louisville.
44,10...YeetaatataAtrAR. 
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Storey's
Foodalant
BEL-AIR SHOPPE CENTER
Do z.
Hyde Park
Grade A large
Eggs
,180
Hart's Cream Style
Corn 16 oz. Cans
Big Ouart
Cokes
3 32 oz.
Bottles
School Days
Peas ,;, oz. Cans $i01
sic
Food Giant
Sandwich
Bread
24 oz. 9
loaves
Coronet
Towels 2 Rolls 99c
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SECRETARIES 
ASSOCIATION 
(International)
We here at West Kentucky Rural Electric 
handle many accounts and it is imperitiye that your ac-
count is kept in good order. We depend 
on our efficient Secretaries to do this.
We Congratulate Our Secretaries as well as 
All Secretaries and Members of the local chapter of the
National Secretaries Association.
West Kentucky Rural Electric
Coop5911yKp, mgeorp.
r. 
„.75,501,
Mayfield, Keatucky
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The Murray Ledger & Times
By MIKE BRANDON
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer
Fred Harris admits his name isn't a
household word.
But according to the former United
States Senator from Oklahoma, it doesn't
have to be.
Harris brought his presidential cam-
paign to Murray Wednesday night as he
1111111.14
Troops For
Evacuation
Authorized
WASHINGTON (AP) — Turning aside
fears of new U.S. combat deaths, Congress
early today voted to give President Ford
authority to use American military forces
If necessary to evacuate Vietnamese as
well as Americans from South Vietnam.
Authority to use military forces was ap-
proved by the House in a $327-million aid
bill approved 230 to 187 this morning and
by the Senate in a $250-million aid bill ap-
proved 75 to 17 Wednesday.
House and Senate conferees are ex-
pected to begin work later today on a com-
promise.
President Ford had asked Congress to
approve $250 million in humanitarian aid
for South Vietnam, authorize the use of
U.S. troops to evacuate Americans and
Vietnamese and vote $722 million military
aid.
In Our 96th Year
was the featured speaker at the Insight
Lecture Series at Murray State Univer-
sity.
Speaklitg before a small but very
responsive. crowd, the Populist candidate
called for such things as the abolition of
the Central Intelligence Agency, tighter
regulations on monopolistic industries and
a return to Jeffersonian Democracy.
"Experts are always wrong when it
comes to political candidates," the former
Democratic National Party Chairman
said. "It's the one thing you can tatoo on
your arm. And you can underline that
word always."
Harris said that in the 1972 chase for the
Democratic presidential nomination,
experts conceded that Maine Senator
Edmund Muskie, who incidentally will be
speaking in the final Insight program next
Wednesday, would be the "hands down"
nominee of the Democratic Party.
As it turned out, Muskie proved to be
vulnerable in the New Hampshire primary
and later lost the nomination to another
"unknown", Senator George McGovern of
South Dakota.
"Primaries do it. They capture the
people's imagination. In January of 1772,
McGovern had about 50,000 people
working for him across the nation. Right
now, we are gaining about a thousand
people a week and I believe by January of
1976, my campaign will have that many
people involved."
Harris, speaking in a "down home" type
accent and capturing the attention of both
liberal and conservative factions in the
crowd, aimed most of his 30-minute speech
at reforming the American government.
"Wide-spread Capitalism in the United
States is a myth. Two per cent of the
people in this country hold 90 per cent of
the individually held bonds."
One of his heaviest blasts was aimed at
the Interstate Commerce Commission.
"The ICC should be abolished," Harris
said. "The only reason we don't have
competition in the transportation in-
dustries is that the ICC protects against
competition."
Besides calling for the abolishment of
the ICC, Harris also said the CIA should be
abolished. • 'We don't need an agency that
goes around killing and helping to crop up
dictatorships all over the world. The CIA
should be proud of what it's doing and not
(See Harris, Page 14 )
TIMBER—Elizabeth Whitmer, a sophomore at Murray High and a varsity
cheerleader for the Tigers, has found a new way to spend her time during the
off-season. She has turned into a lumberjack Here she cuts branches at the
top of a tree and had planned on cutting the tree down herself until a friend
came along with a chain saw.
Paul Dietzel Named
OVC's Commissioner
BOWLING GREEN, — Paul Dietzel,
former athletic director and head football
coach at South Carolina, will become the
next commissioner of the Ohio Valley
Conference, effective July 1, 1975, with thei,
beginning of the league's new fiscal year.
Dietzel, who also served as head football
coach at Louisiana State and Army, will
succeed Arthur L. Guepe, who earlier this
year requested that he not be considered
Latest Economic Statistics Down
But One Of The Downs Is Good
By G. G. LaBELLE
Associated Press Writer
The latest economic statistics were
down, down, down, but one of those downs
was good news, at least temporarily.
The bright "down" was the Agriculture
Department report Wednesday that prices
for farm-produced food dropped in March
for the first time since last July. It was
cushioned, however, by the department's
warning that meat prices may drive the
market basket up again soon.
Another "down" was on the stock
market, which has been shooting upward
for most of the last two weeks, and the
third showed auto sales still at a 14-year
low in mid-April.
Windy and Rainy
Windy and mild with periods of showers
and thundershowers and possibly some
locally heavy thunderstorms Thursday
night. Lows Thursday night in the mid and
upper 60s. Cloudy and mild Friday with a
good chance of showers and thunder-
showers through the morning hours. Highs
in the low 70s. Outlook for Saturday partly
cloudy and mild.
Precipitation probabilities 90 per cent
Thursday night and 50 per cent Friday.
The stock market's slight dip Tuesday
was repeated Wednesday, with the Dow
Jones industrial average closing off 11.65
to 802.49.
Analysts blamed the drop on signs of
higher interest rates, which could slow
economic recovery by stopping business
and individual borrowing, and on fears of a
larger federal deficit.
The USDA report, meanwhile, showed
the annual retail cost of a farm-produced
food market basket down $9 in March,
meaning it would cost a family of 3.2 per-
sons $1,821 a year. The market basket,
which doesn't include imported food, was a
record $1,830 in February.
Compared with a year earlier, the Mar-
ch retail cost of the basket was up $74, or
4.2 per cent. Farmers took $56 less than
they did in March last year, a decline of 7.2
per cent. Middlemen increased their por-
tion $130 from a year earlier, a gain of 13.2
percent.
The warning the new drop might be
short-lived came amid expectations of
retail beef prices rising again. The
department also said pork prices may rise
and noted beef and pork account for 30 per
cent of the market basket.
In Detroit, mutt-April aomesuc car sales
were reported 18 per cent down from a
year ago and year-to-date sales were 16
per cent down.
Chrysler sales were off 41 per cent from
April 11-20 last year, and company of-
ficials said the sharp drop might result
from the end of rebates March 31, a month
after other auto companies ended them.
Sales were off 8 per cent at General
Motors and 7 per cent at American Motors
from levels already low last April amid
gasoline shortages. Ford sales were down
24 per cent but Ford's smell car line sold
relatively well last April.
Auto companies recently peedicted sales
would take the usual spring upturn, but the
new figures showed no evidence of such
improvement.
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Evins Says TVA Rates Have Increased
Faster Than Any Other Utilitif In U. S.
WASHINGTON (AP)—The Tennessee
Valley Authority's electric rates have in-
creased faster than those of any public or
private utility in the country, Rep. Joe L.
Evins, D-Tenn., has said.
Evins said Wednesday TVA's electric
rates have increased 127.8 per cent since
1967, "the highest percentage increase of
any public or private utility in the nation."
Evins, long a supporter of TVA, made
the comment at hearings on TVA's request
for 17.4 per cent more funds for non-power
projects.
He is chairman of the public works sub-
committee of the House Appropriations
Committee and dean of Tennessee's
. •
He and TVA Chairman Aubrhy J.
Wagner clashed sharply. over TVA's
escalating rates.
EVIIIS repeatedly asked Wagner and
Robert Marquis, TVA general counsel, why
they had not protested more vigorously the
increase in coal prices.These increases
have been blamed by TVA for its own rate
hikes.
"That's my complaint with TVA," Evins
said. "You talk about it, but you haven't
done anything about it."
Wagner replied that TVA has asked its
attorneys to look for the basis of antitrust
suits against oil companies.
"You haven't written a letter, or
telephoned them or called on them, or
made a report," Evins responded. "I don't
think you have made a request for an-
titrust action. You just sit down there (in
-" Wagner /0M TVA had no evidence. to
justify a lawsuit
Concerning rates, Wagner said TVA's
rates have "remained lower than almost
anywhere else in the nation."
He presented a chart that he said showed
the gap between TVA's residential rates
and the national average continues to
widen.
The 127.8 per cent increase, Wagner
said, was wholesale, while the retail or
residential customers' cost has increased
80 per cad.
Evina insisted, however, that "you've
gone the furthest and the fastest Your
residential rates have gone up twice as
fast as other utilities'."
Evins also questioned why TVA had paid
as high as 130 a ton for coal last winter
when it already crwna 44.220 acres in
tacky and 6,350 in Illinota that It has not
mined yet.
are tapping them as rapidly as
possible," Wagner said.
for reappointment when his current term
expires on June 20. Guepe has served as
the OVC's commissioner since 1963.
The appointment of Dietzel was finalized
*his morning at the outset of the OVC's
annual business meeting being held at
Western Kentucky University.
Dietzel is a past president of the
American Football Coaches Association
and a former president of the Atlantic
Coast Conference Athletic Directors.
At Carolina, he was named ACC Coach
of the Year after leading the Gamecocks to
the ACC title and a Peach Bowl bid in 1969.
At LSU, where the "Chinese Bandits"
became synonymous with tough defensive
football, Dietzel's team won the national
championship in 1958 and he was named
national Coach of the Year. His LSU teams
played in the Sugar Bowl twice and the
Orange Bowl once.
His career record for 20 years in the
University Division football ranks is 109
wins, 95 losses and 5 ties.
Dietzel's favorite avocations include his
work with the Fellowship of Christian
Athletes and his writing.
He is a past president of the FCA's board
(See Dietzel, Page 14)
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Murray High
Honor Grads
Are Selected
The top four honor students for the
Murray High School graduating class of
1975 have been announced by Assistant
Principal John Hine. They are Valedic-
torian Martha McKinney, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. John McKinney, 901 Clark-shire
Drive; Salutatorian Tim Philpot, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Philpot, 813 Sha-
Wa Circle; third honor student Ginger
Gilliam, daughter of Mrs. Willie Waldrop
Gilliam, 1712 Magnolia Drive; and fourth
honor student Jean Forsee, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Forsee, Rt. 1.
Martha McKinney has a scholastic
average of 98.24. Tim Philpot has achieved
an average of 97.53. Ginger Gilliazn's four
MARTHA McKINNEY
Valedictorian
By L. J. Hortin
Encouraged by Governor Carroll's
endorsement of the project to restore and
renovate the old "Normal School
Building" ( Wrather Hall), Calloway
County, the City of Murray, and Murray
State University are hoping that this
historic building may soon become a
"Heritage Hall" or Museum for the
Jackson Purchase
Committees are at work on fund raising
and securing petitions that may convey to
the Governor proof) that the community
"is interested" in preserving Wrather
Hall.
This Hall, built with $130,000 in donations
from Murray and Calloway County in 1924,
has been nominated to the National
Register of Historic Places, Department of
Interior, Washington, D. C. It has been
approved on the state level by the Ken-
tucky Historic Preservation Review
Board.
If the nomination is approved on the
year average is 97.02. Jean Forsee's
average is 96.97.
The four students are active in many
extra-curricula activities. Martha and
Jean are co-editors of The Tiger yearbook.
Martha is also president of Future
Homemakers of America, parliamen-
tarian of Tri-Alpha and winner of the State
DAR Good Citizen award.
Tim is a National Merit Finalist and
very active in both the Band and Stage
Band at Murray High.
Ginger is president of Tr -Alpha and has
been a member of the Band throughout
high school.
Commencement exercises for the class
of 157 will be held on May 29.
TIM PHILPOT
Salutatorian
national level and is listed on the National
Register, it automatically becomes
eligible for a 50-50 matching grant for
restoration.
Application has been filed with the
Kentucky Heritage Commission for a
matching grant.
Summarizing progress to date on the
Wrather Hall project, committee mem-
bers have listed the following:
1. Community interest has developed to
the point where the 51-year-old structure
will niit be allowed to deteriorate.
2. James W. Harris, artist of structures
at the University, has prepared an artist's
rendition of the Hall with prints available
to the alumni and general public, through
the MSU Alumni Association.
3. Wrather Hall has been nominated to
the National Register of Historic Places.
4. Petitions and resolutions are being
prepared for presentation to the Governor.
5. Documents and artifacts are being
received for the Museum.
Local FBLA Members And Advisors
Attending Leadership Conference
FBLA members and advisors of the
Murray Area Vocational Education Center
are attending the State FBLA Leadership
Conference in Louisville on Thursday,
Friday, and Saturday, April 24-28.
Debbie Lee, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Pat Lee, and Vickie Cunningham,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Cun-
ningham, will be attending as voting
delegates. The delegates will represent the
chapter in the business sessions and will
vote on officers for the new year.
Donna McMullin, daughter of Mr and
Mrs. David L. McMullin, will be
representing the chapter in the Annual
Activities Contest. This contest consists of
judging a written summary of all the
chapter's activities for the year. Donna
was in charge of preparing this report of
chapter activities.
The Best Chapter Exhibit which is
designed to provide visual evidence of
chapter activities will be represented by
Para Mills, daughter of Mr. and Mrs W. C.
Mills. The chapter exhibit represents the
Murray Vocational Center's North
Calloway Elementary Project. The
chapter helped set up the new library, and
FBLAn:Vhe:Iftetbets"lairand 44141Pthamr°14°Iktals:dviscefiSattoLipattenrd7 tring
are, leftthltoStateright,FILATS.beilde"*Mattila CraiffbCallientiteld ad-
visor, Terry Terry Adams, Rita Dawson, Debbie lee, Sharon Fandrich, Donna McMullin,
Vid MaAetia On, Mrs. Brenda Nix - advisor, Vickie
e iinningaar,.
the exhibit is a model of the school
depicting chapter members at work in the
library.
Marketia Orr, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Dewey Orr, will be representing the
chapter in the public speaking contest.
Marketia's speech which is entitled
"Encouragement for Community
Leadership" emphasizes the FBLA
purpose to "Encourage young persons to
Improve the home and community."
Rita Dawson, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Floyd Dawson, will represent the chapter
In the clerical contest. Rita placed first at
the regional conference. The clerical
contestant is tested on her ability to handle
office tasks likely to be assigned an office
employee.
Sharon Fandrich, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Fandrich, will be representing
the chapter in the bulletin board contest.
The state bulletin board theme is "FBLA
Opens Doors to Leadership Tomorrow."
The chapter scrapbook which is a record
of club activities arranged creatively will
be entered in state competition by Terry
Adams, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. B. A.
Adams.
Vickie White, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
James White, will be representing the
chapter's State Project at the State
Conference. The written report of this
project summarizes chapter activities that
were conducted on behalf of the March of
Dimes.
Contestants must place first or second at
the regional conference in Circler to .entax„....ex,_
state corrqntgion in Louisville. —
The advisors, Mrs. Martha orawford
and Mrs. ftrenda Nix, accompanied the
group to Louisville.
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COMMUNITY
CALENDAR
Thursday, April 24
Murray Middle School PTO
will meet at seven p.m. at the
school gym.
The Kentucky Opera
-Association will be presented at
the University School
auditorium at 8:15 p. m. This is
one of the programs sponsored
by the Murray Civic Music
Association, postponed from
April 2.
'
Progressive Homemakers
Club will meet at the home of
Marie Forrester, 806 Sha-Wa
Circle, at seven p. m.
Murray Chapter of National
Secretaries will have its
executive banquet at the
Holiday Inn at 6:30 p. m.
Zeta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the club house at 7:30 p.
m. with Paul Winstead as
speaker. Hostesses will be Miss
Louise Lamb, Mesdames A. H.
Titsworth, Tom Rowlett, Elsie
Kivett, and Marshall Jones.
Southwest Elementary School
PTC will meet at the school at
7:30 p.m.
Joint senior recital of Betty:
Lahde, Nashville, Tenn., organ,
and Steven Murphy, Poplar
Bluff, Mo., baritone, will be at
the Farrell Recital Hall, MSU,
at 8:15 p.
Wranglers Riding Club will
meet at he riding pen at 7:30
P.m.
Art Exhibit of Mark Irwin,
Louisville, Rebecca Terhune:
Murray, and Charles Bennett,
Louisville, will open at the
Clara M. Eagle Gallery, Fine
Arts Center, and run through
April 30.
Friday, April 25
Murray Chapter of National
Secretaries will have a lun-
cheon and style show at the
Holiday Inn at twelve noon.
Senior Citizens of area will
meet at the Dexter Community
Center at seven p. m. All in-
terested persons are invited.
Gospel singing featuring the
Happy Life Quartet and The
Kings Sons will be held at the
Palestine United Methodist
Church at seven p.m.
Review And Eviustion Of
Old Scouts Mode, Leader
. Mary M. Burch, Regional
-Director of the Girl Scouts of
America, visited in Murray and
Calloway County on April 14 and
15 for the purpose of reviewing
and evaluating the Girl Scout
program in this area.
Miss Burch, who operates out
of the Girl Scout National
Mary M. Burch
Headquarters in Washington,
D. C., contacted and visited a
number of local businesses and
organizations in an effort to
sample community opinion
concerning the local scouting
program. In addition to Murray
•
/
Ken Holland's
1975 Spring Release
(Something Old & Something New)
vou will have to see this print in color to appreciate it. They are limited to 1500,
and many of these ore sold in advance.
Send Order To:
Ken Holland Prints, White Star Farms, Route 1,
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City Schools, Miss Burch
contacted the local radio
station, WNBS, the Murray
Ledger and Times, the
Chamber of Commerce, and
several businesses.
In an afternoon session, the
Washington representative met
with Mrs. Ethelyn Loberger,
the Murray-Calloway County
Neighborhood Chairman of the
Girl Scouts, and with scout
leaders. A highlight of her visit
was the opportunity to attend a
meeting of one of the local
troops.
Miss Burch was especially
pleased with the broad com-
munity support given the Girl
Scout program in Murray and
with the extensive use the
Scouts make of University and
Kentucky Lake facilities. She
commented that 'Murray scouts
were fortunate to have such
facilities available to them and
even more fortunate to have
such a fine relationship with
community and area
organizations, such as the
press, the University, and
TVA."
Frances Shea
Speaks At
FBLA Meet
The Murray Area Vocational
Education Center Chapter of
FBLA had Mrs. Frances Shea
as guest speaker for Its April
meeting.
Mrs. Martha Crawford,
Chapter Adviser, introduced
Mrs. Shea to the chapter.
Mrs. Shea, who has held a
variety of secretarial positions,
spoke to the chapter on selec-
ting the right secretarial career
and the proper steps to take in
attaining success in this chosen
career.
The speaker said that there
were two kinds of secretaries—
the career secretary and the
career woman who uses her
secretarial skills as stepping
stones to business.
She pointed out that the best
rule for success in anything is to
be effective. She broke ef-
fectiveness down into' two
categories: (1) results orieited
thinking and (2) organized
purposeful activity. "Decide
what you want to do and then
organize your plans to do
it.. Effectiveness is getting the
right things done at the right
time and in the right way."
A gift of appreciation was
presented to Mrs. Shea
following her speech.
We Have 1,000 'Rocking Chairs' Just Waiting For You
CAPP I 111;t1lie
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Tbru Wed.
7:25, 9:10 + 2:30 Sun.
AnIARIRAIAINA
What happens when a team of pretty unlikely
cattle rustlers meets a more unlikely team of
rustlers-hunters?
Central Center•
Murray's Newest
"Rocking Chair Theatre"
WI NER OF
AWARDS
BEST PICTUREIjflESi a, .9 JEFF BRIDGES SAM VvATERSTON
astitEY a United Artists ThefildFather PART II 4,
7:30 Nitely + 2:30 Sun. IN° PASSES I
THE FUNNIEST iligt
COCK-AND-BULL
WESTERN TO EVER HIT
LIVINGSTON, MONTANA
Kidshow Sat. 2:30 til 4:00
Prehistoric Monster Captured Alive!
,vor
— All Seats 75(—
I 7:15,9:05 + 2:30Sat.,Sun.
Mel Brooks'
YOUN0
Late Show Fri.-Sat.
11:40.p.m.
-WIFINEW0 KitikOWA X) 18 or over
•
ACADEMY
Alarm Clock Routine
Ticks Her Off
By Abigail Van Buren
0 1 515 by Chicago TrItmem-N.Y. Moors Synd., Inc.
DEAR ABBY: I am married to a wonderful professor. I
also work. About three times a week he arises early to work
on a special project or to attend an early faculty meeting, so
he sets the alarm for 30 minutes earlier than he really has to
get up. When the alarm goes off, it awakens both of us. He
then sets it for 30 minutes later, rolls over and dozes until
the alarm goes off again.
Meanwhile, I am being robbed of 30 minutes of sleep.
I think he should be a big enough boy to set the. alarm
once for the time he has to get up.
Is there a solution? Please don't suggest separate
bedrooms because I'd rather lose sleep than lose HIM.
Sign this, "For whom the bell does NOT toll" or
"TICKED OFF"
DEAR TICKED: Have you asked him topless. knock off
the two-alarm routine? If not, do. If he refuses, insist on a
compromise whereby he sets the alarm twice every other
time.
DEAR ABBY: That letter about the wife who didn't like
her husband's mustache brought back memories.
Years ago, I had the same problem. I waited patiently for
my husband to shave off a big walrus mustache he had
grown "just to see how it looked."
Finally, one day when he was asleep on the couch, I got a
scissors and nipped off one side of it! He awakened with a
start, and said, "What's coming off here?"
I sweetly said, "Your mustache, dear."
He laughed and kissed me. And he never grew another
mustache again.
AN 85-YEAR-OLD WIDOW
DEAR WIDOW: You're lucky your husband was so
good-natured. I'll bet some wives have ended up in the
divorce court for less.
DEAR ABBY: Your advice about telling later-corners to
come an hour ahead of the time you really want them will
not work. I know. I used to be anywhere from 30 minutes to
an hour late every time, and no amount of kidding or
criticism would change me.
One Christmas Eve some close friends (I'll call them the
"Greens") invited me to drive with them to their parents'
lovely country home. I was to be at the Greens' at 6 p.m.
"Please, this time, don't be late," they pleaded. "It's a long
drive, and we want to leave at 6 p.m. sharp!"
Of course I was late, but as I walked up their front stairs,
hooked at my watch and saw it was only 6:15—which was
"early" for me. But the house was dark and there was a note
on their front door: "Sorry, Pal. We waited for you until
6:06."
I was furious. But I will say that I am grateful to the
Greens for teaching me a lesson I will never forget.
That was the last time I was ever late.
ON TIME
CONFIDENTIAL TO C. IN OKLAHOMA CITY:
Forget him, dear. He is not mature. A mature person is
willing to accept the consequences for his actions. A "man"
who sneaks around to see a girl behind her parents' back is
immature.
Everyone has a problem. What's yours'? For • piiiiamal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. WNW.
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.
For Abby's new booklet, "What Teen-agers Want to
Know," send $I to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr.,
Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Please enclose a long,
self-addressed, stamped 120C envelope.
Humphrey Home
..:Scene North
Murray Meet
Members of the North
Murray Homemakers Club met
>ee: in the home of Mrs. Charles
▪ Humphrey for their meeting on
:: Friday, April 11.
The president, Mrs. Edgar
Morris, presided. Mrs. Hum-
phrey gave the devotion using
▪ John 3:16 for the scripture
: reading, and closed with
prayer. Mrs. Charlie Crawford,
▪ secretary, read the minutes of
• the last meeting and called the
present answering the roll call
roll.welve members were
with naming their favorite
sense of spring. Two visitors,
Mrs. Will Rose and Mrs. Susie
Workman, were present.
The lesson on "Combining Old
and New Furniture" was given
by Mrs. Green Wilson and Mrs.
Ivan Outland.
THE mow WARN° DESfRT RACING AND The Family Life Newsletter
THE MEN 1*.t0 PVT TNEIR C ES VOA. ANO marriage d byLIVES ON TNe Lwa. open was rea.
the chairman, Mrs. Crawford.
▪ Mrs. Bailey Riggins gave
landscaping notes on trimming
ne rosy mono. root.? ov vow,. shrubbery. Mrs. ESCO Gunter
„.099-40•Amgogsepgmecosogimmeseektissoggsgssumgc§:ii conducted the recreation
. thru Wed.0 period.
:**':1: The hostess served delightful
refreshments during the social
hourM S . Bailey Riggins will be
hostess in her home on South
16th Street for the next meeting
▪ on Friday, May 9.
Open 7:15 - Start 7:45
Thru Sat.
3 Nites Only
* • Ira T If P
with the
TEACH
•:•>: NOW AT HOME
Mrs. Patricia Futrell, 1110
Elm Street, Murray. is now at
her home after having been in
reAtisuita, Ga., for tmo weeks with
•::: her chifillien recuperating from
surgery she underwent at.
7. Vanderbilt Hospital, Nashville,
Term
Debbie Baker & Bob Hulse
Honored At Party At Club
A pren-uptial party honoring
Debbie Baker and Bob Hulae
was held at the Murray Country
Club on Friday, April 4, from
five to seven p.m. Mr. Hulse is
the son of Mr. and Mrs. C. H.
Hulse, Murray.
The club house was decorated
throughout with begonias in
clay pots and wicker baskets.
Candles in beautifully designed
holders were placed on small
tables in the club room.
The large banquet table was
covered with a patchwork cloth
Murray PWP Plans
Meeting On Friday
Murray Chapter of Parents
Without Panthers will meet at
the Ellis Community Center on
Friday, April 25, at eight p.m.
Dr. David C. Roos will speak
on NEEDLINE and the general
needs of the community.
All single parents by reason of
death, divorce, separation, or
never having been married are
eligible for membership and are
invited to attend.
Blood River WMU
To Meet On Monday
The quarterly meeting of the
Woman's Missionary Union of
the Blood River Baptist
Association will be held at the
Calvert City Church on Monday,
April 28, at seven p.m.
Mike Robertson, director of
the Baptist Student Union, will
be the speaker.
All members and interested
persons are urged to attend.
and decorated with a huge
candle, ivy nest, and a copper
punch bowl.
Refregiments were served on
wooden and copper containers
from two round tables covered
with gold floor-length cloths
with square patchwork
overlays. Begonias in wicker
baskets were used as am-
terpieces.
For the occasion Miss Bak&
wore a long sleeve floor length
voile dress of pink and blue
pastel flowers. She also wore a
corsage of daisies presented her
by the hosts and hostesses, who
also gave the couple two five-
piece place settings of stainless.
Approximately one hundred
and thirty persons attended the
prenuptial event.
Hosts and hostesses for the
party were Mr. and Mrs. Bill
Fandrich, Mr. and Mrs. Bob
Hibbard, Mr. and Mrs. Dan
Hutson, Dr. and Mrs. Conrad
Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
Lindsey, Dr. and Mrs. C. C.
Lowry, Mr. and Mrs. J. E.
McCage, Mr. and Mrs. Wells
Purdom, Jr., Mr. and Mrs. G. B.
Scott, Jr., Mrs. Venela Sexton,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Shuffett,
and Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy
Sullivan.
Dapressloa glass
all colors
Town-South
Antiques
642-4565
Hwy. 641 South and 695
1 trolls south of Poris, Tenn.
• •
.44*.ast.
-
FERN GAZETTE TERRACE
Published at
1505 Stadium View Drive Murray, Ky.
EDITOR: Mary Donovan
In reading the other day I came across this poem written by
Lee Alice Powell. I could not but feel it was written for our
resident: Mrs. Dommie Cleaver, as it describes her so well.
MUSK TO WAIT PT
I'll be somewhere listening"
I heard the song from my bedroom window.
Not an anthem sung by a great choir.
Not a hymn played from the depths of an organ
Just a song sung by a little old man.
But yet, it was uncommon for it's beauty.
He lives in a home for the elderly.
He comes everyday, with his little dog, to water the church
plants
The plants have never been so well-watered,
He can't see well.
He can't hear well.
One might be inclined to overlook him, except for one thing:
He loves well.
He loves God,
and people,
and music.
So he sings!
To The People
Of Calloway County
I am a candidate for the office of Circuit Court Clerk. Since this office belongs to YOU
the voter and I am asking YOU for a job, I want you to know me and my family.
I have been a resident of Murray since my marriage in 1951 to the late Maurice F.
Crass, Jr. I have two children, Gary employed at Crass Furniture Company and Gay,
a Freshman at Western Kentucky University. Following the death of my husband in
1961,1 worked as bookkeeper for Crass Furniture Company, Secretary in the office of
former Congressman Frank A. Stubblefield and secretary for General Carbon and
Graphite. For the past six years, I have been employed at the J. E. Littleton Com-
pany.
I am a member of the Murray City Council and serve as Chairperson for the Parks
and Recreation Department. My children and I are members of the First Christian
Church and reside at 501 Beale Street.
If elected as YOUR Circuit Court Clerk, I promise only one thing—TO DO T'HE BEST
JOB POSSIBLE FOR YOU.
My family and I ask for your consideration and support in the May Primary and
remind all the people—IF YOU AREN'T REGISTERED YOU CAN'T VOTE ON MAY
27th.
Jo Crass
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FOR FRIDAY.
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) 11'
4 period for reviewing. You
may have, to change some
procedures, systems; tie up
some loose ends. Re-
eiciniitialiOn of long-range
projects especially itnportant.
TAURUS •
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
Some excellent opportunities
indicated but, with them, a few
more responsibilities. Accept
them graciously and you will
reap fine dividends later.
GEMINI
( May 22 to June 21 )
Some strain in key
associations indicated. Probe
deeply to find the cause, the
better to cope with it ef-
fectively. In any case, keep
your sense of humor intact.
CANCER
June 22 to July 23) ISO
Not a good day in which to
mix business with pleasure.
Rosy promises made in an aura
of congeniality could prove
deceptive.
LEO
( July 24 to Aug. 23) t.064<tatA
An associate will offer some
unexpected assistance. Be
receptive. The proffered help
will be genuine, the motive
sincere.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
You can make unusual
progress in many areas now.
Get your mind clicking early,
and in tune with present trends.
LIBRA
( Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Consider new methods and
techniques, but don't overreach
your capacities. Neither be
overanxious. Impress others
with your poise and good
judgment.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
APRIL 25. 1975
Aspects indicate the possi-
bility of some deception in your
area. Be alert and ready to
counteract with firmness.
Above all, avoid those who have
deceived you before.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Be ready to face competition.
-You usualty—enjor the stim-
ulation of this, but don't burn
the candle at both ends in your
desire to get ahead. Easy does
CAPRICORN
Not much planetary help
here. In general, it would be
better to stick to routine mat-
ters. Perhaps, too, to take a
little time to make some long-
range plans.
AQUARIUS
( Jan. 21 to Feb. 191 '
Some astute checking could
save you time, prevent wasted
energy and costly errors. Don't
divert efforts into unproductive
channels.
PISCES
( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Pay no heed to glowing
reports or sensational rumors—
especially if finances are in-
volved. Keep on an even keel
and you should do well.
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a fine intellect,
remarkable powers of intuition
and outstanding creativity. You
are inventive and could go far in
technical fields; could also
exCel at engineering, chemistry
or architecture. You have a
great love of beauty, are
imaginative and idealistic,
almost to a fault. An unusual
number of Taureans often take
up art as an avocation and wind
up making it a vocation, though
they are quite capable of
carrying on two careers
simultaneously.
Attending the brunch held at the home of Mrs. Kathy
Lichtenegger are the above members and guests of the
Gamma Gamma Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi.
Members of the Gamma
Gamma Chapter of Beta Sigma
Phi entertained with a brunch
for members and their guests
recently at the home of Mrs.
Kathy Lichtenegger. Those
present were served refresh-
ments buffet style from the
hours of 10:00 a. m. until 12:00
noon.
Guests present included Mrs.
Devanna Woods and Mrs. Fran
Flood. Members present were:
Miss Martha Beale, Miss
Beverly Brittain, Mrs. Libby
Conley, Mrs. Linda Fain, Mrs.
Marsha Horton, Mrs. Candy
Jenkins, Mrs. Trisha Nesbitt,
Mrs. Joretta Randolph, Mrs.
Linda Rogers, Mrs. Dortha
Stubblefield, and Mrs. Edna
Vaughn. Also assisting was
Miss Elizabeth Huebel.
The brunch was also given in
the honor of Mrs. Candy Jenkins
who will be moving with her
family to Fulton, in the near
future. Mrs. Jenkins was
presented with an engraved
crest charm of Beta Sigma Phi
in a jewel case from the
members of the sorority.
The sorority scrapbook and
the book of Beta Sigma Phi was
available at the brunch for the
guests to see the many ac-
REMITS
It's The
Natural
Look. . .
Look your very best all summer long in sportswear from -
Bright's... naturally! A super collection of sportswear
separates is awaiting your selection. Choose from shirt sots at 13.00
to 21.00; pants at 14.00 to 20.00; telt tops at 6.00 to 11.00; and shorts
6s0d 14.1ar_VOi; the NEW tiriala21014 is stammer sports:Wol
tivities of the sorority and how
they render service to, the
community through their
service projects and ways and
means projects.
'Dr. Willard Ails An
Teenage Class Speik
At Paradise Home
Dr. Willard Ails, hottpital
pharmacist spoke recently to
the children at the Paradise
Friendly Home at Bell City.
The event was the menthly
meeting of the directors of the
how at which they have a
progiam of special ernalasis.
Ails spoke on the subjek of
"Drugs in your Life." ge em-
phasized that we mast all
determine, who we are, Wait we
are, and where we art going.
Ails was accompanied by
members of the teenagaieriass
from the Almo Church ot quist.
Candy Hargis, Marilyn
McKenzie, Gene Cleaver,
Laura Shelton, Lisa (flamer,
and Joe Mark Ails preirided
recreation for the chil#* at
the home by participallag in
games. Donald Wlailhart
provided transportatiori. T1.
Students Of Murray Music
The Murray Music Teachers Pianists playing in the
Manciau°n Presented twenty- program at two p. m. were:
seven students in a recital titled Mark Hussung, Martha Lyle
"Technically Speaking: Toe- Pitman, Jorie Keyser, Karen
mita Style en Sunday af- Brandon, Mark Austin, Deena
priernoon, April 20, in the Price Dailey, Donna Humphries,
Doyle Fine Arts Center. The Jennie Smith, Patricia Drake,
  
fbey. 
tweVarts: ins designed to Shroat, and Karen Turner, all of
encourage the development of Murray; Lisa Hunter of Fer-
tiliser dexterity mington ; and Nadia Ingram
Wow 'em in this super dress
sandal from Miss America! 'GEORGIA ( at right) in white,
blue, camel, yellow and green leather;
also black patent at only 18.00
Teachers Are In Recitals
and Suzanne Meek of Paducah.
The second program which
started at three p. m. featured
not only pianists but also
violinist Brenda Conley ac-
companied by her sister
Audrey. Playing piano solos
sere • Wand:4  Lovell, Lori.
Seraiihsicfier,
Tracey Nall, Sherry Mayfield,
Brenda Conley, Stacey Smith, —
Kim Lund, Carla Barnett, Carol
Jo Spann, and Tracey Brown.
Participating teachers were:
Mrs. John Bowker, Mrs. James
B. Carlin, Mrs. Larrie Clark,
Mrs. Robert: E. Johnson, Mrs.
Dan Kelly, Mrs. Neale B.
MisTkihn C. TaYlor, Mrs. Ji
C. Winter, and Mrs. Ronald P.
Wright. ,
Dresses
eve
Back!
Looking better than ever! How fantastic to
show a trim waistline, a little leg, a pair
of pretty ankles.... the new dresses are "
definitely pretty... soft, blooming colors in
an array of flattering, fantastic styles. ..
particularly important for summer '75. You're
going to love this new feminine image.. . what
a refreshing change. Junior and missy sizes.
Moderately priced at 24,00 to 64.00
4ZIJ.97 
Skinny ankle strappings
wide open peep toe
NIP"" 
for when you're all dressed
a,nd ready to swing ;la —
whitesemetelletfortteetrItrer
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fa part of life in this country for many years,
2•'• but not until the late 1890s did leaders in
*.-- the field in America become concerned
with the professionalism of their field.
They began to organize and they now
comprise a group known as the National
Association of Realtors and subscribe to
• # its strict code of business ethics.-
gt The National Association of Realtors,-.  with a membership of over 500,000, is one
la of the largest business associations in the
0
 v'. world. The word Realtor is a badge or
symbol used to identify a person engaged
In the real estate business who is a
r''.
-------.e4-:
r
Priblide.ii II, III RR 11 %EV .11 WENN Ini
A Salute To
H. Gene McCuicheon. editor
Editorials and opiruonated articles on this page are presented for
the purpose of providing a forum for the free exchange of differtng
opinions. Letters to the editor vi responae to editorials and
opinionated articles are encouraged.
The editors of this newspaper strongly beheve that to limit
opinionated articles to only those which parrallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would be a disservice to our readers,
therefore we urge readers who cio not agree with an editorial stand or
the ideas presented by an individual writer in a column, to respond
with their feelings on the particular issue being discussed.
Garrott's Galley
An Agriculture Commissioner
Our Realtors Candidate Meets The Rastus'
One of the most complicated businesses
in the world is that of a Realtor. The
business involves selling from simple lots
and homes to mansions, factories, farms,
marinas, shopping centers, churches,
store properties, office buildings,
educational properties, apartment
buildings large and small, and even
animal hospitals and airports.
Formerly the business was devoted to
selling houses and sometimes an industrial
plant. The same broker was involved in the
transactions.
• ••
member of the National Association of
Realtors and observes the standards of
conduct of the Association.
To acquaint the buying and selling
public involved in realty transactions each
year the National Association of Realtors
observe a "realty week" on a nationwide
scale known as Realtor Week.
We take this opportunity during National
Realtor Week, April 20-26, to commend
and salute the individual Realtors in
Murray and Calloway County.
We are indebted to our local Realtors for
their voluntary adherence to their strict
code of ethics. The real estate business is
an integral part of our business com-
munity and the manner in which it is
conducted is deserving of praise.
Bible Thought
And the word of God increased;
and the number of the disciples
multiplied in Jerusalem greatly;
... Acts 6:7.
The faith and deeds of the early
church laity gave heart to its
priests. Does your religious
practice add to or help carry your
pastor's tasks?
The Murray Ledger & Times
The Worm, Ledger it Time, is published every
afternoon except Sundays, July 4, Christmas
Day, New Year's Day ond Thanksgiving by
oNelpapert Inc.. 103 N 4th St., Murray,
Ky.. 42071.
Second Class Postage Paid ,pt Murray, Ky.
4207 I
sl R.Sir:R/PT/ON -ITE.s: In areas served by
carriers, $2 25 per month, payable in advance
By mail in Calloway County and fo Benton, Har-
din, Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmington, Ky , ond
Paris, Buchanan and Puryeor, Tenn,, $12 50 per
year By mail to other destinations, $27 50 per
year.
'Member of 4ssocuned Pre,. Kentockv Prem
43kociation and Southern ‘eicapaper l'ohlt‘herN
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10 Years Ago
Bids for construction of a new section of
U. S. 641 North of Murray in Calloway
County will be opened May 14, according to
Gov. Edward T. Breathitt and Highway
Commissioner Henry Ward. The
relocation project will begin at 12th and
Chestnut and extend to Scotts Grove
Baptist Church.
New officers of the Murray High School
Student Council are Max Russell, Steve
West, Ann Griffin, and Linda Harris.
The engagement and approaching
marriage of Miss Jean Thomas Squifflet
and Harold Thomas Hurt has been an-
nounced.
"The Garden Department of the Murray
Woman's Club is planting the flower boxes
around the square this year," from the
column, "Seen & Heard Around Murray"
by James C. Williams.
;A
20 Years Ago
Two Murray soldiers, Pfc. Dan K.
Taylor and Pfc. James M. Lawson, are
participating in the Army's Exercise
Desert Rock IV at Camp Desert Rock,
Nevada.
D. A. Holland of Almo has purchased the
College Church of Christ building on North
15th Street. The building sold for $400 at
auction last Saturday.
James Dale Clopton of Freed C,otham
Sheet Metal of Murray has just returned
from a week at Dayton, Ohio, where he
attended a school at the Chrysler Air Temp
factory.
Miss Rubye Smith spoke on "Your Child
and the Training School" at the meeting of
the Murray Training School PTA. New
officers are Mesdames John Lassiter,
Robert Smith, John Winter, and Elmer
Understanding Mental Health
Behavior Modification
a health column from the
Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental Health Administration
U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
"Behavior modification" 1, and others in the helping pro-
a term used more and more fessions. In these uses, precise
frequently these days — in methods of behavior modi-
ominous headlines or news- fication are carefully applied
papers stories, in movies and in a systematic fashion to help
television programs, and in people with problems. The
conversation, aim is to facilitate improved
self-control, expand skills,
abilities, and independence,
and to help overcome be-
havior problems.
What is called. behat,ior
modification, contrary to some
popular distortions, does not
include brain surgery or elec-
troshock. Rather, the scien-
tific and professional use of
behavior modification tech-
niques relies on a voluntary
agreement between the helper
and the person who wants help
or a parent or guardian. The
agreement, or "contract," de-
fines rewards for positive steps
toward the troubled person's
goal or, in some cases, pun-
ishments for failures to live
up to the agreement.
It is often erroneously pre-
sented and understood as an
undesirable method of. "mind
control," a means to manipu-
late others by some kind of se-
cret and powerful technology.
In reality, t is not the least
bit mysterious. In a way, it's
as old as history Basically,
we all use it one way or
another all the time. A form
of behavior - modificaticin is
involved in every instance of
reward or punishment aimed
at encouraging good behavior
or changing unwanted be-
havior. A spanking teaches a
child not to repeat a certain
act, a hug tells him or her
that a deed is fine and should
be repeated.
But with the varied line of properties in
today's market, an expert is required. This
has resulted in the creation of many
specialists in the business.
The real estate business has been a vital
Here's one example:
In a research project in
Kansas, supported by the Na-
tional. Institute of Mental
Health, a part of HEW's Al-
cohol, Drug Abuse. and Men-
tal Health Administration, 12
to 16-year-old delinquent boys
In recent years, these corn- in steady trouble for stealing,
mon principles for changing running away, vandalism, or
behaviof have begtew to. be • similar acts, are being taught
applied by- psychologists, pay- socially acceptable behavior,
manioc—. witaestert:- mew- _ Ile4FtiverfrcirafiRe"
--#1.0" -workers; wpm* —therapsw.-4411b1119/114401 4P184 -1/7#' *hens,
Other examples are money
a parent offers a child for a
good report card or after-
school privileges taken away
for a bad one; for adults, a
raise in wages rewards and
reinforces excellent job per-
formance.
into difficulty. Modification of
their behavior is achieved via
a point system set up by
the boys themselves and the
staff of "Achievement Place,"
where the project- is being
conducted. Points are won or
lost depending on their per-
formance. Earned points then
can he used to buy privileges.
The study has shown that
Achievement Place youths
progress far better than simi-
lar delinquents sent to State
training schools or put on pro-
bation. This approach is now
in widespread use.
Other behavior modification
research is being supported to
develop methods of helping
people with a wide range of
problems, including asthma,
insomnia, hypertension, alco-
holism, and drug addiction. In
nearly all instances, the -ap-
proach used is "positive rein-
forcement" which involves re-
wards for learning and con-
tinuing a new behavior.
In some instances of se-
verely self-destructive behav-
ior—for instance, continual
head-banging or tongue-biting
by a child, or long-term her-
oin use by an adult—un-
pleasant or "aversive" meth-
ods are agreed upon to help
persons overcome such prob-
lems. In these instances, the
"punishment" is less detri-
mental been the behavior be..
ing corrected and *use 
lessons to others, would be keeping an eye
afterhel— 
razz.ie, d only
ds ive 
sewed), end.veessionany „mum come
lito •It'
Toit.tr............arioe•,ekvir ever and offersogreettonror
By M. C. Garrott
If you are thinking about ever running
for commissioner of agriculture in Ken-
tucky, you had better find out what a
"rastus" is.
I saw one of the five current candidates
for the office snag his trousers on this last
week in Louisville. It happened Thursday
night near the Murray State booth in the
lobby of the Executive Inn while some of
us were attending the annual Kentucky
Education Association convention.
As you would expect, candidates were as
thick as fleas at the convention. Every
time you would turn around there'd be one
with his hand out and with a candidacy
card in the other.
It so happened that Thursday night, this
one candidate breezed into the lobby. He
was going boldly around shaking hands
and asking everyone to vote for him. I'll
not identify him because the incident I'm
about to relate could hurt his campaign,
but I had the opportunity to meet and talk
with him. He seemed pretty nice, but I
didn't know anything about his
agricultural background.
It took Cecil Reed, the principal at
Symsonia High School in Graves County
and a politician from way back, to
cultivate that row.
I have been told often by Dwain McIn-
tosh, our assistant director of information
and public services at Murray State, and
who is pretty knowledgeable in politics,
that if you want to help g candidate, in-
troduce him to the people in your area
whom you feel he should know.
It was with this thought in mind that I
Introduced this young, enthusiastic can-
didate to Cecil that night at the Executive
Inn.
"Here's someone you should know," I
said with one hand on Cecil's shoulder and
one on the candidate's. "This is Cecil
Reed, principal of Symsonia High School
In Graves County and a real wheel in that
part of the state."
+++++
They shook hands and howdyed, and
then Cecil, leaning back to read the can-
didate's plastic name tag, exclaimed:
"Running for commissioner of
agriculture, eh! I'll bet you don't even
know what a 'rastus' is!"
The funniest look came over the can-
didate's face. He didn't know what to say,
and his eyes darted quickly over the room
to see how many had heard. It was a few,,
seconds before he nervously laughed and
said, "No, I'm afraid I don't, but I'll know
before the night is over."
"You mean to tell me you're running for
commissioner of agriculture and don't
know what a 'rastus' is?" Cecil roared. He
had hooked himself a big one, and he was
playing him all the way.
I know the candidate would have given
fifty bucks to have been 100 miles away
from there at the moment, but he tried to
stick it out. Groping for an answer and
aware that practically everyone in the
lobby was listening, he mumbled
something like,' "It must be something
connected with the black race."
That was almost too much for Cecil, who
then turned on me with the same question.
"I don't know, Cecil," I told him, "but I
think it is what I used to know as a double
shovel."
I was close. A "rastus" is a three-
pronged plow which used to be used to
plow tobacco rows, up one side and down
the other. It was similar to a double shovel,
but instead of two plow points, it had three,
set one behind and just to one side of the
other.
+++++
I was embarrassed for the candidate,
and had I known that would have hap-
pened, I would never have steered him
toward Cecil, whom I've known for many
years. He at one time was health com-
missioner in Graves County and I as a
young newspaper reporter would call at
his office every morning to get the latest
word for the paper.
I should have known better, but they say
that's politics.
+++++
Beverly Parker, 18-year-old daughter of
James and Charlotte Parker, watched
with great interest the Dinah Shore
Winner's Circle Open played by the lady
professional golfers last weekend over the
6,300-yard Mission Hills course in Palm
Springs, Calif.
For, just three weeks ago, Beverly spent
a week at Mission Hills taking lessons
from the old pro and master teacher,
Johnny Revolta. He lives in Palm Springs
in the winter. In the summer he teaches at
the Evanston Country Club near Chicago,
and last summer Beverly spent a week up
there taking lessons from him.
Beverly is one of the really up-and-
coming young lady golfers in this area.
Last year, she not only won both the ladies'
medal and match play tournaments at the
Calloway Country Club but also led the
girls division of the Junior Black Patch
Tournament at Princeton the first day. She
finished second.
At Palm Springs, a typical day for her
included an hour-long lesson from Revolta
early in the morning, and then a leng
session of hitting shag balls from the
criticism. They'd get back together for
another lesson in the afternoon.
Twice she played the entire course with
Revolta while he observed every phase of
her game, and twice she played rounds
with two girls from Los Angeles, both of
whom also had taken lessons from
Revolta.
Beverly's a dedicated, hard-working
young golfer, and who knows? One of these
days we just might have more than a
passing interest in the lady professionals'
tournaments. We could be looking for
Beverly on the TV screen.
OPINION PAGE
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Until he reached the age of 19, Grant
Wood was a self-taught painter. Then he
decided it was time he received formal art
instruction. The fact that he had no money
with which to pay for this instruction did
not deter him. He showed up one day at the
University of Iowa and took a stroll
through the corridors, until he came to the
room where the life class was in session.
He walked in and took a place behind one
of the easels.. After a while the instructor
came up to him and asked to see his ad-
Mission card. Wood told him he had
forgotten it. The instructor never again
asked to see the card. He was too im-
pressed with the newcomer's talent to give
a hang. Wood stayed on for an entire year,
free of charge. ( Milwaukee Journal)
COMMUNICATIONS
Lovington, N. M. — Apparently an
Illinois resident believed only the Spanish
language is spoken in New Mexico. Lea
County, N. M. clerk Jane Rice received a
letter from Illinois seeking information.
The letter said, "Please answer in
English." Deputy clerk Donna Benge at
the direction of Mrs. Rice, answered the
query and added "Sorry to disillusion you,
but English is the only language I know."
.) Evening Leader)
The wife of a newspaper publisher was
running a booth at a charity flea market in
Houston. Her husband came by and
inquired after her. "You can't miss her,"
he was directed. "You'll find her round
behind." The publisher was annoyed, "I
just asked where she was. Keep your
editorial opinion to yourself."
Let's Stay Well
First Drink And Alcoholism
If you vividly remember your
first drink of alcohol, you are
probably a potential alcoholic.
A study by John Kuehnle,
of the Department of Psy-
chiatry, Harvard Medical
School, and associates showed
that the effect of alcohol on
memory was significant Addic-
tive drinkers exhibit a substan-
tially greater ability to report
the details of their first drinking
experience than do non-
alcoholics.
The researchers reported
their findings in a recentisaie of
the Archives of General Psychia-
try of the American Medical As-
sociation.
The experimental group in-
cluded 20 outpatients attending
the Alcoholism Clinic of Boston
Citi Hospital and a control
By Foil- Blasingame, M.D.
group of 20 persons matched for
age and sex. None of the partici-
pants showed severe medical
disability, and each person
possessed the capacity to recall
remote happenings. None of the
group was intoxicated at the
time of questioning, which was
done on a confidential (no names
recorded), private baqis by ex-
perienced interviewers. Neither
group had knowledge of the pur-
pose of the research. The experi-
mental group paTticipated
voluntarily and without compen-
sation.
The addicted persons remem-
bered many more details of the
circumstances surrounding their
first drinks, including their age
at the time, the kind of beverage,
the amount of it, with whom they
had it, their reactions, and other
incidental matters.
The reason for such findings
are not clear. Perhaps those per-
sons whose bodies had difficulty
handling the alcohol had vivid
sensations which impressed
their memories. In other words,
the first drink of alcohol for the
potential alcoholic is apparently
very different than it is for the
nonalcoholic. One theory is that
alcohol affects each person's
limbic system — the inner por-
tion — of the brain differently.
More testing is needed to see
whether the vivid memory of the
first alcoholic drink will serve as
Q. Mrs. T.I. wants to know if a
cancer can be diagnosed by X-
ray.
A. Some X-ray findings are
highly significant and make the
1
BLASINGAME
a means of identifying those per-
sons who may develop into
alcoholics,
diagnosis of cancer almost cer-
tain — such as an X-ray of a
bone or of the stomach.
However, the diagnosis of
cancer cannot be made from X-
ray alone. A piece of the
suspicious tissue must be ex-
amined under the microscope.
A. Mrs. M.G. has been told that
one of her relatives has an in-
guinal hernia, and she wants to
know the meaning of the term.
A. "Inguinal" means "groin."
Therefore, an inguinal hernia is
one which is located in the groin.
Such hernias are quite common
and usually are corrected by
surgery followed by a period of
limited activity.
c —1975 The
great paints
at greafr
sa e prices!
save $2.50 gal.
/wirtScho'l
trtil penc6Cf
Sherwin
Williams Cornoany
its 00 cosy to shop at
Shorwin-VIIIIIsous Docormiing
practice , toes. Revolts, nearby giVing Conies Just Soy. "Charge it
Sherwin-Williams Style Perfect"' Latex Wall Paint—
Washable, easy to apply, durable,
49dries quickly, soap and watercleanup, colorfast. SALESatisfaction guaranteed.
Gal.
Reg 9899 gal.
save *2.50 gal.
Sherwin-Williams Style Perfect'"Satin Enamel -
Scrubbable, easy to apply, stain
resistant, colorfast, dries quickly,
soap and water cleanup. SALESatisfaction guaranteed. 49
Gal.
Reg 99.99 gal
save $3.03 gal.
Sherwin-Williams A-100' Latex House Paint—Great coverage!
Our longest lasting fiat latex house paint. More hiding
pigments, more acrylic latex, more mildew fighting formula
than our other flat latex house paints. Satisfaction guaranteed.
art
save $3.03
SALE
SALE
Sherwin-WilliameGloss Latex House and Trim Paint—
Beautiful gloss. For use on any exterior surfate, from siding
to shutters. Our best hiding, longest lasting gloss latex house
paint—made with a special formula that fights mildew.
Satisfaction guaranteed.
save $2.50 gal.
'Sherwin-Williams' Solid Color Exterior Stain—Looks like
nature—lasts like Sherwin-Williams! In 25 rich, full-hiding
flat colors for that rustic wood appearance. Beautifies—
protects—made with a special formula that fights mildew.
Satisfaction guaranteed.
irldirsref ilg bf‘y the Sherwin Williams Company We guarantee your satisfaction in
aali-404*-ed These coatings are a result of extensive research!fci 
use of these products Or your purchase price will be refunded.
SALE ENDS MAY 5th
Now! Save $2.06 On Heritage Decorating
Take advantage of this terrific offer on
our Heritage Decorating Book and
Protect Kit! Create beautiful projects
in your home, with easy step-by-step
SALE
Oft&
79
Gal.
Reg $1282 gal
79
Gal.
Fi0 $12 K2 gal
45
Gal.
Reg $1095 gal
4:04:49114 
I
17111::::::Toe
Book and Project Kit,
instructions and stencils. And get the
extra plus of money-saving coupons!
Consumer value, Book and Project Kit —
$3.25. NOW JUST 11.19
WE MAKE YOU FEEL RIGHT AT NOME
Southside Showinctr. Murray 753-3321
,•••., • • ....-•••••*.iff I' ••••••••
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Extra Thick
Marinated Steaks
NEW CAMDEN HWY.
PARIS, TENN.
PHONE 642-6113
For the Finest in
Steak and Seafood
Highway 641 North 753-4141
Open 7 Days A Week - 4 p. m.
1,10 a.m.-11 p.m. 753-7199
Murray and Mayfield
There's more to like at Burger Chef
•
The University Inn, owned and operated by Mr. and Mrs. Leroy
Todd formerly of the Early Bird, is a restaurant specializing in
Home-Cooked meals.
With a friendly and home-type atmosphere, the University Inn
features delicious meals with that delicious taste that comes only
from the care taken in preparing the home cooked meals.
Breakfast is particularly delicious with all the trimmings of your
typical country style breakfast. But breakfast is not the only meal at
the University Inn. In fact, the In is now open 24 hours a day, six
days a week, to accommodate You and your family.
The Inn is justifiably proud of their staff and proclaims them as
"the best waitresses in town."
Visit the University Inn soon for their home-cooked meals and
that "feel at home" atmosphere.
• 4111111111111111111111ffillIMIIIMUNIIMINIMMIMM11111111* •
The University Inn
Home Cooked Meals
Open 24 Hours
Closed Sundays
309 N. 16th
• 41111111111111111111111111M1111101111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111116 •
The Hungry Bear
Pancake & Barbeque House
Plate Lunches Served from 10:30 till Closing
Delicious Omelets 1409 Main St. 753-7641
OPen 7 Days a Week
Ham & Cheese Bacon Sausage
Please Do Not Feed The g rs!
Trenholm's
1206 Chestnut 753-2997
Best Pizzas in Kentucky Boneless Catfish
Famous Henny Penny Chicken
Featuring A Special Every Day
Steaks Seafood Chicken Sandwiches
Hamburger Tenderloin Fish Chuckwagon
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Lot Of Science When
Hewitt Coaches Golf
Buddy Hewitt
"Keep that elbow down,
Watch that head movement. Hit
another one. That a boy. Now
that's a clac.s shot."
If anyone has ever watched
- Murray State golf coach Buddy
Hewitt work with his golf team,
this is what he'll hear.
After a couple of years of
being near the cellar in Ohio
Valley Confernece golf play, it
• ---looks like the Racers are finally
on their way back.
"Most of the guys play seven
days a week,- Hewitt said last
week while playing a round at
the Murray-Calloway County
Country Club. "I am usually out
Via---.111-00Urantifitb-.- -
them five days out of the week."
With Hewitt, golf at Murray is
a science. He insists that his
players take everything into
consideration—wind, elevation,
slope of green, pin placement,
yardage estimations, and club
selection—before a shot is
taken.
Anyone who meets Buddy
Hewitt likes him. Whether
you've known him 20 minutes or
20 years makes no difference.
He has that knack few people
ever attain. He doesn't have to
work at it, it just seems to come
natural.
As a golf coach, Hewitt not
only can tell his players how
something should be done, but
more often than not, he can -
show them. An outstanding
golfer himself, he has won
several major tournaments in
the Murray area, and he has
been match-play champion of
the Murray Country Club eight
times. So, with a background
like this, he is capable of ac-
tually coaching some pretty fair
collegiate golfers. - --
A native of Madison, Tenn.,
he won All-City and All-
Midsouth honors as a football
player at Montgomery Bell
Academy in Nashville. He also
played golf and basketball for
three years. He attended
Vanderbilt his freshman year
before he was drafted into the
military. Following his
discharge, he enrolled at
Shade Problems?
Elfin' Impatiens will do the trick (that's why we call
hem the "Shade Solvers"). Elfins really bloom in the
shade at the same time they stay low and compact. Just
plant and add water. You've filled your shady spot with
color all summer.
Stop in now for the Elfins and all your gardening
needs. It's spring!
500 North 4th Open 8 to 6
•
0 11° II Si-
& GARDEN CENTER
753-8944
Murray State where he played
Iwotbaillorthree years and was
a member of the 1948 Tangerine
Bowl team.
It wouldn't be fair to talk
about Buddy Hewitt and not
mention perhaps his greatest
feat as a golfer...and that is the
hole-in-one he recorded last
July in Nashville. Now even his
pupils can't top him in that
category.
Hewitt is the first and only
golf coach Murray State has
had. "In 1960, Roy Stewart
asked me what I thought about
entering a golf team in OVC
competition," Hewitt recalled.
According to Hewitt, in 1960,
the school had an unofficial golf
team made up one girl and
three. boys.. However, khe
following season Murray State
entered its first team, officially,
and the Racers pulled off a
second place finish.
"Yes, I remember that first
team," recalled Hewitt. "East
Tennessee won the conference
and finished some 40 shots
ahead of us.. .and we finished
second."
Hewitt's 1962 team slipped to
third, but he happened to have a
local golfer named Bill Graham
who won everything in site.
Graham was OVC Player of the
Year in 1962 and '63.
Although the Racers
registered several second and
third place finishes, it wasn't
until 1971 that they won their
first and only OVC title. Murray
was led that year by Chris
Pigott and Mike Reitz.
Have college golfers changed
much over the years?
Not really," Hewitt an-
swered. "Unlike other sports,
golf equipment has always been
pretty good, so the individuals
you have now aren't always
better than, say some of the
golfers of several years back.
There are more youngsters
playing golf today because of
the availability of public
courses."
Hewitt recruits a lot. from the
Junior College golf tournaments
in hopes of bringing outstanding
golfers to Murray.
-We look for three things in
our boys," he says. "Golf
ability, academic ability, and
character. And everyone of our
players has them."
Buddy Hewitt looks for this in
his golfers, and you can bet your
last golf tee that if his players
reversed the situation, they
would find the same traits in
him.
New Assistant
BOSTON ( AP) — Wolfgang
Suhnholz has been named as-
sistant coach of the Boston
Minutemen of the North Ameri-
can Soccer League and Hen-
ning Boel of Revere has been
selected team captain.
( MURRAY LEDGER 1:4 TIMES ) NCAA Out To Do Something
pelin About Its Economic Problems
- Call vri!s
Special Prices
For A SPECIAL EVENT
Celebrating Our Newly
EXPANDED STORE 
Gerbils
Reg. 4" FREE
All Day Friday
While Supply Last
Limit I per family - Limit I
1! Clown Loaches
$ Reg. 4" SP(CIAL1 "
Neons-Zebras
White Clouds
Reg. 694 19'
Limit 5
500 FREE GOLDFISH
To Be Given Away Thurs.-Fri.-Sat.
See Our 1,000 Gallon
Display Aquarium
Filled with Unusual and
Exotic Fish
...t.W.-....•••••••••••••••••••••••-'
Come By Soon to See Our Large Selection
Tropical Fish Parakeets
Small Pets
Complete Line of Pet Supplies
Leather Goods Our Speciality
‘PETIAIORLD
- 121 Bypass-Murray
Hrs. 10 a. m.-7 p. m. Mon.-Sat.
AKC Registered Puppies
5 Ft. Boa
cials, led by President Joselph
Scalzo, here to confer with the
NCAA council The solution was
lark --triarit entleir44-4"1""eea--irn —iSStn • •_  liniversaV, secre--
Team Takes Dual Meet
The 'fine girl's track team at
Calloway County High School
continued with its outstanding
performances Wednesday
afternoon as they won a dual
meet over host Trigg County 81-
38.
The Lakers won all four of the
field events, including a sweep
in two.
In the discus, Melessa Thorne
was first_ with an 82-8 while
Marilyn McKenzie was second.
The long jump found Felicia
Pinner winning with a 16-21/.
On the day, Pinner won four
events and is quickly becoming
one of the top track performers
in the area.
The sweeps in the field events
for the Lakers came in the shot
put and the high jump.
In the shot, Sandra Duncan
was first with a 29-0 while
teammates Thorne and Lois
Wilkins were second and third
-respectively.
The high jump found Pinner
and Vickie Carraway sharing
first place while Sandy Bibb
was third. The winning heighth
was 4-4.
It was an unusual day for the
Lakers as they lost all of the
relay races.
However, the Laker gtrls
came through well in the two
hurdling events, rolling up a
pair of sweeps.
In the 60-yard low hurdles,
Karen McKinney was first with
a 9.9 while Janet Arnold was
second and Linda Mer2uiston
third. In the high hurdles,
McKinney won with a 16.3 while
Arnold was second in 16.6 and
Tammy Overby third in 16.7.
Vicky Butterworth recorded
an 11.9 for second in the 100-
yard dash while Diane Olive
was third. In the 220, Pinner
easily won with a 26.5.
Pinner also won the 440 with
no trouble as she crossed the
line in a fine 64.1 while team-
mate Sandy Bibb was second.
Vickie Carraway won the 880-
yard run with a 2:54.3 while
Jamie Morrison was third in
2:58.9.
The mile-run found Terri
Morris winning in 7:00 while
Teresa Moody was second in
7:09 and Vickie Carraway third
in 7:26.
By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
KANSAS CITY (AP) — Now
tification of the AAU tour as "asquabble with the Amateur Ath-
letic Union, the National Colle-
giate Athletic Association can
tackle an even more pressing
problem — money.
Economics formed the sole
agenda item for the special
NCAA meeting which convened
today. Before that, the colle-
giate body gave the green light
to its track and field athletes
accompanying the AAU-spon-
sored team on next month's
China tour.
The two ruling bodies had
clashed over an NCAA by-law
prohibitng competition on. out-
side teams for its athletes.
That hassle brought AAU offi-
AMERICAN TACTICS
MELBOURNE (AP) —
American coach Erv Moyd is
trying to make Australian bas-
ketball more exciting by in-
troducing American tactics.
The American style of play
in man-to-man defense provides
more exciting play," said the
former coach at McDonagh
High School in New Orleans.
He also said, "Australians
shoot for goals from too far
out, and this detracts from the
game's momentum."
Moyd is trying to coach a
Melbourne team into a national
championship squad.
national team." That permitted
waiver of the by-law and solved
the latest NCAA-AAU crisis.
John Fuzak of Michigan State
University, president of the
NCAA, hopes it may signal the
start of better relations with
the AAU.
"We appreciate the AAU offi-
cials coming here to meet with
us," said Fuzak. "It was a
positive kind of thing and we
intend to take positive steps to
try and resolve our differences
and work on improving commu-
nications."
Fuzak said there may be up
to a dozen athletes affected by
Wednesday's decision, which
now clears the way for colle-
gians to go in the AAU tour and
still compete in the NCAA
championships when they re-
turn from China.
But Fuzak warned that NCAA
approval did not remove all the
problems. "As far as NCAA
rules are concerned, college
athletes may compete," he
said. "But there are still con-
ference rules and the rules of
individual institutions to consid-
er. This decision does not re-
solve those rules." -
The consquences of the na-
tion's dollar crunch is what be-
gins concerning delegates to-
day.
Stanley Marshall of South Da-
tari-treasurer of the NCAA,
said he expected the conference
to produce positive steps in in-
creasing revenues and cutting
costs for athletic programs.
"The time is right," said
Marshall. "I will be bitterly
disappointed if we don't come
up with specific recommenda-
tions.
Where
the
future
is
now
Freeda Kuykendall
753-4567 or 247-3528
0 Metropolitan Life
Where the future is now
Metropoliten Life, New York, N Y.
Order for a limited time only.
the standard Granada's sticker price for
LimitedEdthon
. .
Ford Granadas.
Limited Edition
Ford (3ransda 2-Door Sedan
America's bestselling newcomer.
That's Granada. And now—for a limited time
—you can gem $250 off the sticker price on any
Limited Edition Ford Granada you order.
This specially priced, specially equipped
Limited Edition Granada has room for five,
with a new bench seat, vinyl door trim and
new exterior trim treatment all its own. It
comes with such standard Granada features
as front disc brakes, steel-belted radials, solid
tsotante i gnnstiti,oune,ndteepp-anpeli eincga.rpeting and wood-
Sticker prices start at $ 3•448, 
•
That's the base sticker price for the Limited
Edition Granada 2-Door Sedan.
Granada's functional design brings it very
close to larger intermediates in individual
interior comfort measurements. Yet its
over-all size and weight make it a particularly
intelligent choice at a time when fuel prices
are so uncertain.
Arriving soon. Order fast Quantities limited.
You can order your Limited Edition
Granada with either of the popular option
packages described in the panel or, if you
wish, with no options at all. Limited Edition
Granadas come in three feature colors. And
they all come with $250 off the sticker price.
But the number is limited. So see your
Ford Dealer and order fast.
*Base sticker price. Excluding taxes, title, delivery and dealer prep.
Look closeand compare. Ford means value
and your local Ford Dealer can show you.
,250 OFF Limited Edition
Granadas with:
200 CID Six, bsw steel-belted radials and
manual transmission. New low price:
2-Door, $3,448 -4-Door, $3,506*.
250 OFF Limited EditionGranadas with:
250 CID Six, automatic transmission,
power steering, AM radio and white
sidewalls. New low price: 2-Door, $3,951*-
4-Door, $4,009*.
$2-50 OFF Limited) Granadas with:Air-conditioned mited
302 V-8, automatic transmission, power
steering, power front disc brakes, tinted
glass, AM radio, white sidewalls. New low
price: 2-Door, $4,565*-4-Door, $4,623'.
Pcirker Ford,Inc.
''="Owertr""1.40,- 4",4s4iggmlaluturgarkg- - 
•
• --
•
Corner of 7th 8. Main
Phone 753-5273
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Nicklaus And Miller Favored
By BOB GREEN
AP Golf Writer
CARLSBARD, Calif. (AP) —
Jack Nicklaus and Johnny Mil-
ler are listed as the co-favor-
ites, but Tom Weiskopf may be
the man to beat in the $200,000
Tournament of Champions.
"I'm playing as good, or bet-
ter,-than I did in '73." the re-
laxed, confident Weiskopf said
before teeing off today in the
first round of this tournament
that brings together only the
winners of regular pro golf tour
events from the last 12 months.
He has finished second, first
and second in his last three
starts and appears to have re-,
gained the form and flair that
brought him the British Open
crown and six other titles in
1973.
Still, Weiskopf is listed as the
third choice behind Nicklaus
and Miller in the ekt:-80-inazi --
field that will .chase the $40,000
first prize.
"Obviously, Jack and Johnny
are playing very well," Weis-
kopf noted, "but there's no rea-
son I couldn't win.
TRUCKLOAD
SALE
The New Generation of
New John Deere
Weekend Freedom Machines
are now on display at 
Murray
Supply Co.
208 E. Main - Phone 753-3361
Nothing runs
.., ;•'Ikea Deere"
'I'm not saying I will win
this week No one can really say
that and mean it. But playing as
well as I am right now, it's just
a matter of time until I do win."
He finished second to Nick-
laus m the Heritage Classic,
scored a front-running triumph
in, the Greater QreenAlloro
• Open anI tied with MIllef,''orle—
stroke behind Nicklaus, in the
high drama of the Masters.
Nicklaus has won his last
three starts, climaxed by his
fifth Masters crown. He ap-
 pears to be playing as well as
ever.
Miller, on the other hand,
could have something to prove.
He has yet to beat Nicklaus
this year. He tied him for sixth
in the Bing Crosby and Nick-
laus has finished ahead of Mil-
ler in every other tournament
in which both played.
Miller, the defending title-
holder here, needs to finish
ahead of Nicklaus to retain his
money-winning lead, a position
he has held since January,
1974. Nicklaus now trails him
by only $234.
While the Miller-Nicklaus-
Weiskopf trio have claimed
most of the attention, the field
also includes such standouts as
PGA champion Lee Trevino,
British Open king Gary Player
of South Africa and U.S. Open
titleholder Hale Irwin.
RRAY LEDGER 1k TIMLS)
Colonels Take 2-0 Lead
- firsenev spints ___ _-With
a • I .
By GEORGE W. HACKETT
AP Sports Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Hubie Brown sounded like a
coach whose team was trailing
instead of leading in the Ameri-
can Basketball Association
Eastern Division semifinals.
After his Kentucky Colonels
put away St. Louis, 108-103,
Wednesday evening, Brown
pointed out "we were getting
beaten on the second shots and
the fast breaks.
-And if it hadn't been for Ted
McClain," he continued, "the
outcome might have been dif-
ferent. He made a lot of things
happen."
McClain, playing with four
stitches in his left arm, con-
nected for 24 points in holding
off the Spirits, who now trail 2-
0 in the best-of-seven series.
Action resumes Friday in St.
Louis.
Although Marvin Barnes pen-
etrated the Colonels' defense
All-Sports-Banquet To
Feature Two Inductions
Murray State University will
induct two more former
athletes into its Sports Hall of
Fame at its annual All-Sports
Banquet Wednesday, April 30,
in The Waterfield Student Union
Building.
.„.
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Beautiful Sounds
A mocking bird's cheerful melody as he goes thru various
acrobatics in his established territory. Two doves oohing and cooing
as they touch beaks in mutual admiration. A soft summer wind gen-
tly rustling leaves at early evening. A concert with every note and
every sound to perfection to the trained and appreciative music
lover. The sound of a healthy baby's first cry to thk doctor in charge.
The sound of pure, clear, clean water rippling against the hull to the
boating enthusiast as he planes over the beautiful water of Kentucky
Lake. The joyous shout of "Hit it Dad" of a youngster on skis for the
first time and the sound you can almost hear when a great big wide
grin spreads over their face when they come up and glide over the
water, maybe not real gracefully, but still up on skis for the first
time!!
Are you and your family missing the greatest togetherness of all?
Boating is Wonderful Family Recreation.
See the professionals in this area...
Don McClure Grayson McClure
See us for these wellknown Quality Boats
Houseboats: Stardust Cruiser-Gibson-Somerset & Floating Queen
Flotebote Pontoon Boats (2nd largest dollar volume dealer in U. S.
Arrow Glass-Bonanza-Carlson-Glastron-Mantra-Ski-Barge
Distributor for Shore-'Land 'R Traders
Our Outboards are equipped with Evinrude. Mercury and Johnson
Our Sterndrives are either OMC or MerCruiser
Happy Holiday Travel, Inc.
Panorama Shores on Kentucky lake
Take 94 East out of Murray -2 miles - Turn on 280 -Follow 280
past Bonner's Grocery (approx. 71/2 miles) Take blacktop in-
to Panorama and follow blacktop to your right - "We may be
hard to locate but it's well worth your EFFORT"
Tete. (502) 43675483
To be inducted, are former
grid and track star Claude
McRaven, who performed for
the Thoroughbreds from 1935-
38, and tennis great Johnny
King, a Murray star from 1956-
59.
McRaven's greatest years at
Murray were in 1937-38, and
during these two years, as a
member of Coach Roy
Stewart's team, the Thorough-
breds put together 8-1-1 and 6-2-
1 marks. He began to attract
professional football scouts of
the National Football League.
Two of McRaven's most
dazzling feats on the football
field came in 1937, when he
returned a kick-off 102 yards
against Tennessee Tech, and in
1938, when he turned in a 78-
yard pass interception.
Johnny King was one of the
finest tennis players to ever
play at Murray. During his tour
years of play, he never lost an
Ohio Valley conference match,
as the Paducah native managed
six individual OVC cham-
pionships.
King's and Murray's greatest
year came. in 1959, when the
team won every championship
and scored 35 points, in the (NC
Championships, the maximum
a team could score. King
repeated from the previous
year as singles and doubles
champ. He left his mark on
tennis in the OVC.
Today, King lives in
Lexington, Ky., where he Is a
certified public accountant
Laker Track
Team Second
In Dual Meet
Trigg County won a dual
track meet at Cadiz Wednesday
afternoon, rolling up 88 points
while visiting Calloway County
had 48.
In the field events, the Lakers
scored two wins.
Russell Hopkins won the
discus with a 101-6 while Terry
Clark's 98-8 took second. In the
shot put, Kerry Wyatt was first
with a 38-4 while Hopkins was
second with a 37-9.
Other field events found
Tommy Futrell third in the
triple jump with a 33-8 while
Ronnie Olive was third in the
long jump with an 18-6.
In the track events, the
Lakers had three wins.
Tommy Futrell was once
again a double winner, taking
the mile in 5:14 and the two-mile
in 11:44. He was not challenged
in either race.
The other win for the Lakers
was in the 440-yard dash where
Ronnie Olive recorded his best
time of the season, a fine 53.1
Second places went to Olive in
the 220 with a 24.2, Mitchell
Cunningham with a 20.0 in the
120-high hurdles and Gary
Henson with a 24.6 in the 180-low
hurdles.
Third places found Olive in
the 100 with a 10.8, Bob
Hargrove in the 880 with a 2 31,
Clark in the high hurdles with a
20.6 and Rick Spann in the low
hurdles with a 28.6,
The 'Akers will be at Murray
High Tuesday far a dual meet
with the Tigers.
for 43 points, Brown did,h't
seem upset.
"If a guy takes 38 shots at
the basket, there's no way
you're gonna hold him under 30
points if he's any kind of a bas-
ketball player," Brown said.
'That doesn't bother us that he
scored 43 points."
For Barnes, the rookie of the
year in the ABA, it was his
best performance since the
night he hit 41 against New
York in their series.
His output, plus the 18 points
pitched in by Marvin Lucas and
the 26 from Freddie _Lewis
made up St. Louis' scoring
punch.
"I don't care if we have bal-
anced scoring or not," said
Spirits Coach Bob MacKinnon.
"I don't care how we get the
points., as long as we get more
than the other team."
With St. Louis trailing, 104-98,
and 41 seconds left, Lewis sank
a three-pointer and followed
with a layup that narrowed the
gap to 108-100. He picked up
three more points from the
charity stripe but time ran out
on his team.
Artis Gilmore added 23 for
the Colonels and Louie Damp-
ier hit for 17.
Youngsters Star As Astros And
Giants Split, Cardinals Lose
By BRUCE LOWITT
AP Sports Writer
It was nice to see the kid get
his first major league baseball
victory. It was also nice to see
the kid get his first major
jitusiteistot,—
Maybe it was Even nice'r that
they weren't the same kid.
That way, everybody had some-
thing to smile about.
Doug Konieczny, after suffer-
ing through five losses in the
majors, three last year and two
this time around, finally got
around to the win column
Wednesday night when Houston
beat San Francisco 3-2 in the
first game of a twinight double-
header. Roger Metzger and
Ken Boswell gave him tile runs
he needed and Ken Forsch
gave him some much-welcomed
relief.
In the nightcap, it was Gi-
ants' rookie Pete Falcone who
wore the grin after he wore
down the Astros 3-0 with a five-
hitter for his inaugural shutout,
in the majors.
- -
In the rest of the National
League it was Chicago 9, Phila-
delphia 3; New York 7, St.
Louis 1; Montreal 5, Pittsburgh
0; San Diego 7, Los Angeles 1,
and Atlanta 5, Cincinnati 4 in 11
innings.
"I felt good," Konieczny un-,
derstated. "I don't know if
was throwing as hard as in
past games, but I had good
command. I was throwing the
ball where I wanted it."
Metzger got behind him with
two RBI on a squeeze bunt and
a sacrifice fly while Boswell
tripled in the other run.
Chris Speier's double and
Bruce Miller's single gave Fal-
- CUM the only run he Reeded
"Clari&jot two —mOre
anyway on Falcone's single, a
sacrifice, a stolen base and
catcher Skip Jutze's throwing
error and on Gary Thomasson's
homer.
"I never thought I'd pitch my
first shutout this year," Fal-
cone said. "It helped my con-
fidence. Maybe I can pitch an-
other one."
Mets 7, Cards 1
"Things are going so good I
hate to have a day off. When
you're going this good, you
want to play." Manager Yogi
Berra said after his Mets par-
layed Tom Seaver's four-hitter
and Rusty Staub's grand-slam
homer off Bob Gibson into thkir
fourth straight InctOrY, 4
Braves 5, Reds 4
Mike Loin drew a one
walk from Don Gullett in e
llth inning and, wi'h two awe'.
Larvell Blanks doubled tutu
home to push the Braves pt
Cincinnati.
"I was expecting Clarence
Gaston to hit for me," Blanks
admitted. "I took a couple of
steps back toward the dugout
but they just moroned for me
to get up there a id hit. I fig-
ured I better go ahead and do
something."
Health
Foods
6th 8: Main
753-5032
(Thru Sat. Apr. 26)
• .
FREE VIT.0
( Rose Hips, Acerola,
( W-Rutin)
With each purchase
of our stone-ground flours.
Try them & see the difference
I We accept food coupons)
KELLY-SPRINGFIELD TIRES
EWING TIRE
Itiotro
KAM_
GPI AE
40-PLY 
POLY
WHITEWALLS
Check Our Price
678 x 13
C78 x 14
E78 x 14 G78 x 14
F78 x 14 378x 15
2 1 9 5 $ 2 29 5
bx.x5Os- vx.totk
Sk-WottS 
H78 x 14
H78 x 15
L78 x 15 $2395
with trade
Heavy Duty
MUFFLER SALESHOCKS
Set of 4 In„olleti $3952 I
BY
In Stock Numbers
Installed
1995
Front"Eld
ALIGNMENT Thruway $5495
$1095 
Air Adjustable
Shock Absorbers Installed
pair
Gillette Ambassador
4 Ply Polyester
C78 x 14 $2295 
678 x 14 $2495
F78 14 $2395 H78 x 15 $2695
All Tit Prices Plus F.E.T 1.84-3.1 I
/111111)6,
.041*41.t 116-Z, 411 „
a
For Fast
In The
Field
Service
Call...
EWING TIRE SERVICE
808 Coldwater Pcad NearS Points
Phone 753-3164
„„„ 7,, 1 30 7.30-4:00
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Bulls Eliminate Kings
And Braves Tie Series
By JOHN NELSON
AP Sports Writer
Some Kansas City fans tried
in a not-so-subtle way to tell
the Chicago Bulls: "You stink."
• But Chicago Coach Dick Mot-
_ . ta couldn't disagree_rnore.
-"—a-pictnre-uf-ront-confidence. • -
Amidst a hail of spray deode-
x. rant cans — which had been
passed out free to fans outside
>" the arena — and other debris,
the Bulls built an 81-69 lead and
1
 The Wranglers Riding Club
will have a horse show Sunday,
April 27, at 1:30 p.m. The show
will be held at the club located
East of Murray on the Van
Cleve Road.
The list of events will include:
...: "Gaited Pleasure: Pony Lead
- Line: Western Pleasure:
. Racking Class: Barrels Open:
• Pony Barrels: Fox Trot: Figure
8 Speed: Figure 8 Speed, Jr.;
Rescue Race: Western
Pleasure ( 16 yrs. & Under),
Pole Bending: (13arrels jr-. :
Egg and Spoon.
The entry fee will be $1.00 per
class and two place trophies will
be given. There will be no gate
admission.
The public is invited to the
Wranglers Club as spectators or
to come and bring a horse and
ride in the scheduled events.
The concession stand will be
open.
- _ 
went on to a 101-89 victory,
eliminating the Kings 4-2 in
their National Basketball Asso-
ciation Western Conference
semifinal series.
"We're the best defensive
team in pro basketball," Motta
-Caul;
against the Kings, we'll go all
the way. This was our toughest
series."
With 8:40 left in the game
and the Bulls leading by 12
points, frustrated fans began
the barrage. The game was de-
layed five minutes when the
Bulls, en masse, launched a
counter-attack and stormed
after a heckler but were re-
strained before reaching him.
Kings Coach Phil Johnson
could only look ahead to next
year.
"Next year ... next year ...
I told my players," Johnson
said. "They may think last
year's training camp was hard,
but wait until this one coming
up."
Bob Love led the Bulls with
26 points, and Nate "Tiny" Ar-
chibald had 26 for the Kings.
In the other NBA playoff
game, Buffalo beat Washington
102-96 to even that Eastern Con-
ference best-of-seven semifinal
at three games apiece. The de-
ciding game of the series will
be played Friday night at
Landover, Md.
Buffalo's Bob McAdoo, who
admitted after the game he
was "dead tired," scored 37
points anyway. "I stopped
pressing in the Tourth quarter,"
said McAdoo, who scored 22 of
his points in the first half. Jim
McMillian was excellent in a
supporting role with 20.
who had scored 19 points before
Washington's Phil C'henier, Murray High Golf Team
intermission, could manage
only six in the second half.
Two playoff games are on tap
in the NBA tonight. Houston
vc tiirostion -in itet — -By LEE STEWART'
Avenges Its Only Loss
Conference semifinal series The Murray High golf tealn
avenged their only loss of the
season by winning a triangular
match with Lone Oak and
Marshall Central at Calvert
City Wednesday afternoon.
The Purple Flash beat the
Tigers by eight strokes earlier
in the season at Rolling Hills.
Yesterday was a different
story, however, as the Tigers
carded a 161 to Lone Oak's 172.
Marshall Central edged by Lone
Oak with a 171.
The two victories improves
the Tiger record to 10-1 as they
are warming up for the WKC
which will be played Friday at
the same Calvert City course.
The Tigers were led by the
three-over par performance of
Howard Boone.
Boone's round was sparked
by two birdies, the first of which
was on the second hole by
sinking a 10-foot putt. The
second came on the par-three
sixth hole as he stroked a five-
iron shot to within two feet of
the cup.
Unfortunately, Boone
bogeyed the final three holes to
finish at 39.
Lee Stewart, who also
bogeyed the last three, shot a 40.
Tim Philpot and Gary Sullivan
each posted a 41 and Lynn
Sullivan tallied a 44.
Philpot highlighted his round
with a 40-foot birdie putt on the
par-three sixth hole. The lush,
bent-grass greens putted very
slowly as Gary Sullivan three-
putted four times in his round of
41.
which the Celtics lead 3-1. And
the Golden State Warriors take
a 3-2 Western Conference semi-
final lead into Seattle.
Boston Coach Tommy Hein-
sohn probably has more than
one reason to be glad his series
is headed back to the "friend-
ly" confines of Boston Garden.
During Tuesday night's 122-
117 victory over the Rockets in
Houston, such artifacts as bot-
tles, ice cubes, papers cups, a
golf ball and even a pair of
shoes were rained down on the
Celtics.
Takes Lead
PHILADELPHIA I AP) — De-
fending champion Fred Samara
won the 100-meter dash, the
long jump and rolled up 4,066
points to take the first-day lead
in the Penn Relays decathelon
competition.
Samara, representing the
New York Athletic Club, set the
meet record last year with 7,-
864 points. He also won the de-
cathelon in 1972 when he ran
for the University of Pennsyl-
vania.
In second place with 3,812
points Wednesday was Brad
Stephan of the Quantico Ma-
rines. Bill Fletcher of Slippery
Rock State College was third
with 3,650 points.
4. firm slices
• verticillium tolerant
fruit to 1/3 pound
411. uniform fruit size
large leaves for sun-scald
protection
We're Trying To Cut
Inflation At
Lindy's 19° Hamburgers
Friday, Saturday and Sunday
April 25, 26, & 27
A full quarter pound of 100%pure ground beef, served on a
sesame seed bun with lettuce, onion, pickle & our special
sauce.
Tom Mirus, a senior member
of the Murray State golf team
and a native of Normal, Ill.,
scored a hole-in-one Tuesday
afternoon at the Oaks Country
Club.
Mirus hit a three-iron shot to
the sixth green and the ball took
two hops and rolled in the cup.
The par three sixth hole at the
Oaks measures 200 yards.
It was the first hole-in-one
ever for Mirus.
Mirus was taking part ina
"Turf Management Class"
which is taught at the Oaks
Only 49 Country Club by Amos Tackett.Playing with Miurs were JimDechard, Bruce Johann and
Bob Lyles.
It was the first hole-in-one
scored in the area this year.
New Coach—
CHARLOTTE, N.C. (AP
Lee Rose, 38, who basketball
teams won 20 or more games in
seven of his eight seasons at
Transylvania College in Ken-
tucky, has been named head
basketball coach and athletic
director at the University of
North Carolina-Charlotte.
The UNC-C'harlotte 49ers had
a record of 23-3 last season. and
23-4 the season before. Rose in-
herits a strong nucleus of play-
ers from last season.
Rose, whose appointment was
announced Wednesday, was
given a four-year contract to
succeed Bill Foster, who has
become head coach at Clemson
eonf cethe Atlantic Coast Confer-
jYS
16"Ro7sea'st TrtearnfiasyhivaadniaarecHeoradlsoofight
has been fresturian coach at the 
\11 A tAAcre compoRmtioN compowy
. _ 
University _
scorers were David Reed 41,
Roger Williamson and Danny
Ham 42, Mark Cowan 46 and
Mickey Siozl 49.
Lone Oak's scoring was led by
Kenny Perry and Jimmy Day,
both of whom shot 42. Daryle
Mullen and John Paul Felker
had 44's and Tim Doyle had a 55
to round out the Purple Flash
scoring.
The Tigers will be one of 15
teams competing in the wxg
Friday. Play will begin at 8:30
a. m. at the Calvert City golf
course, which is considered to
be one of the toughest layouts in
the area.
Henry County Explodes
To Blast Calloway 9-2
For six innings Wednesday
afternoon, It appeared the
Calloway County Lakers were
well on their way to winning
their first contest of the season.
But an eight-run explosion in
the top of the seventh by
visiting Henry County lifted the
Patriots to a 9-2 win over the
Lakers and saddled Calloway
County with its fourth con-
secutive loss.
Later Wednesday, the
Patriots played at Murray High
and dropped a 6-3 contest to the
Tigers.
Junior righthander Fly Beane
had held the Patriots in check
on just four hits in the first six
innings. In the meantime, the
Lakers had only two hits but
had used a pair of wild pitches
to score two runs and lead 2-1
going into the seventh.
The first man uo for the
Patriots in the seventh doubled
and the next man ripped a run-
scoring single that tied the
game. Another single put men
on at first and third before
Henry County took advantage Of.
a Laker error to go ahead 3-2.
Following the error, Beane
was touched for a two-run triple
and another run-scoring single
and was removed from the
mound in favor of Dickie
Nesbitt.
Nesbitt allowed two hits and
two more runs, one of which
was charged to Beane.
Calloway County spotted
Henry County a 1-0 lead in the
first inning but in the home half
of the third, the Lakers tallied a
pair of runs and went ahead.
Fly Beane led off the third by
reaching on an error and later
scored on a wild pitch as did
David Thorne, who had reached
base on a walk.
Second-baseman • Tommy
Chavis and ThOrne each had a
hit for the Lakers.
The teams were to have
played earlier in the week but
the Laker bus broke down on the
way to Wingo and the contest
had to be postponed.
Chavts-2b 
Thorne-lf 
Futrell-as 
Dowdy-cf 
Willuns-rf 
Wilkerson-o 
Miller-lb 
L. Beane-3b 
Gelb-ph 
F Beane-p 
Nesbitt-p 
Totals 
BarirV Co. 100 000 8
'Calloway 002 000
REALISTIC AM-FM
STEREO HIGH-FIDELITY RECEIVER!
12 WATTS PER CHANNEL MINIMUM RMS AT 8 OHMS FROM 20 Hz TO
20KHz WITH NO MORE THAN .5% TOTAL HARMONIC DISTORTION.
Get our powerful STA-76 tuner/amplifier
at 40% off regular price while they last!Reg. 219.95
Separate bass. treble. balance and volume
controls. Exclusive Quatravox R synthesizer
enhances regular S.tereo when you add a
second pair of speakers. Tape monitor.
loudness and FM muting switches.
headphone jack and magnetic 
cartridge149
input. Color-changing dial pointer indicates
stereo. Genuine walnut wood veneer case
5Y4x183/4x131/2: There's only
31-2054
one place you can find it . . Radio Shack.
PERFECT STEREO SYSTEM ADD-ONS
AT VERY "SOUND" RADIO SHACK PRICES!
7" REEL TO REEL
STEREO TAPE DECK
OUR FINEST 8-TRACK
RECORD-PLAY DECK
REALISTIC DIAMOND
REPLACEMENT NEEDLES
Most Styles
WHEN YOU BUY
THIS COMPLETE
REALISTIC HI-Fl
STEREO MUSIC
SYSTEM
603.85
Realistic/ TA-76 Receiver
Two Nerve -8 Acoustic Suspension Oiled
Walnut Speaker Systems
Realistic LAB-34 Automatic Changer with
Base and $17.95 Shure Elliptical Cartridge
$129,776 IN CASH PRIZES
1975 Ac Saw
GET DETAILS AT YOUR
RADIO SHACK STORE
Arid
CHARGE II
At Radio Shack
For the Tigers, McDougal and
Mark Williams each had two
base knocks while Craig Suiter
and Thurmond also hit safely.
Murray is scheduled to play a
4 p. m. contest at home today
against Lone Oak and then at 4
p. m. Friday, the Tigers will
play host to the Heath Pirates.
L. Suiter-2b 
Duke-ss 
Mc Dougal-cf
Bay less-if
C. Suiter-lb 
Thurmond-rt, 
Boone-r 
M. Williams-31) 
D. Williams-p 
McCutston-rf 
Robertson-pr
Totals 
Henry Co.
Murray
itS
3 I
2 1
 3 1
 2 I
20
3 1
3 0
3
10
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6_3 Now 2_0 For year
The Murray High Tigers kept
their perfect record intact
Wednesday night in Holland
Stadium by taking a 6-3 contest
over the visiting Henry County
Patriots.
It was part of a twi-night
doubleheader for the Patriots
who earlier in the day won a 9-2
contest over Calloway County.
Three was the magic number
on the day as the Tigers scored
three runs in the first inning and
three in the sixth while the
Patriots scored all three of their
runs in the sixth.
Freshman righthander Bob
Thurman, who pitched just one-
third of an inning, got the win on
the mound for the Tigers.
Leading 3-0 going into the top
of the sixth, Murray starter
Donnie Williams had the
Patriots in check and had
allowed only two hits in the first
five frames with only two
Patriot runners getting past
first base.
Then the trouble began.
The frame started out with
the first man reaching on an
error. After Williams fanned
the next man for the first out, he
gave up a walk to put men on at
first and second.
Two consecutive singles
Resigns
PROVO, Utah (AP) — World
swimming record-holder Mike
Burton has resigned as head
swimming coach at Brigham
Young University to accept a
job in Pennsylvania.
Burton guided BYU to its
first Western Athletic Confer-
ence swimming title last year.
He said he is leaving to accept
a position at the Philadelphia
Aquatic School.
chased Williams from the
mound and Henry County put
two runs on the board, cutting
the Tiger lead to 3-2.
Thurman came in and the
first man up reached on another
error, tying the game. Then
Thurman got the next man to fly
out to left with Tony Bayless
making a fine running catch to
retire the side.
In the bottom of the sixth, the
Tigers started a rally with one
out.
Bayless and Craig Suiter both
walked and both runners moved
up a base on a wild pitch. Tony
Thurmond singled in Bayless
with the go-ahead run and after
two men were out, Mark
Williams slapped a single up the
middle that scored pinch runner
Paul Robertson and Thurmond,
leaving the Tigers with a 6-3
lead.
Henry County got two singles
in the seventh off Thurmond,
who took over for Thurman.
Only one of the Patriot runs
was earned off Williams, who
fanned six men and issued three
passes in his fine pitching
performance.
Murray got started on the
right foot in the first inning.
Lindy Suiter reached base on
an error, Don Duke drew a walk
and Bo McDougal followed with
a single to fill the sacks.
After one out, big Craig Sister
unloaded on a liner that plugged
the gap in left center, sending in
two runs and leaving Suiter on
second with a double.
McDougal came in to score
the third run of the frame as
Thurmond grounded out to
second.
Both teams had six hits in the
contest.
In keeping my commitment to state publicly
my stand on the issues before the election. I
should like to state that I am firmly opposed to
the controversial Equal Rights Amendment. The
Kentucky General Assembly already has ap-
proved the Amendment, but another vote to
rescind it is expected in'the next session of the
Legislature.
The E.R.A. was cleverly ,mislabled and has
nothing to do with equal employment op-
portunities foi women. The Kentucky Revised
Statutes already provide such protection. The
E.R.A. is a ploy by the liberal Eastern Establish-
ment to make women not only "equal", but
"identical," and I will oppose it vigorously it
elected.
For Aggressive Leadership,
Vote For
RICHARD
WEISETERGER
State Senator
May 27 Demsaatic
ciowiwer t poseur* kersoe,
Use Merchandise 
Certificates
like Cash to make 
future purchases
from Sears 
Catalogs!
COMBINE PURCHASES 
- combise 
small purchases to_
qvalify for the sovisgs 
is 
Merchandise Certificates
to qualify for 
the next k
Jim Hunter Like Catfish Out Of The Water
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer -
Jim Hunter has been like a
Catfish out of water since his
arrival believehellin_ NewYorskt(2, il.But his
former Oakland baseball team-
mates
--dering on 
"He'll be all right," says Ray
Fosse. "He's always been a
slow starter."
"Unless he dies, Catfish
Hunter will win 18 to 20 games
this year," says Reggie Jack-
son. "All he'll have to do to get
that many is get out of bed ev-
ery morning. He's a super-
star."
The object of their affection
currently is 0-3 as a Yankee
and Wednesday the Cy Young
winner was knocked out for the
fourth straight time this season
during the Boston Red Sox'
wild 11-7 victory at Fenway
Park.
That's not the type of pitch-
ing the Yankees expect from
their multi-million dollar in-
vestment. And it's not thetype
of pitching the Catfish himself
expects.
"I'm still not making the
right pitches at the right time,"
said the proud Hunter, who won
88 games in the last four sea-
sons for the A's before escaping
from Charlie Finley's gang
through a contract loophole.
'My breaking pitches, the sli-
der and the curve, still are up
too high."
And what does New York
Virdon have to
this? The sarne
A's are saying:
Manager Bill
say about all
thing that the
"Hunter just hasn't been
making good pitches," says
Virdon. "He's still hanging a
lot of breaking balls. However,
he's working hard and he'll be
all right."
League games, the Cleveland
Indians beat the Detroit Tigers
4-3; the Milwaukee Brewers
turned back the Baltimore Ori-
oles 8-5; the California Angels
tripped the Texas Rangers 4-1
and the Oakland A's nudged the
Kansas City
-ChleRgo-MtR:
nesota game.
Cecil Cooper ignited a five-
run uprising against Hunter,
Sparky Lyle and Dick Tidrow
with a pinch triple in the sev-
enth inning to lead the Boston
success. Lyle took the loss after
Tidrow, the- third NtYri
pitcher, surrendered a two-run
double to Bob Montgomery,
capping the decisive rally.
After years of research, plant breeders have developed Better Boy,
a tomato that is three ways better: resistant to verticillium, fusarium,
and nematodes (VFN), the three Kain causes of blight in tomato
plants.
Since it's also an F, Hybrid, it gives you more fruit, tastier fruit, over •
a longer period of time.. Try it and you'll never go back to ordinary
tomatoes again.
It's planting time! Plant the hybrid—plant Better Boy.
.. 911 ..a .. !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!,,,, .. .. ..•.rflStkVE
on purchases from 
Sears Catalogs listed 
below!
in 
Merchandise Certificates
on purchases 
$500.00 or more
OT "roved 001" 
MOOT 
purchases with small 
perchoses
bracet. 
*Certificate qualification 
does no include
shipping, delivery or 
installation.
If you have 
ever turned 
page after page 
in a
Sears Catalog 
you know 
what a great 
vori•ty of
everyday needs 
is pocked 
between the 
covers.
4The Spring 
General ond 
Summer Book 
have a
"world of 
things" at S•ors 
extra low 
catalog pric•
and you get 
Merchandise Certificate 
savings of
$2 to $50 
on purchases 
totaling $2,5 or 
more
dvring this 
Bonus Sale.
1915 Spring 
General Catalog
with 1392 pages!
.01f ioc 
to 
te; 49 9 .99
in Mn p ue a 
eo ns ed si
$40.00 $
4Coe or t
in 
Merchandise Certificates
$30.00 on purch05es.$300.00 to 
$399.99
2Coeor toiloi ctaot 11s2 
9 9 .9 9
$20.00 ionnMpeurrcchhaansedsi'l
in 
Merchandise 
Certificates
$110.00 on purchases .$100.00 to 
$199.99
eCoo t o $ 9e rot if ccat es 9 
9 9
$5.00 ionntApi 
dis 5
urrchanses 
in Mpeurrc hehaons
diss 2s. e 50   $ 4 
Certificates9 9 
$2.00 
9
Shop from a selection of over
100,000 items in Sears Spring General,"J" Summer
Catalog, and these 15 Specialized Catalogs. Get
BONUS SAVINGS during this 9-day event!
Noon Improvement Catalog
Special sections on kitchen cob-
;nets, wall coverings, security
items. Dozensof i tents, large
and small, for the horne.
Pewit sea Nowa Tool
Hardware and housithold items.
Craftsman. woodworking, metal-
working, carpenters', masons'
mechanics' tools. Air compres-
sors, sprayers, ladders.
lOolfores\ 'IS Uniforms and apparel
for wornAn and men in the medical,
sc iiientifibootasy end barberood
shop and serving fields.
Collet '/S In Full color..our d.-
signer collection of daziling
floorcowsrings. Explains impor-
tant features of different fibers
ond textures.
teases, looip000t sod Sopply
Cofofoo Most everything you need
to fully equip your office, chop,
store Or fix oory. Office suppl ies,
business ecsu i omen} , furniture.
Sof's Apparel Cetelee of 111.
owl Toll Sloes Frlf toll men up to
6 ft. 7 inthots and big men with
Chest or wopft siz.s LI, to 60
Drens, sport cod work clothing.
Spdot 11IS Soloodfoo, fens ead
lootb Ceielei Yard care and
gardening equipment , fencing,
storage buildings, farm supplies,
etc. Also includes siding, car
ports, concrete mixers.
loportod Coo toplocimeot Ports
id Actesseries Ports and ac-
cessories for most popular makes
of imported cars. Built to orig-
inal equipment specifications.
Amor', Cotolog of Nolf Slios
sod Illootoo's Sly.. Styled-right
fosh;ons in hard-to-find sizes.
Ifish to 32%...38 to 50.
Accessories for Mobil* 14•21.1,
Ileuestieeol Vehicles roil Cendies
Appliances, anchor kits, patio
Covers, awnings, hitches, etc.
A wide selection of camping
needs and accessories,
toolocoosoot Pons sod A kis
foe looesod Wine Ifolados A
complete listing of parts and ac-
cessories. Most everything from
thrust washers to sport wheels.
Apparel sod Decorator fudges
wicks A .vid• ossortimen o f fab-
rics plus a fine selection of
crewel and needlework.
Bootie, sod fesitioo '75 Boats,
'norms, trailers, electronics,
water skis, scuba equipment. A
complete ossortrnentof rods, line,
reels, other fishing gear.
Homo 11•006 Coro mod Coovollou•of
Needs Ceteleg Wheelchairs, hos-
pital beds, protective beading;
walking aids; oxygen kits; was-
tec 'only products, many others.
Toy Cotoloo A complete selec tion
for boys and girls of all ages...
games, toys, books. Oyes, sets,
ant supplies, gym sets, riding toys
alas walkie-talkies, phonographs.
corps had figured the value of
unique fishing, hunting, white-
water canoeing and hiking that
exist in the Gorge, it would
have to reduce its annual bene-
fit figure by mare than $500,000.
Recreation in wild areas has
zoomed in dollar value because
it has become scarce, Ervin
said, something the corps has
failed to realize.
He said visitors that would be
driven away by the lake devel-
opment now enjoy $1.4 million
in recreational benefits.
Ervin figures there would be
$800,000 in wild recreational
area benefits lost annually with
construction of the lake and
dam, based on the corps esti-
mate that recreational benefits
would be worth $1.1 million
each year.
The Ervin report was not
passed on to the corps by Envi-
ronmental Consultants, Inc.,
the Dallas-based firm which
was hired last summer to help
the corps answer critics of the
proposed project.
Art Exhibit Of
Mrs. Blakefield
To Be Shown
Mrs. Jeanette Cathey
Blakefield, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. H. L. Cathey of Murray
Route Four, will be one of five
artists in the Exhibiting Artists
Federation, Inc., of Poultney,
Vt.
The former Murrayan is
presently teaching art history
at Maysville Community
College, is a 1973 graduate of
Murray State University and
has her BFA, MA, and
specialist in college level
teaching.
Her works will be exhibited at
the 16th Annual Mid-South
Juried Exhibition, Brooks
Museum, Memphis, Tenn..
Paducah Art Guild, Paducah,
and San Diego State College.
California.
cord
live Stage Show Country &
Blue Grass Music
Saturday, April 16
8:00 p.m.
(rail Na &
rieurmg
•David Myers & Ky lake Barn
Burners
.M, Marl( & Blue Grass
Travelers
•Jan, Jim. and Karen Albritten
*Shelia Ann Knight
•Cathy Jones
*Linda Parker West
Special Guest Koine° °
Summers - 
Big Gospel Sissist
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College of Environmental Sciences
by Dr. Cary Boggess
Assistant Professor
• Department of Chemistry
College of
Environmental Sciences
There usually exists a
tremendous gap between the
initiators of any movement
and the thundering herd of
latent followers. Those at the
forefront are often viewed by
the general populace as left-
wing extremists. Such has
:":1" been the case with recent
movements involving
environmental awareness.
It has been difficult -to .
..;3 persuade an affluent society
living in the luxury of waste
and excess of the urgency
surrounding environmental
matters. Politicians have.
reflected this hesitancy.,
• Profit-taking, greed, and
apathy have muffled the
environmentalists cries. Yet,
the drum beats continue.
Scarcity has catalyzed
concern!
Whether
contrived.
escapade
shortened
- 1' increased
genuine or
the petroleum
resulted in
supply and
prices. The
immediacy of environmental
awareness has been sparked
by a flood of shortages
ranging from raw metal-
bearing ores to finished
products.
As the heads emerge from
the sand, there is increased
demand_ for, wisdom in
handling the world's
resources. Many contend that
the resources are finite, thus
with increasing demand one
can rest assured that
scarcities have only begun.
Since America is not only
the number-one producer but
also the number-o-he
consumer, shortages in every
..1.! area are certain to be felt.
to Realization of food shortagesst, -
$ coupled with starvation
i! abroad and at home further
stimulates the urgency for
ac:tion.
But what action is being
taken to protect the
individual over the long-haul?
What can be done? Are stop-
gap measures sufficient, or
even possible? What can the
government do? What can the
individual do?
Answers to the above are
difficult if indeed possible.
Yet, a few practical solutions
are offered:
11 Admit that conditions
have changed
drastically--including
America's role in world
affairs,
Prepare to accept
shortages and to
literally tighten-the-
belt., -
Waste less; convert
products from single to
multi use. functions; i.e.
, improvise,
4) Rely on muscle power,
, and
5) Think economy.
The above sugiestions
when interwoven with
concern and respect for the
individual are prerequisites
for survival.
A realignment of 'values
seems certain; thus, we of the
"western half: may be driven
toward more healthy,
meaningful living as we slide
down the scale of waste.
The author prefers not to
comment on possible
-corresponding political
changes but does warn that
most answers are not eo be
found in the usual hiding
places.
M.T. Malloy, staff writer
for The National Observer,
hits the jugular with "A basic
difference between the food
and the oil shortages is that
Americans are the Arabs of
the world food supply."
College of
Environmental Science.
P.O. Box 2000
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky
42071
A Sunday afternoon gospel
music program will be
presented do _April 8,7--At ttv
'Locust Ii Church of the
Nazarene, located one mile
north of Kirksey, just off High-
way 299.
CARRIER CONTEST WINNERS — Murray Ledger & Times circulation manager, Ted Delaney,
second from right, presents prizes to the winners in a recent carrier subscription contest spon-
sored by the daily newspaper. The grand prize, a ten-speed bicycle, was won by James Stom,
right. Steve Wanger won the second place bicycle and David Story finished third and was awar-
ded a $25 gift certificate.
Report Says Lake In Gorge
Would Diminish Recreation
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) - A
social psychologist, hired by
the Army Corps of Engineer's
consulting firm, has concluded
building a lake in the Red Riv-
er Gorge would diminish the
area's recreational value.'
Dr. Charles R. Ervin, Jr. of
Austin, Texas compiled a 118-
page, chart-filled report to sup-
port his criticism of figures
used by the corps in predicting
the recreational value of a 1,-
540-acre lake which is the sub-
ject of a continuing, -.con-
troversy. -
About two-fifths of antici-
pated benefits from the $32 mil-
lion Powell County dam and
lake project would be derived
from recrentional possibilities.
The corps believes the lake
would enhance visits to the
Gorge and provide fishing ca-
noeing and lake-related benefits
worth some $1.1 million annual-
ly, while not impairing present
uses of the Gorge.
Ervin disagrees with the
corps, saying the corps has ig-
nored the "wild area" recrea-
tion and the loss of nature-lov-
ing visitors, produced by an
over-crowding on the lake.
Ervin claimed that if the
oniy
Lay Away Special
No Money Down-Will Hold Until Hot Weather
Fedders means quality-just ask any owner.
In fact, a good percentage of Fedders sales
are made to present owners-or to friends
upon their recommendation. Get the air con-
ditioner that has built its reputation on qual-
ity -and in meeting your specific needs
better -no matter what your window, your
wiring, or your cooling requirements.
gives you all these
• quality features both
INSIDE and OLTSIDE
SOUND BARRIER DESIGN Thus total ap-
proach to sound control includes the sound
shield front panel. thick acoustical insulation.
muffling devices, and vibration isolators on
key components.
THREE COOLING SPEEDS Super Cool for
"hurry-up" cooling of heat-baked rooms...
normal for steady comfort ...and Lo for quiet
nighttime operation. Air Exchanger helps re-
moves smoke or stale air from a room.
FOUR-VOY AIR CONTROL Aim air to the lef•
right, up. down, wherever you wish with a fc
gertip touch.
WASHABLE FILTER Helps reduce airborne
dust and pollen Removes easily for cleaning.
ANTI-POLLUTION OPTION Air conditioner is
prewired for MedicAir• Electronic air cleaner
attachment. MedicAir removes up to 95% of
pollutant and pollen particles from circulated
air.
SLIDE-OUT CHASSIS Drawer-type chas<
easily slides out of cabinet for routine main
tenance and service
TOTAL CABINET ENCLOSURE You can even
leave A Fedders unit in the window year-
round. Zinc-clad steel cabinet is doubly coated
with enamel that is baked-on twice.
PROTECTIVE REAR GRILLE Look at the back
of a Fedders unit See how the protective rear
grille shields components.
HEliff DUTY COMPRESSOR circulates the
refrigerant - it's the heart of your air condi-
tioner. Fedders compressor is a heavy duty
one-built to perform and last.
DEHUMIDIFIES Fedders air conditioners
wring excess moisture from the air ... deliver
cool dry air.
MURRAY HOME & AUTO STORE
The 11 an. morning worship
service will be followed by a
basket dinner at the church
fellowship hall at noon.
At 2:00 p.m., song evangelists
Roger and Euleta Sweeney of
Elkton, will be featured in a
gospel music concert. Also
scheduled to appear are the
Heaven-Aires Quartet of Paris,
Term., with a full range of
quartet and instrumental
numbers.
"If you like good Gospel
Music you won't want to miss
this special program of
dedicated Christian musicians,
Lowrey's Stereo Genie- 98 model
Just one finger plays full chords
Fascinating rhythms plus bass and
accompaniment. Its all automatic, thanks to
Lowrey's engineering excellence. The advanced
AOC (Automatic Organ Computer) turns a
simple melody into a beautiful chorded
passage. Lowrey Glide recreates the sliding
sounds of a Hawaiian guitar or the mellow
warmth of a trombone. There's a lot more too
...for a lot less than you'd expect to pay.
Reed Music
Hwy. 58 Between Benton & Mayfield
Turn at Harvey (See Sign)
imar-kel factory outlet storel
a
LOCATED ON HWY. 79E. AT BELL AVE.
hours: Friday. 2 to 5 p.m.; Sat.. 10 a.m. to 5:09 jim.
Paris, Tim:. •
 U.ur4t.,:mistkoltm4s1W-& stild 'ugh-ma
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Crossword Puzzler
ACROSS 2 Inlet
3 Word of sor
row
4 Disconcert
(coll.:xi I
5 Pact
6 Female Stu
dent
7 Before
8 A continen!
labbr
9 Couple
liolmnPre Y
11 River in
Scotland
17 Partners 2.9
19 Cooled lava lake201409 _ -...31-rkpaocn tor21 Burst forth "summer
22 Indian tent 33 Blemish
24 Conveys. as 37 Hostelry
land title 38 Armor plate
25 Preposition for thign
26 Fruit of the 42 Title ofoak respect
27 More recent (abbr I
29 Mountain 45 Solo
PITI-JEU WW2 u1i:J1
IEVY.A MAO
i:iiRO'Atw
61201/irej
0141100 QS.A6-0
RWAIM MUM 011ED7
MAL1- UgM 02MA
gOE RS741 OMOMM
EANME AWOU
(510 WIL-MS (al
MOM (174G'0 BOM
MMAX2.1/.WFAIGTA
MMPD IAN vIDA9
46 Heroine ot
i_ohengrin
47 Nod
48 Reverence
49 Communist
50 Night bird
52 Swiss river
53 Intellect
55 Tuberculosis
(abbr I
to
11111111M1111111M311111111
111111111:61111111111011111111
Our 11111111111111111111111111
1111111111M111111M1111111111
I Macaw
4 Speed con-
tests
9 Spread tor
drying
12 Nothing
13 Greek
rnarketptace
14 Tiny
15 Chinese
Pagoda '
16 Woody plant
17 Burrowing
animal
18 Satiated
20 Parent (cot-
_ 1341'
21 Latin con-
junction
23 Beverage
24 Italian
painter
28 Soak
30 Coming into
view
32 Poisonous
Javanese
tree
34 Greek letter
35 Pack away
36 Relevant
39 Native metal
40 Occupant
41 Total
43 Near labbr
44 Preposition
45 Burning
47 Farm build-
ing
50 City in
Russia
51 Ordinance
54 Be in debt
55 Rapid circu-
lar motion
56 Capuctun
monkey
57 Marry
58 Sated
59 Skill
DOWN
I Emmet
Every Thursday Nite We Present
"Wolfman and the Pack"
Friday Nite Special on Draft Beer
sr° A Person-Friday & Saturday Good Bands
Turn Your Footsteps To
Ray's Lounge
Murray Student Government Association
presents
Double Feature
Friday, April 25, 7 p.m.
University School Auditorium
'The Man'
Paramount Pictures
presentation of
Irving Wallace's Best Seller
about the first black president
of the United States
A comedy about a couple
on a Southwestern
crime spree
Only MSU students with ID's admitted
More Retail Price Hikes Are Expected Shortly By Experts
WASHINGTON (AP) — After
months of sagging farm prices,
consumers began. to. see some- -
price
, 
relief at food store count-
ers last month, but Agriculture
Department experts say anoth-
er round of retail price in-
creases is lurking around the
corner.
The retail cost of a market
basket of farm-produced food in
March dipped $9 on an annual
basis, the first decline since
last July, the Agriculture De-
partment said Wednesday.
But Larry  V. Summers of the
X-Ray Exams Should Be
Avoided Under Age 35
WASHINGTON (AP) — Rou-
tine X-ray examinations for
breast cancer in women under
the age of 35 should be avoided
because the screening proce-
dure itself may cause tumors, a
Food and Drug Administration
advisory panel says.
The advisory committee also
called for more studies on the
safety and effectiveness of such
X rays, called mammography,
in women aged 35-50 years. The
panel also urged physicians to
determine whether female
patients are pregnant before
taking abdominal X rays.
The FDA's Bureau of Radio-
logical Health has taken the
recommendations under consid-
eration. But Dr. William S.
Cole, associate director for
medical affairs, said the under-
35 prohibition "makes good
sense."
The rush by thousands of
young women for breast X rays
is "a mistake, growing out of
hysteria," he said in an inter-
view.
The advisory committee's
recommendations were spurred
by reports that some college
health clinics are advising
coeds to undergo routine mam-
mography. More and more
women are seeking breast can-
cer examinations since the
wives of President Ford and
Vice President Nelson A. Rock-
efeller underwent surgical re-
moval of cancerous breasts.
Cole said mammography is
not very effective in young
women because they have firm-
er breast tissue which may ob-
scure X-ray detection of tu-
mors. No one knows the risk of
low-dose radiation, he added.
In addition, said Bureau Di-
rector John C. Villforth, the
two X-ray films required for
each breast and use of improp-
er equipment and techniques
are resulting in radiation over-
VICAR SAVES FUEL
IRTHINGTON,England ( AP)
— Anglican church services
this winter in this Ctunberland
village (population 670) are
being held in the house of the
vicar, the Rev. Peter Canham,
instead of the church.
He said it would cost too
much to heat up the church for
only three or four people at
Evensong services.
INTERIOR PAINT SALE
PAINT & SAVE WITH HY-KLAS QUALITY GUARANTEED PAINT PRODUCTS
 1110'
Choose from White &
1040 Colors'
Stock Wallpaper
1/3_ Off
We sell & Install Carpet & Vinyl Floor
Covering.
Hughes Paint Store
exposure for many women.
The advisory panel recom-
mended that women under 35
avoid mammography if they
have no complaints, no person-
al or strong family history of
cancer and no physical evi-
dence of cancer such as a
lump.
Cole said the effectiveness of
mammography in women aged
35-50 ma.. le answered in two
or three years when the Nation-
al Cancer Institute and Ameri-
can Cancer Society complete
data from their mass screening
of 270,000 women in 27 cancer-
detection clinics around the
country.
Department's Economic Re-
search Service said cattle
prices have risen in recent
weeks and that retail beef
prices are expected to follow
suit. The effect could be that
over-all food costs will resume
their rise, he said.
Further, he said, hog produc-
ers have cut back so much that
pork prices are going up. Much
of future prices still depends on
1975 harvests and the general
tone of the nation's economy,
Summers added.
Summers said the depart-
ment will issue a new appraisal
of 1975 food prices on May 8.
Despite a slower pace of in-
crease this year than in the
first half of 1974, consumers
can expect some further rises
through midyear at least, he
said.
Meanwhile, Agriculture De-
partment figures showed that a
supply of market basket food --
theoretically enough for a
household of 3.2 persons for an
entire year — cost an annual
rate of $1,821 in March.
That was down $9 from Feb--
ruary's record rate. Farmers
also saw another decline in the
prices they are paid. Of the
price paid by consumers, the
farmers got $714 on an annual
basis in March, down $10 from
the February rate. Middlemen
who transport, process and sell
food saw their share increase
by $1 last month to $1,107 on an
annual basis.
Although considered by the
department as a major food-
price indicator, the market-bas-
ket index includes less than 10
per cent of what families ac-
tually buy to eat, officials said.
The 65-item list does not in-
clude imported products or sea-
food.
Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.
Insurance—Bonds—Real Estate-108 E. 12th St., Benton
Now Has A Local Number
For The Residents of Murray, Calloway County and Aurora
The Number To Call
JUST RECEIVED NEW SHIPMENT
OF JAMISON SLEEPERS
2 only—Check Herculon-5199'
1 only—Floral quilted —5199'
1 only—Green Vinyl —199w
1 only—Early American quilted
REGULAR SIZE
2 only—Green checked Herculon 1199"
1 only—Blue floral nylon
1 only—Brown tweed Herculon
with wood trim
1 only—Green tweed Herculon
1 only—Gold floral nylon
with wood trim
1 only—Spanish red
checked Herculon —5259'
1 only—Brown striped
Herculon .-126900
3 only—Assorted colors
Herculon check —1299'
We have 19 queen size sleepers in a price range from $319.00 to $529.00. These
are in florals, quilted flora's, Herculons and vinyl—foam or inner spring mattresses.
Fine. beautiful sofas? You bet! Rut THESE
sofas make your living room 24 hours
long! Any one of these highly distinctive,
HERCULON Olefin covered styles can add
a guest room to your home . . . can make
your present guest room into a den or liv-
ing area. We have many 24-hour Ion
fas AT GREAT SAVINGS for a short time -
only' Just decide the style you prefer—it
won't be easy!
jui‘l a Hip of tli wrist tilt, i
upper portion of the Sleeper Unit
Ideal IN tension relaxer, reading
oz TV viewing. Each Jamison
Sleeper shown here is
with a TVOMATIe
unit. Came, in today for a demon
35,000 SQUARE FEET OF FINE FURNITURE AT LOW OVER HEAD PRICES. 
30DAY LAY-AWAY—FREE DELIVERY—OUTSIDE FINANCING ARRANGED—OPEN FRI. NIGHT TIL 8 P.M.
41411:14ARKET-37.44'.-- GERALDINEIIERRY'SYICES, MCRS. — PHONE 642-6996
••••
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Buy, Sell Rent Or Trade Through Murray Ledger a Times Classifieds
P A(
2. Notice
CHARM BEAUTY Shop.
Call for appointment. 753-
3582.
FEEL LONELY?
Depressed? Dial NEED
753-6333. NEEDLINE.
COUNTRY ROCK BAND
- forming new group
Need lead gullet,. bass
player, drummer,
electric piano, vocalists,
dancers. Prefer 16 years
or older. For further
information, 436-2266.
ADVERTISING
DEADLINES
All display ads,
classified displays and
regular display, must be
submitted by 12 noon,
the day before
publication.
All reader classifieds.
must be submitted by 4
p.m. the day before
publication.
2. Notice
Auctions
Help Wanted
Houses for  Sale
Cars for Sale
Situations
Wanted
WANT
ADS
DIAL
753-1916
WANTED: SOMEONE to
buy or sell Watkins
Products. Call Mr.
Hawkins, 753-6988.
JACK AND JILL -
openings for children.
Infants-6 years. Drop-in
service. 753-9922.
ialra43 Auelog
pazpotonv
Uaa S2UN
REDUCE, SAFE and fast
with Gobese Tablets & E-
Vap "water pills"
Holland Drug Store 109 S.
4th, Murray.
SECOND SHIFT desk
clerk. Apply in person at
Regal 8 Inn, South 12th
Street.
SALES PERSON for
WKYX and WKYQ-FM,
West Kentucky's two
most popular radio
stations, to sell radio
advertising in Murray
and Mayfield. Required is
- an ethical, high caliber,
intelligent individual who
is super motivated,
persistant, and deter-
mined. Salary plus
commission and gas
expenses. You'll work for
one of Kentucky's most
professional broadcast
organizations, which
promotes from within. No
prior radio experience
required. Equal Op-
portunity Employer.
Gary Morese, 1-442-7083.
SOMEONE TO do
housecleaning one day a
week. Must furnish own
transportation. 753-3722 or
753-4087.
6 Help Wanted
6. Help Wanted
Help Wonted
Fill Time cook night shift. Ap-
ply in pefsoa
Jerry's Restaurant
/3"1321(COVER ,eCtIR
MOUTH! ITS A
MASONRY!!
0
co
I WANTED
ALPHABET
SOUP-- THIS
HAS NO
LETTERS
- .0,1••••••,-
14/,•••../.
1.1f 44
GLJE55
5ARGE 15
PLANNING
A Eli& NIGHT
AT ',I-1E
SERGEANTS'
PART,'
TONi&Wr
THE PHAN7044'5 MESSAGE
„.ON TALK/N6 PRUM9...
RELAYEP Neu THE J(016LE
OVER C/71 ROOFS ...
DTHERS
FIRED ME THIS
MOONING
aND HIRED ME
aAcK IN ThIE .-
ACTERNOON
WE'LL BE IN THIS
FANCY MOTEL Y-
1,,
WE WERE OUT
OF ALPHABET.
SOUP, so' I CUT
  UP SOME
LITTLE
NOODLE
EXPERIENCED
ROOFERS needed. D C
Roofing. 4374496.
DUE TO expansion of local
concern, several openings
are available. Good
working conditions, good
pay, opportunity for
advancement, no ex-
perience necessary.
Training program
provided. For con-
fidential interview, 753-
2654 between 10 a.m. - 5 p.
m.
FULL TIME housekeeping
porter, day shift. Apply at
Personnel Office,
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Help
Wonted
Male or female cook.
Night shift, full time.
Experience preferre-
d. Apply in person
at:
Long
John
Silvers
NEEDED SOMEONE to
sell Watkins Products.
Call 753-5550.
9. Situations Wanted
EXPERIENCED CAR-
PENTER would like to do
your work. Rough or trim
work. No job too large or
small. Will also do ex-
terior painting. For best
prices and fastest service
in area, call 753-7723.
10. Business Opportunity
STANDARD OIL Service
Station for lease. Call 753-
2432.
HOW TO earn money at
home mailing com-
mission circulars, Ex-
cellent profit potential.
Offer details. Rush
stamped, addressed
envelope and 25 cents to:
Bishops, Box 23, Hamlin,
Kentucky 42046.
DRA6OVELIE5 5€4.1 4CIUR
LIPS 50 40U CAN'T EAT,
ANO '<k) STARVE TO DEATH!
SY 1-05 SEER-CAN A4ARKER5
FOR FINDING 0416 WAY 40ME
4/.4
.41\S.••"-k.-see'e''\ 
-HEN 13EPORE I LEFT,
RED ME AND HIRED
ME rvul CE
-4017E-
AN1..1-9,JEAK
OVER AN'
,5F_-E '
WHENEVER
AH KiN -
'II, QUIT THAT JOB rC' IT
WEREN'T FOR ONE TH.NG
42,
14. Want To Buy
BURIAL INSURANCE up
to $2,000. Health, no
problem. Golan C. Hays.
753-1976.
If you're a
good driver,
I can
probably
save you
money on car
insurance.
The sooner you call,
the sooner you save.
Ronnie Ross
210 E. Main
Phone 753-0489
13 For Sale Or Trace
WILL TRADE 12 room
house ( 8 down and 4 room
apartment upstairs). Lot
68 x 340 for trailer. Call
753-6426.
14. Want To Buy
HIGHEST PRICES paid
for Scrap metal, steel
copper, and aluminum.
Murray Metal Works
Hwy. 121 South.
GASOLINE POWERED
water pump. Will trade
electric pump. 436-2480
after 6 p. m.
GOOD USED ten speed
bicycle. Call 489-2118.
WILL BUY timber-Call
James or Larry Mathis,
Dover, Tennessee. 615-
232-5928 or 615-232-7123.
•,(1,0).
you'LL ivAt..rr ME /0 PleVE
-you, 5 te
SEOUR Tv '
COINS-AMERICAN Gold,
silver, or copper. Buy or
sell. Free appraisals.
Paul F. Faivre, 753-9232
15. Articles For Sale
MOUNTED EIGHT point
buck deer head, $50. 489-
2189.
PRECUT PICTURE
frames, ready to
assemble, assorted sizes.
Murray Lumber Com-
pany.
IF CARPETS look dull and
drear, remove spots as
the,,x ,appear with Blue
Lustre. Rent electric
shampooer. Big K,
Belaire Shopping Center.
16. Home Furnishings
HANGING LAMP and end
table lamp to match,
Queen size bed with
headboard, royal blue.
Maple twin bed, Spanish
oak end table and cocktail
table to match, 38 S & W
revolver Call 753-9398.
COUCH AND chair. Call
753-6035.
METAL FRAME bed with
mattress and box springs.
753-2577.
MODERN GREEN couch
and chair in good con-
dition. 753-3371.
WESTINGHOUSE
REFRIGERATOR, $100.
Electric range, $50. Gas
range, $40. 489-2425.
FOUR EARLY American
dining chairs. Call 753-
8428.
COUCH IN excellent
condition. Call 753-4841.
THE SALE is over at Kirby
Vacuums. But you can
still have your old Kirby
rebuilt for $26. Trade-ins
on new Kirbys are worth
up to $80. Come in and see
us soon. Kirby Sales &
Serve, 500 Maple
street, 7li-o359.
18. Sewing Machines
SINGER TOUCH & Sew, in
beautiful walnut con-
sole-in like new con-
dition Auto-reel bobbin,
Fully guaranteed. Pay
balance $88.90 or E-Z
terms. For free home
demonstration, call 753-
3316 anytime.
19. Farm Equipment
19. Farm Equipment
A FARMALL with plow,
disc, and cultivator. Call
753-8566.
14 H. P. JOHN DEERE
garden and lawn mower.
all power, automatic
drive, like new. 753-7569.
20. Sports Equipment
"V" bottom. Electric
trolling motor. 1615
Catalina. 753-8765.
14 Ft. CHEROKEE V
bottom fishing boat, with
18 H. P. Evinrude motor
and trailer. $550. 7534368
after 4 p. m.
1968 14' Speedliner boat. 35
H. P. Johnson motor.
Trailer. $450. 753-4509 or
753-7357.
TWO 26" girls' bicycles.
One 24" boy's bicycle. 753-
5447 after 5 p. m.
12' JON BOAT, 3 H. P.
Evinrude. 1961 Chevrolet
station wagon, 283 engine.
All for $225. Call 753-0935.
BRAND NEW 14'
aluminumcraft fishing
boat, Moody tilt trailer,
and 1958 18 H. P. Johnson
motor, equipped with
Anchor Mate, anchor,
seats, paddle, trailer
lock, etc. Set up and
ready to go for bps or
crappie fishing. $1000
firm. 753-1556 after 5p. m.
15' ALUMNACRAFT tri-
hull aluminum fishing
boat. Used one year. $500.
Call 753-6320.
1973 QUACHATA bass
boat. 1972 60 H. P.
Johnson. ' Foot control
trolling motor, Lorance
depth finder, many other
extras. Excellent con-
dition. $2200. Also 1975
Challenger high per-
formance bass boat,
custom big wheel trailer,
1224 volt trolling motor,
depth finder, other ex-
tras. Complete with or
without 1974 70 H. P.
Johnson motor. $2900
without or $4,000 with
Also one year old 8 x 10
tent, $40. Call 753-6809.
5 H. P. OUTBOARD motor
in good condition. $75.
Call 753-7475.
1974 GLASSTRON GT 160
with 115 Evinrude, and
trailer. Complete outfit
like new. $2900. 436-2211 or
after 5:30 753-0224.
CASE FARM tractor, three SMITH AND WESSON,
point hitch, PTO, grader model 28, .357. $135. Call
blade $1150. Call 436-5414. 753-8964.
GOOD USED tractor disc.
Mower, mounts on
Farmall tractor. Mule
mower. 492-8242.
7.H. P. riding lawn mower.
Bought new last summer
by Roy Lassiter. 408 South
8th Street.
BURCH WHEEL disc, 101/2
feet. Call 435-4220.
JOHN DEERE two row
planter, excellent con-
dition. $450. 753-1594 after
6 p. m.
ELECTRIC FENCE posts,
insulator free with each
post. Special 64 cents
each, while supply last.
Murray Supply Co., 208
East Main, 753-3361.
ELECTRIC FENCE
testers, 88 cents each.
Murray Supply Co., 208
East Main, 753-3361.
ELECTRIC FENCE in-
sulators, 25 to bag, ;Lag
bag. Murray Supply Co.,
208 East Main, 753-3361.
1949 FORD TRACTOR,
plow, disc, and cultivator,
in good shape. Also 29,000
BTU air-conditioneri just
been used one week,
Frigidaire. 753-3479
•
2000 FORD TRACTOR and
equipment, 840 hours, A-1
condition. Also garden
tractor and equipment.
753-9709.
TREATED FENCE posts
Also treated barn poles
and lumber.--44.a..twoatide,
long lengths. Poplar Bluff
Treating Co., Highway 14
West, 314-998-Z555 or 314-
•
1971 40' Kingscraft
houseboat, twin 225
Chrysler V drives 6.5
generator. Fly bridge,
fully equipped, ready to
go. Boat located Barkley
State Park Marina. Will
be aboard Friday,
Saturday, and Sunday to
show. Boat house 3. R.
Newsome, 812-372-7360.
14' FLAT BOTTOM boat
and 20 H. P. Mercury
motor. Extra good con-
dition. 753-1439.
PRIVATE SAILING
lessons and charter by
Coast Guard licensed
skipper, 9 to 1 weekdays,
all day Saturday and
Sunday. For ap-
pointment, call 436-2174.
TED WILLIAMS, 71/2 H. P.
outboard motor and tank.
Motor burned less than
six gal. gas. 753-5887.
12' FIBERGLASS sailboat
with trailer. Call 753-8705.
22. Musical
PIANO TUNING, repair
and rebuilding, prompt
service. Rebuilt pianos
for sale. Ben Dyer 753-
8911.
OPFNING FOR
MUSIC LESSONS
753-7575
& B Music
21. Musical
BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs. Rent to purchase
plan. Lonardo Piano
Company, across from
Post Office, Paris,
Tennessee. Also the
Antique Mall, 4th &
Sycamore, Murray,
Kentuetry
24. Miscellaneous
FOR SALE - Complete
darkroom set-up for
35mm, 120 film. Omega B-
22 enlarger, all ac-
cessories. Call 753-6740.
WOOD DOOR. One 144 inch
x 291/2 wide, 6'6" high, 5
panels. Two ea. of 1/2' x
32" x 6' 8", two panels.
One door complete with
frame. One - 1-one-third x
36" x 6' 11" high glass
pane top, 1 panel bottom.
One ea. aluminum storm
door 7/8 x 25% wide x 7'
high with removable
glass panels, with hinge,
Call 753-7250.
FENCE SALE. Sears 48"
and 60" chain link fence
on sale now through April
30th. Call Larry Lyles at
753-2310 for free estimate.
CLEAN EXPENSIVE
carpets with the best.
Blue Lustre is America's
favorite. Rent shampooer
$1. Western Auto, home of
"Wishing Well Gift
Shop."
PORTABLE SEWING
MACHINE, electric
stove, refrigerator, baby
swing and stroller, like
ne16. Call 753-8380 after
3:30 p. m.
BEAUTY SHOP equip-
ment. Call 753-8150.
LARGE FOLDING ping
pong table and all ac-
cessories. $50. Call days
only 753-2888.
1956 FORD pickup truck. 10
pieces sa x 4' x 8' pressed
board. Swivel rocking
chair, two cigarette
tables, old antique trunk,
40" buffett, antique. Don
Wooton, 753-4988.
POTTED PLANTS -
tomatoes, peppers, egg
plants, and Centennial
sweet potato slips.
Charles Singleton, 1-376-
5155, Highway 94, Pilot
Oak.
24. MiscelIareous
REMINGTON manual
typewriter in excellent
condition, $40. 489-2189.
10' MEAT CASE, 8' fish
and poultry case, 4' self-
service case. Gary
Calhoun, 522-6666, Cadiz.
INSULATION BLOWN in
your attic by Sears expert
-installers. Helps lower-
heating and air-
conditioning costs. Call
Larry Lyles at Sears for
free estimate. 753-2310.
26. TV-Radio
WANTED 4 Hwild
4 homeowners in me
general area will be
given the opportunity of
having new solid vinyl
House Siding applied to
their home with optional
decorative work at a
very low cost. This
amazing new product
has captured the in-
terest of homeowners
throughout the United
States who are fed up
with constant painting
and other maintenance
costs. It will last you a
lifetime and provides
full insulation summer
and winter, as Well as
fire protection. Our new
product can be used
over every type of
home, including frame,
concrete block,
asbestos, stucco, etc. It
comes in a choice of
colors and is now going
to be introduced to the
Calloway County area.
Your home can be a
show place in the county
.and we will make it wor-
th your while if we can
use your home for ad-
vertising. For an ap-
pointment, mail within 3
days name and address
to U. S. S.
Box 2523 EvanvitIle, Ind  41114
Name 
Address 
I 'its
State 
Phone 
Please give directions
FIREWOOD, $10 per rick,
delivered. 753-0271.
10 Percent above cost on  
iie shipment of
siwortitetur -wriNitg
pianos during April
shower of values. J & fl
Music, Chestnut Street%
785-0700. Murray.
RCA VICTOR portable
black and white TV and
stand, $50. Phone 489-2189.
Catalina
Cotton Shorts
Tops
Clothes Closet
fr, Cerlor
TEN SPEED Sears Free
-SIVIet:ROYal tYpeatriter;
Gibson non-electric J45
guitar. Best offer. Phone
753-0252.
Your
Dealer
Tucker TV
Sales & Service
1914 Coldwater Rd.
Phone 153.2900
19" RCA color TV, portable
with stand, used very
little, $250 or best offer.
753-1976.
27. Mobile Home Sales
1967 12 x 60 TWO
BEDROOM, gas furnace,
washer hookup, un-
furnished, good condition.
$2500 or best offer. 753-
1425.
12 x 50 TWO BEDROOM,
underpinned, air -
conditioner, front and
back door concrete steps.
Call 753-9971.
24 x 60 DOUBLE WIDE
mobile home. Lot ap-
proximately 195 x 180.
Three bedrooms, two full
baths, dishwasher,
garbage disposal, central
air and heat, built-on den
with fireplace, double
carport, paved driveway.
Call 437-4552.
12 x 47 Two bedroom, all
electric, central air-
conditioning and heating.
$3000 or best offer. See at
No. 31 Grogan Mobile
Homes (highway 94).
28. Heating & Cooling
18,000 BTU Fedders air-
conditioner, brand new -
never out of box. $275.
Call 436-5678.
29. Mobile Home Rentals
12 x 50 and 12 x 80 mobile
homes. Both all electric.
Available May 5. Located
1/2 mile east of Murray in
new small mobile home
court. For families only.
Water and garbage
pickup furnished. Call
767-4055 or 753-2748 after 6
p. m.
TWO BEDROOM trailer
for rent, furnished, at
Almo Heights. Call Mrs.
Pat Paschall, 753-9457.
FOX MEADOWS and
Coach Estates mobile
home parks, exclusive
residential area, swim-
ming pool. Families only.
753-3855.
32 Apartments For Rent
TWO BEDROOM apart-
ment, furnished or un-
furnished. Call 753-9331.
UNFURNISHED
DUPLEX apartment, two
bedroom, near university.
Call 753-3312 or 753-8096.
31. Want To Rent
TWO SINGLE males want
to rent two bedroom
house in country. 753-4057.
WANTED TO RENT: three
bedroom, two bath, home
with garage. Phone
Paducah, 898-3244.
WANT TO RENT pasture
for three cows. Want to
buy motor for late model
Ford. 753-4716.
32. Apartments For Rent
TWO BEDROOM un-
furnished duplex apart-
ment, 1601 College Farm
Road. Married couple
only. Call 492-8225.
FURNISHED APART-
MENT, large kitchen,
living room-bedroom
combination. Call 753-
8175. - -
MURRAY 11IANOR - All
all -Tiretrter
furnished, one and two
Iledrnom apartments.
One Duiguid Road, just
off 641 North 753-8668
NICE FURNISHED
apartment, carpeted, air-
conditioned. Ntay be seen
at Kelly's Pest Control,
100 South 13th Street.
TWO BEDROOM Duplex,
presently rented. Call 753-
8500.
FURNISHED APART-
MENTS-studio. One or
two bedrooms. Zim-
merman Apartments,
South 16th Street. 753-
6609.
34. Houses For Rent
HOUSE Piz mile east of
Murray, all electric, three
bedrooms, two baths, wall
to wall carpet, water
furnished. Families only.
Call 753-8835.
TWO BEDROOM house,
wired for Washer and
dryer. Middle aged
couple, no pets. 753-2987.
FOR LEASE - Four
bedroom house, fur-
nished. One waterfront lot
in Lakeway Shores with
boat doe. Call 1-456-2841.
36. For Rent Or Lease
TRAILER SPACE for rent
near Kentucky Lake at
Aurora on 94 East, near
Kenlake State Park. 474-
2346.
-FOR RENT -
Private lot on Roberts
Estate, 100 x 200 ft. $30 pr
month. Hook-up for
trailer. Call 753-9143 after.
2 p. m. or 753-4655.
37. Livestock Supplies
BUCKSKIN horse and
western bridle and
saddle. Call 437-4514 after
5 p. m.
FIVE JERSEY Heifers,
one milk cow. Some old
hand hewn logs. See Bert
Collins or call 492-8225.
PERFORMANCE
TESTED 1/2 and 3/4 blood
Sirnmental, Main-Anjou,
Limousin and Chianinia
'mils for sale. All bulls
ellady for service. Also It
bled Limousin and
Chiarunia cows calving.
% blood calves in April
and May. Broadbent
Farms, Cadiz, Kentucky.
235-5182 days or 235-5170
nights.
38. Pets - Supplies
AKC TOY POODLE Stud
Service. Fee $40.00 or
choice of pup. Call 527-
7858.
REGISTERED MALE
Irish Setter, eleven
months old, full blooded.
Comes from champion
stock. A-frame dog house
and lots more extras. Will
sell cheap. 753-8573.
GERMAN SHEPHERD
puppies, solid white, solid
black, and black and tan.
$35.00. 437-4164.
PARADISE KENNELS -
Boarding and grooming,
Pick up and delivery
service now available.
Call 753-1106.
41. Public Sales
GARAGE SALE, Friday 8-
5. 1008 West Gate Drive
(Gatesborough Estates).
YARD SALE - Friday,
Saturday and Sunday, 9-5.
Clothes, furniture, an-
tiques, some coins, and
misc. items. Come and
browse. 908 Sycamore
Street.
YARD SALE - 414 North
5th Streel, Saturday, 8 a.
m. -4 p. m. Stroller. Baby
and children's things,
clothes. Wash Kettle and
other items.
-̀ twkwA
Saturday „...1,109,.
caroms, 10:00 to ? Some
furniture (excellent for
lake' home)
ds
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41. Public Sales
YARD SALE, 25th and
26th, 8:30-4:00. I/4 mile
north of Almo Heights on
641.
. GAILIC,,L,Mirci_ sale
- Friday and -Saturday7
April 26 and 26, 94, at-1325
south 4th (next to
Associated Lumber
Company.) Baby fur-
niture, other furniture.
Infants', children's, and
adults' clothing and
shoes. Many other items.
43. Real Estate
TWO NICE adjoining lots
on Lake Shore Drive in
Pine Bluff Shores. $3500.
Cash or terms. Call 436-
2293 or write B. D. Young,
Hamlin, Kentucky 42046.
SPRING SPECIALS -One-
third to 17 acres. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor. Bob
Rodgers, Associate.
Office 753-0101, home 753-
7116.
THE QUALIFIED per-
sonnel at Guy Spann
Realty are waiting to talk
to you regarding your real
estate needs. Our time is
your time. Give us a call
or drop by the office at 901
Sycamore Street, 753-
7724.
BY OWNER - Three
bedroom, newly
redocrated inside and out,
new carpeting, on acre
lot. One car garage. Two
miles from Murray. Call
for appointment. Call 753-
4931.
WILSON INSURANCE,
Real Estate, and Auction
at 202 South 4th Street,
invites you to call 753-3263
or see Ron Talent, Loretta
Jobs, or Ronnie Pea for
real estate.
43 Real Estate 45 Farms For Sale
TWENTY-TWO acres, two
ROBERTS REALTY bedroom frame house,
located on South 12th at lots of outbuildings. Call
Sycamore has five 492-8356.
licensed and bonded sales 
ztecipaael s.erve_ you THREE ACRES land, six
Pltla twenty oyearz elr=nlimsni house, double
clusive real estate ex- carport. Call 753-9378, 753-
Perience. Call 7534651 or 7494, or 753-7263.
come by our office. We
like to talk REAL
ESTATE.
44. Lots For Sale
BY OWNER: Lakefront
lot, year round home.
Central heat and air, loth
of cabinets and closets,
24.2 baths, basement with
living facilities. Call 436-
5332.
APPROXIMATELY TWO
acre lot. Across street
west MSU cafeteria. First
vacant lot north of Palace
Restaurant. 247-5518.
45. Farms For Sale
FRAME HOUSE and five
acres of land, three miles
west of Midway. Priced
reduced. Phone 492-8729.
FOR SALE by owner -32
acres of development
land with real potential.
/•4 mile from Kentucky
Lake and Ken Lake State
Park. 600 ft. of side road
frontage. Priced at a
bargain considering
location. Call 753-8355 or
after 6 p. m., 7534356.
22 ACRES with about 25
tillable acres located in
South Graves County. Has
a well built, two bedroom,
one bath, frame home,
needs some finishing yet.
Has all large rooms.
Price is $23,950. Call
Moffitt Realty, 206 South
12th, 753-3597.
NICE TWO bedroom house
at 1416 Vine, ideal for
young couple or elderly
couple. 753-9761.
BY OWNER: two bedroom
house, four miles south on
641. Approximate' % acre
lot. Full size carport,
basement. White brick.
Electric appliances.
$28,000. If interested, call
842-5443, Bowling Green,
Kentucky.
HOUSE, Highway 280, at 7
mile marker. Two
bedrooms, full basement,
central heat and air-
conditioning, $24,950.
Open Saturday and
Sunday. 436-2442.
MODERN TWO bedroom
home, one acre, on 121
West of Stella. For sale or
trade. 489-2246.
Put Up Your Own Antenna
System and Save Money Each
Year
Towers & Antennas
At Wholesale Prices
Buy The
Best Rotor
Or The Economy
Priced One
Both Carry A One Year
Warranty
Installed by Professionals at Reasonable Prices
For more information call
TV Service
Center
Central Shopping Center
753-5865
AUCTION
NEVA L. MAXEDON ESTATE
208 Woodlawn, Murray, Ky.
1:00 p. m. Sat., April 26
BEDROOM NO. 1: mahogany bedroom suite, chest
and mirror, chest, Singer sewing machine
(Treadle), cedar chest, brass table light.
BEDROOM NO. 2: bed, chifferobe, air conditioner.
LIVING ROOM: secretary and ladder-back chair, 2
Victorian marble top tables, mahogany dining room
suite and 6 chairs, Philco black and white TV, living
room suite (couch and chair), platform rocker and
foot stool, pole brass light, brass table light, 2 wall
pictures, 2 upholstered chairs. KITCHEN: Hotpoint
refrigerator, Hotpoint stove, china, dinette suite - 4
chairs, radio. UTILITY ROOM: deep freeze,
Maytag washer, 15" electric fan. GARAGE: 4 x.8
plywood box, bedsprings, extra door, garden tools.
Not Responsible In Case Of Accident
Waytte Mum
Charles Thompson
Auctioneers
For We By Owner
Lathe.? Nome
ihreartifel amiermeme vim et
Ey. Lake Mooed et wail
Need liver wish SKY bin
freemme. ThuWas It iambi
as • restricted fat dial*
acres love covered iriab mature
tree\ Per the Mem ef year
dreams in the Coster Nip
Are\
Call 753-91614 te 5 days
7534145-6 to 10 *it.
PIKE IN MID Ws.
BY OWNER: new three
bedroom house that
qualifies for income tax
refund. Quality home with
all the extras. 753-3903.
UNIQUE BRICK home -
original pine paneling,
dining-family room with
beamed ceiling. Three
bedrooms with large
children's dormatory
upstairs. 142 baths.
Glassed-in sun porch. Call
753-7853.
FOR SALE OR TRADE -
three new houses in city.
One watelfront cottage.
These houses qualify for
tax deduction and have
financing available if you
qualify. Call 753-3672.
NEW LISTING in West-
wood Subdivision -
brick, two bedrooms, two
baths, central air-
conditioning, nice carpet,
and has a built-in range
and dishwasher. Offers
country living and yet
close to Murray for
convenience. Priced at
$23,000. Call Moffitt
Realty, 206 South 12th
Street, 753-3597
FOR SALI
Seeetifirl brick bane, Matted
et crest of 1 everieeking
2*0 at 7 WM point. Imile of
Kernacky lake.
Has spacious living room vitt
fireplace, large coination kit
than and dining room, electric
stove, portable dishwasher,
cabinet space for every item.
Two large bedrooms, large
utility room, wall to wall carpet.
Giant' size carport. Blacktop
drive. 24" well.
All this located on two acre
wooded tract with plenty of
wood to last for year
Le pia $$ IN Tooms insiesk.
Gamest rimer, Gay levies, 733-
S102 er hate b. Murray, Ky.
NEW HOME for sale in
Gatesboroughiri Ikt story,
contemporary styled.
Four bedrooms, three
baths. Many extras in
house including cathedral
ceiling, balcony, central
vacuum and intercom.
Call 353-9208.
47 Motorcycles
1972 HONDA 500 Chopwr,
$1250. 753-4509 or 753-7357
1972 HONDA 350, includes
two helmets and cover.
4900 miles. 753-6855 after 5
m -
11=:11t
4-24.1
115E-1
"• ••••  "4. ••••••%,...••
47 Motorcycles
1973 KAWASKI 350 cc, 6000
miles, good condiiton.
Call 436-5848.
1973 SUZUKI TS 185, street
and trail, excellent
condition. 3,000 miles.
$475. Call Tom at 753-9958.
49. Used Cars & Trucks
MUST CHECK this one -
1988 Buick Skylark
Custom, power and air.
Exceptionally nice, local
car, at a reasonable price
753-5970 after 5 p. m.
1971 BUICK ELECTRA
Limited, power seats,
windows, cruise control,
AM-FM stereo radio,
steel-belted radial tires.
$2,000. 7534320.
For Sale
1973 Ford Pinto 2-
door Sedan, 33,000
miles, radio,
whitewalls, stereo
tape, 4 speed, ex-
cellent gas mileage,
one-owner local car.
Call 753-6740.
1968 FORD RANCHERO.
Call 435-4360.
1968 CHEVROLET 4 door,
good cond. 753-0655.
1973 VEGA GT Hatchback.
Power, air, and
automatic. One owner
local 10,000 miles and
sharp. 7534923.
1973 FORD PINTO two-
door sedan. Radio, four-
speed, white sidewalls.
Good tires, clean car.
Excellent gas mileage.
Call 7534740 or 753-
8917.
1974 VEGA wagon, local
one owner, factory air.
Must sell. 12500. Call 753-
7211.
1971 SEDAN DEVILLE
Cadillac. 38,000 miles.
12,000. 753-4891.
1967 MUSTANG, V-8, air-
conditioning, vinyl roof,
automatic, power
steering, good condition,
753-4440.
1972 CHEYANNE Pickup,
power steering, brakes
and air conditioning,
39,000 miles, $2500.00 Call
436-2584
9. Used Cars & Trucks
1968 OPEL WAGON, $495
1972 Datsun, two door,
$1350. Both good con-
dition. Call 489-2595.
1968 FORD PICK-UP, with
topper extra clean, low
mileage. Call 753-7334
before 5 or 753-8749 after 6
p. m.
49. Used Cars & Trucks
EL CAMINO pickup, ex-
cellent condition, with
power, air, radio. 600
Meadow Lane.
1970 T Writ electric win-
dows and seat, factory
tape, tilt wheel, air-
conditioning. Call 753-
8161.
1957 CHEVROLET, 2 door,
327 engine, call 753-3905
1970 MAVERICK, six
cylinder, automatic. Nice
car, good condition. $1150
Call 7534124 or 753-9189
HINMAN'S RENTALS -
home, garden, plumbing.
auto, and special tools
Opening May 1. 802 North
18th Street, 753-5703.
50. Campers
TRAVEL TEA I54• 17
ft. self-contained Giles,
with equalizing hitch and
sway control. 753-4574
after 6 p. m
CAMP-A-RAMA Sales,
Coachman, Trail Star,
Fold down, Unique, Good
used trailers, 42 mile east
of 68 and 641 intersection.
Draffmville, Ky. Phone
527-7807.
51 Services Offered
EXPERIENCED PAIN-
TER will do Interior or
exterior work by the hour
or job. 7534346.
LICENSED ELEC-
TRICIAN- Prompt,
efficient service. No job
too small. Call Ernest
White. 753-0605
CLAYTON'S PAINTING
Co. - Interior and ex-
terior. Commercial and
residential. Quality work,
reasonably priced For
free estimate, Call 437-
4790 or 437-4712.
MOW LAWNS and do light
hauling. Call 489-2460.
Shiners
Small
3 doz. for $1 °°
Crappie Rigs
894 bundle of 3
Medium
40' doz.
-Ice
East Y Grocery
Two Miles East of Murray on 94
Open 7 Days a Week- Phone 753-8786
51 Services Offered
WILL DO sewing. Call 753-
7582.
CARPENTRY WORK.
Remodeling, room ad-
ditions, any type of home
improvements. Free
estimates 436-5840.
WILL KEEP elderly lady
in private state approved
home. Call 7534392.
ELECTROLUX SALES &
Service Write C. M.
Sanders, Box 213 Murray
or call 1-382-2468, Far-
mington.
MODERN DRAIN cleaning
service- clogged up sinks,
toilets, bath tubs, sewers.
Electric sewer machines.
Repairing of water lines
and faucets. Call 436-2490.
GARDEN PLOWED and
disc, call 7534133.
EXPERIENCED
ROOFER will do build-up
roofing and water
proofing. Free estimate.
Will also mow lawns. 753-
4465.
GARDEN BREAKING,
discing, and bushogging.
Call 753-4838.
WILL REPAIR guns, or old
clocks. All work
guaranteed. Call 492-8869,
James Buchanan.
LAKELAND CON-
STRUCTION - gravel
hauling, backhoe work,
driveway and storage
sheds. Call 436-2505.
BUSHHOGGING,
PLOWING, (lacing arid
garden work. James Fox,
753-9811.
GUTTERING -SEARS all
aluminum seamless
gutters with baked on
white or colored enamel
Call Larry Lyles at 753-
2310 for free estimate.
51. Seryices Offered
KIRBY CARPET CARE -
cleans rugs of all kinds. In
business, homes, and
institution Rugs come
clean by steam cleaning
Ask about the dry
cleaning process too.
Free estimates. 24 hour
answering service. 500
Maple. 753-0359.
IT'S PAINT up, fix Up time.
Brighten up your home by
painting. For residential
work, interior and ex-
terior, call a professional,
489-2287. Free estimates.
GET YOUR lawn mowers
repaired now in time for
spring. Fix mowers, roto-
tillers, and small engines.
436-5525.
BREAK AND DISC gar-
dens. Call Amos Hill, 753-
5737.
ROY HARMON'S Car-
penter Shop ( old ice
plant). Complete
remodeling and repairs,
cabinets, paneling, doors,
formica work, finish
carpen4ry, contracting.
Phone 753-4124 or 753-0790
nights.
CONTACT SCHOLAR
Brothers for all your
bulldozing, backhoe work,
or trucking needs. Phone
Aurora, 354-8138 or 354-
8161 after 7 p. m.
NEED YOUR lawn
mowed' Ask for Ed at
753-7853.
PASCHALL PLUMBING &
ELECTRIC. Well pump
repair service. Call 753-
5674.
NEW OR OLD, remodel
and repair. Brick, block,
tile, and pea gravel
walks. See James
Hamilton. 753-8500
51. Services Offered
WINDOW CLEANING and
carpet cleaning service.
12 years experience. Free
estimates. Call 753-3351.
JOHN HUTCHENS'
Plumbing and Electric
Repair Service. No Jobe
too small. 436-5642
anytime during day.
BUSHIIOGGING, PLOW-
ING, landscaping, gravel
hauling. Mrytle Bren-
neman, Pottertown Road,
436-2540.
51 Services Offered
ALUMINUM SERVICE
CO.-Siding, aluminum
trim, awnings, custom
made aluminum shutters.
Will Ed Bailey, 492-8897 or
Bobby Lawrence, 492-
8879.
SMALL DOZER jobs.
Phone 753-7370 after 8 p.
m.
54 Free Column
FREE' KITTEN, five
months old. Call 753-9844.
Auction
Sot., *April 26 - 10 a.m.
At The Late William L. Hill Home,
3 ti Miles South of New Concord
On Kline Boat Dock Rand.
Leave Hwy. 121 At Mt. Carmel Church
Mr. Hill was a retired electric and plumbing contractor Will sell
large buildings filled with parts, tools, and supplies of all kinds, ser-
vice boxes, rolls of wire, pipes, conduit, electric motors, drills grin-
ders, light fixtures, chains, chain hoist, picks, rope, portable
generator, irrigation pump, truck wheels and tires, wrenches and
hand tools, boat, trailer, B. Allis Chalmers Tractor, house trailer with
fire damage, antique oak dining table, refrigerator, stove, fans,
clocks, lamps, platform scales, treadle sewing machine, hall
coatrack, T. V., washer and dryer, tool cabinet, fishing tackle. Too
many good items to list separately.
Antique Furniture, Glass& China
Fior Infermatitta CaN
Chester-Miller
Auction Service
433-41211
"Net Respeasillie la Case Of Accaleats"
433-4.
1
 hitches leweiri
113 S. 4th Street
Murray
or dependable wat
and jewelry repair
Fadory Approved
Acculron Service
D.C.'s ROOFING - new
roofs, reroofs, repairs. All
work guaranteed. 437-
4496.
Help Wanted
Experienced Sewing Machine Operators
flat bed sleeving machines, feed off the arm side
seam machines, collar setters on flat bed machines,
also .single needle sewing machine operators).
Also trainees.
Air conditioned, union factory. ( Amalgamated
Clothing Workers of America). Three weeks paid
vacation after one year.
APPLY IN PERSON ONLY
tedecee $kirt 111714*rib, Irk St. Peamak, Ky.
HOUSEHOLD AUCTION
Saturday, April 26
1:30 p. m.
Reis or Shim
At Mrs. bruit Caspar he.. 305 &sail lath
Offering like new 2 bedroom suits, couch and chair,
box spring and mattress, washer, dryer, stove,
table, lamps, dishes, hot plate, breakfast set, large
picnic table, glider, tool chest full of tools, possibly
tires, several boxes of miscellanous, very little
junk, detailed announcement day of sale.
Tarry Shoemaker Awns@ Service
Douglas Shoemaker,
app., auctioneer
Phone 753-3375
&4;WA
To Settle the Estate of Robert Craig
- LOCATION AND AUCTION SITE
Follow Highway 121 East of Murray, Ky. 2 miles to Locust
Grove Church Road, turn South 3.7 miles to Robert Craig
Road, South 1 mile to farm.
TUESDAY, APRIL 29 - 10:30 A.M.
TRACTORS - BACKH()E - FORKLIFT
J.D. 4230 Diesel wide front end, fully equipped, like n
ew; J.D. 830 Gas Tractor, new. Massey Fir
guson 2500 Diesel Forklift with 18.9x24 tires, J.D. 4010 Diesel 
Tractor, Int. Cub Tractor with No. 22
cycle mower, D.C. Case Tractor, Massey Ferguson 
Diesel industrial Tractor with 320 Backhoe and 300
loader, Case D. 3100 Crawler Tractor with roll guard and 
hydraulic blade.
COMBINES - HEADERS - TRUCK
J.D. 3300 Combine with cab, Rice tires, str
aw chopper, grain header; Int. 303 Combine, power steer
ing, 10 ft grain header and cab; Massey Ferguson 
510 Combine with cab, quick tach header, straw
chopper. Int. 105 Combine with cab, 13 ft. 
grain heathr and pickup reel, Massey Ferguson No. 44
4 row Corn Header, 4 J.D. 435W 4-row Cor
n Headers, 2 ID, 434 trow Corn Headers, M.F. 421
Corn Header, Int. 228 2.row Corn Header, I
nt, 22 Corn Header, J.D. 635N 6-row Corn Header, 30-in.
rows; Gleaner 2-row Corn Header, Chevrolet 60 Series 
Truck with 12-ft. Grain and dump bed, 2-speed
rear end.
PLANTERS - CULTIVATORS - PLOW'S - DISCS - DAIRY 
EQUIP.
J.D. 5 bottom fully mounted Plow, Ford 3 
pt. hitch 2.14 in. Plow, 3 pt. hitchCuivator. ,
spring tooth; Graham 3 pt. hitch 9 ft. Chum Plow, 
J.D. 1240 rtrrow Planter with fertilize, boxes as
t . chemical applicator, J.D. 3pt. hitch 4-row Cultivator, _14 ft. Int _320.1111r.,..Case _Wit
. Wlhasi Disc.
J.D. Model A.M. 3 pt. hitch 4-row Cultivator 
like new, Embee Model N 300 Vacuum Pump with
.0( 1% H.P. motor, stainless steel 250 gal.
 MB Bulk Tank, CDR Surge Vacuum Pump with 1 H.P. motor,
,s( 3 Surge Broker Cup with Pulsators, Milking 
Machines.
BALER, MOWERS, SILAGE and GRAIN EQUIPMENT, 
MISC.
Gehi self-propelled Silage Chopper with 
Waukesha motor, cutter bar and 2-row Corn Header. New
Holland heavy duty Silage Wagon with flotation 
tires like new, Mayrath 24 ft. Grain Elevator, New
Holland 280 P.T.O. Baler, New Holland 460 Hay 
Bine, New Holland Hay Rake, 2 Rubber Tire We
gons, BMB 6 ft. 3 pt. hitch Rotary Mower, Mayrath 55 
ft. P.T.O. driven 8 in. Auger, 3 pt. hitch
Rotary Mower, 3 pt. hitch Scraper. Int. 3 pt. 
hitch Grader Blade 5 ft., J.D P.T.O. Manure Spreader,
Tractor Weights, Duels, used tires, Irrigation 
Pump with aluminum pipe, 4 new Hinson Comfort
Covers, 3 pt. hitch Tractor Seeder, 3 pt. hit
ch Post Hole Digger, 10 H.P. Wheel Horse 42 in. Rid
ing Mower, Excel J.D. Tractor Cab, Fernco 
Combine Cans with Blowers, J.b. Rubber Tire Wagon
with fuel tank, Electric Welder and Other 
miscellaneous equipment., ----....
*ROBERT CRAIG Estate
41( A FRIENDS NOTE
t
....499bea..kaig. AK a friend _and bus
iness
assecrate for several -araiiii iik 14
in the business of the distribution 
of new
. and used farm epoikpenr 
ftlelAiltfaetINtet
11( Farmers in several Hetes He has bhw
jr honest and fair in all of 
ell dealings.
r'n _ We unite all of his Friends and Associates
it to attend this SALE'
A
i
TERMS: CASH Nor nrsitemhboir few arnt.
HERRON
AUC 1 ION & REAL I Y
4. unc* oft/ be sorred
A& ..
415 North Main, Henderson, Ky. 826-6216
10 North Main, Madisomrille, Ky. 8216154' 
.. ,..
11
102 West Carlisle, Mirion, Ky. 9156-2207
LICENSED
& BONDED
'• 'AUCTION
Ili REALTY
SERVICE
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Deaths and Funerals
Mrs. Ray Harrison
Dies At Hospital;
Services Today
Mrs. Ray (Vera) Harrison of
Hardin Route One died Tuesday
at 11:08 a.m. at the Benton
Municipal Hospital. She was 78
years of age.
The deceased was a member
of the Olive United Methodist
Church.
Survivors are her husband,
Ray Harrison; one daughter,
Mrs. John Ed Walker of
Mayfield; one son, John M.
Harrison of Hardin Route One;
one granddaughter, Mrs. Ted
Crawford of Mayfield; one
great grandson.
Funeral services are being
held today at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Filbeck and Cann
Funeral Home, Benton, with
Rev. John Churchwell of-
ficiating.
Pallbearers serving are
Wendell Norwood, Charles
Norwood, Joe Harrison, Wayne,
Charlie, and Jimmy Lovett.
Burial will be in the Olive
Cemetery.
Albert Smotherman
Dies Wednesday;
Rites Are Friday
Albert Smotherman, native of
Calloway County, died Wed-
nesday at 12:30 p.m. at Van-
derbilt Hospital, Nashville,
Tenn.
He was plant operator for the
Texas Gas Company and was a
ntember of the New Home
Baptist Church and Woodmen of
the World. He was born in
Calloway County. and was the
son of the late Coil and Etta
Hanelirie Smotherman.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Nola Riley Smotherman of
Benton Route Two and several
nieces and nephews.
Funeral services will be held
Friday at two p.m. at the chapel
of the Linn Funeral Home,
Benton, with Rev. R. B. Cope
officiating. Burial will be in the
Chapel Hill Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mrs. Tyne L Fulks
Dies At Westview
Mrs. Tyne Leneave Fulks, 83,
Cadiz Rt. 2, died at 6 p. m.
Tuesday at Westview Nursing
Home in Murray after a two-
month illness.
She was a member of the.
Cumberland Baptist Church of
Trigg County.
Mrs. FILMS is survived by her
husband, Allen N. Fulks of
Cadiz Rt. 2; a son, Spence
Leneave of Detroit, Mich.; a
daughter, Mrs. Mauline Larkins
of Cadiz; three grandchildren
and five great-grandchildren.
Services will be conducted
Friday at 10 a. m. at Goodwin
Funeral Home by Rev. Floyd
Larkin. Burial will be in East
End Cemetery
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mrs. Burns' Rites
Being Held Today
Funeral services for Mrs.
Hafford D. (ma Murrell Farris)
Burns of Paris, Tenn., native of
Calloway County, are being
held today at two p. m. at
Ridgeway Morticians, Paris,
with Rev. Carroll C. Owen of-
ficiating.
Burial will be in Memorial
Cemetery, Paris.
Mrs. Burns, age 68, died
Tuesday at Baptist Memorial
Hospital, Memphis, Tenn.
Mrs. Hoy Thompson
Dies At Nashville;
Funeral Is Today
Funeral Is Today
For Rev. Roy Burke
The funeral for Rev. Roy
Burke, pastor of the Hazel and
Mason's Chapel United
Methodist Churches, is being
held today at two p. m. at the
United Methodist Church,
McLemorsville, Tenn., with
Bev. Ed Crump of Paris, Tenn.,
officiating.
Burial will be in the church
cemetery there.
Rev. Burke, age 54, died
Wednesday at 4:30 a. m. at his
home. He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Lucile Graves Burke,
Hazel, one son, Gary Burke,
Humboldt, Tenn., one sister,
four brothers, and two grand-
children.
Mrs. Hoy tChloie Thompson
of Benton,c-ROute One died
Tuesday in a hospital in Nash-
ville, Tenn. She was 62 years of
age.
Survivors are her husband,
Hoy Thompson; three sons,
William Ben and Don Thomp-
son, both of Benton Route One,
and Ted Thompson of Benton
Route Nine; one brother, Rollie
Lyles of Hardin; two sisters,
Mrs. Ikna Pace of Benton
Route One and Mrs. Lydia
Morton of South Bend, Ind.; six
grandchildren.
Funeral services are being
held today at two p.m. at the
- --chapel .clif the CAM& Funeral
Home, Benton, with Bro. Willis
Green and Bro. Don McBrayer
officiating Burial will be in the
Darnall Cemetery
Mrs. Frank Evens
Dies In Florida
Mrs. Dettye G. Evens wife of
Frank 0. Evens, former
publisher of the Mayfield
Messenger, died at 4:15 p. m.
Tuesday at her home in Naples,
Florida. Mr. and Mrs. Evens
had resided in that city for the
past several years.
Mrs. Evens, 76, was the
daughter of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Rufus Gardner, of
Mayfield.
Besides her husband, she is
survived by a step-daughter,
Mrs. Louise Costa, of Naples,
and several nieces and
nephews, including Miss An-
netta Hale and J. T. Hale, of
Mayfield.
Services will be conducted at
10:30 a. m. Friday at the Byrn
Funeral Chapel, Mayfield, by
Rev. E. Thomas Wright. Burial
will be in Highland Park
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 4 p. m. today
(Thursday).
Services Friday
For Albert Martin
Funeral services for Albert
Martin of 403 North Second
Street, Murray, will be held
Friday at two p.m. at St. John's
Baptist Church with Rev. C. E.
Timberlake officiating.
Burial will be in the Murray
City Cemetery with the
arrangements by the Rutledge
Funeral Home where friends
may call.
Mr. Martin, age 83, died
Monday at 6:30 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Alberta Martin,
Murray, five daughters, six
sons, thirty grandchildren, and
six great grandchildren.
STOCK MARKET
Prices of stocks of local interest at noon
today furnished to the Ledger & Times by
I M. Simon Co. art as follows:
Airco  17% -%
5% -4
-4
481i -
Boise Cascade Uri uric
Ford 36%
Gen. Motors  42% -4
Gen Tire 13% unc
Goodrich IS% -4-
Gult011 194
Pennwalt 25% uric
Quaker Oats 15% -
Singer 13% -,-
Tappan No Sale
Western Union  14k. uric
Zenith 20% -1%
Amer. Motors 
Ashland 04.
Prices of stock of local interest at noon,
EDT, today. furnished t, the Ledger &
Times by First of Michigan. Corp. of
Murray, are as follows -
US Homes   uric
Kaufman & Broad   .7% -4
Ponderosa Systems 10% uric
Kimberly Clark met +3/4
Union Carbide 613i
W. R. Grace  .%
Texaco 23% +4
General Elec. 44% Ai
GAF Corp eme  10 .N11
Georgia 30% -%
Pfizer 32% -4
Jim Walters 34% -4
Kirsch 12% -%
Disney 45% +1
Franklin Mint 264 +54
Dr. Curris To
Appear On Focus
Murray State President
Constantine Curris will appear
on the MSU-TV program,
"Focus," Friday afternoon
according to Dr. Robert
Howard.
Dr. Curris is expected to
discuss his first two academic
years as president of the
university, Howard said. The
program begins at 5 p. m.
Harris. . .
(Csatiamed frees Page 1)
trying to hide it."
Harris outlined a four-part
economic plan.
"Iii were president, the first
thing I would do would be to
recommend price controls on
monopolistic industries such as
oil and gas, food, auto industry,
and steel industry. "There
should even be a rollback in the
oil and gas industry.
"Secondly, we should
vigorously enforce anti-trust
laws and get the government
out of the role of helping
monopolies. Thirdly, we should
have a $30 million tax cut and no
tax cut for big businesses.
"Fourthly, we should have a
jobs program. There are plenty
of things that need to be done
and plenty of cash to do them.
It's time we take the rich people
off welfare in our country and
put the people back to work."
Harris said one of the major
problems in economic reform
today is "that we treat the
symptom and not the cause."
He cited one example of an old
man in Florida. The man had
cataracts on both of his eyes
and couldn't see to cook. The
man asked why couldn't he take
food stamps and buy meals in
restaurants?
Why can't . he?" Harris
asked. "Why can't they just
give him the money?"
Harris said that unem-
ployment and the crime rate
are going up hand in hand. He
added that the reason was
because the government had
been concentrating too much on
treating the sympton and not
the cause.
"We need to return to Jef-
fersonian Democracy. People
are smart enough to govern
themselves," Harris said. "You
don't get liberty by begging;
you get it by taking," ,Harris
said, in ending his speech. The
statement was met with a long
and loud round of applause.
Angela Davis Tonight
Outspoken Communist Party
member and former UCLA
philosophy instructor Angela
Davis will speak tonight at 8
p.m. in Lovett Auditorium on
the Murray State University
campus as part of the Insight
series.
Davis will present the
minority view of the program
entitled, "Insight Into Four
Perspectives of American
Having worked in both
France and Germany, Davis
first came into focus in the U. S.
by helping the black community
of neighboring areas around the
University of California at San
Diego during the late 1960's.
Although she freely
acknowledged being a member
of the Communist Party, Davis
was appointed at the age of 24 as
a philosophy instructor at
UCLA.
She became only the third
woman in history to be placed
on the FBI's "Ten Most Wan-
ted" list in 1970 for her
suspected role in the Soledad
Brothers jailbreak incident
where she was charged with
conspiracy. She was later
released from, the charges and
has since spent her time
working with minority groups
wherever her assistance is
sought.
Roger Watson, a Louisville
senior, is chairman of the In-
sight-Lecture Committee.
Bicycle Hike
Made By Troop
To Blood River
_
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 358.8,
up 0.2. Below dam 308.2, down
0.2.
tlarkley Lake-7 am., &WA jjp.
0.2. Below dam 319.7, down 0.1.•
Sunset 7:38. Stuulse 6:11.
Moon rises 6:33 p.m., sets
Thursday 6.08 a.m.
Mrs. Redmond Named Winner
Of Herbert J. Levine Grant
Mrs. Shirley Raye Redmond,
a speech and journalism major
from Falls Church, Va., has
been named the winner of the
1974-75 Herbert J. Levine
Scholarship Contest at Murray
State University.
The daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
W. J. Robertson, Mrs. Redmond
will receive a $200 scholarship
as first prize in the annual
essay-writing contest, made
possible by Dr. Levine, a
Centralia, m., physician, and
his wife to encourage Murray
State undergraduates to ex-
press their personal views on an
announced, but current, aspect
of American democracy.
The central theme of this
Year's contest was '•Amnesty in
Hostages Killed
By Terrorists
In Stockholm
This past weekend, April 18,
19, and 20, Boy Scout Troop 77
made a 30 mile bicycle hike and
camped on Blood River at a
TVA Recreational Area.
The Scouts used the back
roads to avoid the main arteries
of traffic to make their way
from the First Christian Church
to the lakeside camp. The
Scouts were encamped three
days and two nights.
Advancement was made in
Indian lore, cooking, camping,
and cycling.
Scouts attending the campout
were Joe Harmon, Claude
Johnson, Craig Johnson, Larry
Smith, Mark Smith, Dwaine
Hampton, Charlie Bazzell, John
King, Wayne Higgins, Steve
Scherer, John Sherer, Eddie
Bettsworth, Allen Warner,
Mark Young, Doug Craf ton,
Mark Auatin, Paul Austin, Joey
Grasty, and Chris Cropper.
Guests of the troop were Tim
Page and Mike Potter.
Adult assistance was ren-
dered by Arvin Craf ton and
Robert Underwood:
Troop 77 meets each Monday
St 6:30 p.m. at the First
Christian Church. Boys in-
terested in scouting are invitkl.
STOCKHOLM, Sweden ( AP)
— Five terrorists shot and
killed one person in the West
German Embassy today and
took the ambassador, the mili-
tary attache and several other
persons hostage in a bid to free
prisoners from West German
jails, officials said.
The group, which identified
itself as a-cell of the West Ger-
man anarchist Baader-Meinhof
gang, whose leaders are await-
ing triallh' Stuttgart later this
year, threatened to blow up the
building with TNT if police
tried to storm the embassy.
The group, including three
men and two women, some of
them armed with submachine
guns, told the West German
news agency DPA in a phone
call that their cell was named
after Holger Meins, a 33-year-
old member of the Baader-
Meinhof gang who died Nov. 9
after a hunger strike in a West
German prison.
Police Commissioer Karl-
Erik Stenbaeck told newsmen
that several shots were fired in
the office of West German Am-
bassador Dietrich Stoecker, 60.
The identity of the person
slain was not given imr.-.ediate-
ly.
The American Political
System."
For the second year in a row,
the second place award went to
Brenda Louise Croft, 20, a
senior business education
major from Marion. She is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. W.
Croft, Route 9, Marion, and in
1972 was valedictorian of her
graduating class at Crittenden
County High School. She will
receive a scholarship valued at
$100.
This was the seventh con-
secutive year that Murray State
students have competed for the
$300 in scholarships, established
on an annual basis by Dr. and
Mrs. Levine, who also sponsor
similar contests on other
college campuses.
In her first-place essay, Mrs.
Redmond advocates amnesty
for the thousands of young
Americans who fled to other
countries rather than serve in
the armed forces during the
Vietnam conflict.
"It was a government
decision that forced them to
choose between war and
desertion, and it will take
another government decision to
allow them to return home,"
she wrote. "This decision
should be for amnesty, because
it is a part of our American
heritage, our Christian ideals
and our peace plan for the home
front."
In her essay, Miss Croft
centered her comments on the
granting of amnesty to
governmental officials, calling
the practice "a needless device
in the American political
system by which offenses are
settled."
"It destroys citizens' hopes
for honest government
leadership and tends to drain a
country of power," she wrote.
"The foremost American desire
is to destroy evil and maintain
only the right in government.
Therefore, the granting of
amnesty battles our greatest
desire and undermines our
political system."
A new essay contest with a
new topic will be announced for
Murray State students in the
fall for the 1975-76 school year,
according to Dr. Riley Venza,
chairman of the Department of
History and chairman of the
Levine scholarship committee.
Winners in the Craft Fair held at Murray High School duringMarch and April were, left to right, Cheryl Brown, grand
prize for a Batik, Chris Parker, first prize in paper-mache
mask, and Dorisanna Steely, first prize in both stitchery andjewelry making. Mrs. Evon Kelly, librarian, and Mrs. BettyScott, art instructor, sponsored the contest at the schoolPrizes were awarded by the Sterling Publishing Company,Inc. The contest entries are on display in the Murray HighSchool Library.
Comments
For 1975
Crop Asked
Washington — The U. S.
Department of Agriculture
(USDA) today asked for
comments on proposed
determinations for fire-cured,
dark air-cured, Virginia sun-
cured, cigar-binder (Types 51 &
52), and cigar filler and binder
(Types 42, 43, 44, 53, 54 & 55)
tobaccos for the 1975-76
marketing year.
In a notice published in the
April 14th issue of the Federal
Register, USDA will announce
that "The Seeretary of
Agriculture proposed to make
determinations for the 1975-crop
of tobacco on whether national
marketing quotas and acreage
allotments should be increased
or terminated."
Recommendations should be
submitted in writing not later
than April 30, to the Director,
Tobacco and Peanut Division,
Agricultural Stabilization and
Conservation Service, U. S.
Department of Agriculture,
Washington, D. C. 20250.
All written submissions will
be made available for public
inspection at the office of the
Director, Room 6763,
Agriculture Department's
South Building, during regular
business hours, 8:15 a. m. -to4:45 p. m.
Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service April
24, 1975
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 9 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 662 Est. 700 Barrows 8, Gilts
.25 to mostly .50 lower Sows steady
US 1-2200-230 lbs... 140.75-41.35 few at 41.50
US 1-3 190-240 lbs. $40.50-40.7;
US 24 246-260 lbs. 139.75-40.50
US 34 260-280 lbs.  639.25-39.75
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs 934.00-35.00
US 1-3 300-450 lbs  934a0-3.5.00
US 1-3 450-650 lbs. 635.00-36.00
US 2-3 300-500 lbs  633.00-34.00
Boars 27.00-29.00
Dietzel. . .
(Cestbsaed frets Pagel)
of directors and is a frequent
speaker and participant at the
organization's meetings, rallies
and simmer conferences.
He has written two books,
"Wing-T and the Chinese Ban-
dits" and "Coaching Football,"
and co-authored another, "Go,
Shorty, Go."
His administrative ac-
complishments as athletic
director at South Carolina have
drawn almost as much attention
as his coaching feats.
When he became head of the
Gamecock staff in 1966, he took
over an athletic program that
had been "in the red" for
more than a decade. During his
tenure there, the South Carolina
athletic department has been
"in the balck" every year, its
budget has tripled and the
department is completely debt
free.
Capital improvements in the
Gamecock athletic facilities
during that time have included
a new stadium, coliseum and
athletic dormitory, among
others.
Dietzel has served as
chairman of the Public
Relations Committee for the
National Association of College
Directors of Athletes and last
summer lectured for two days
at a NACDA seminar on
promotion, public relations,
ticket sales and fund raising.
Dexter-Hardin Methodist Church
Plans Anniversary Day Sunday
Sunday, April 27, the Dexter-
Hardin United Methodist
Church will have Anniveriary
Day. Eleven couples have
celebrated their golden wedding
anniversary since the Dexter
and Hardin churches united in
1968.
The services will be an
honorary service to those living
and a memorial service to those
who have passed away.
Rev. John Churchwell,
pastor, will speak on the sub-
ject, "What It Means To Be
Married" at the Olive United
Methodist Church at ten a. m.
and at the Dexter-Hardin
Church at eleven a. m.
The Miller Trio froth
Hohenwald, Tenn., will be
ministering in the song services
at both Olive and Dexter-
Hardin.
Those to be recognized in the
anniversary services are Mr.
and Mrs. Clint Skaggs, Mr. and
Mrs. John Lee, Mrs. E. C.
Puckett and the late Mr.
Puckett, the late Mr. and Mrs.
Clyde Youngblood, Mr. and
Mrs. C. E. Williams, Mrs.
Hinton Clayton and the late Mr.
Clayton, Mr. and Mrs.
Roosevelt Mathis, Mr. and Mrs.
Gus Haley, the late Mr. and
Mrs. Albert Lee, Mr. and Mrs.
Wilson Inman, and Mr. and
Mrs. Orbie Culver.
Friends and relatives of the
honored couples are urged to
attend, said Rev. Church well
pastor.
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